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You have been in charge of international banks for many

years, and in 2020 you were appointed as the Chairman of

the Supervisory Board of Moldindconbank. What made you

accept this position?

Herbert Stepic: Central and Eastern Europe is a region with

great potential for development. This is what I have been

convinced of ever since the Fall of the Iron Curtain, an enormous

transformational process which brought about accelerated growth.

This induced me to open Banks in 15 countries of CEE, among

which included Romania, Hungary, Poland, Russia e.g., during

my years of activity as executive chairman of Raiffeisen

International and later Raiffeisenbank International. For more than

two decades, we have promoted the attractiveness of this region

for investors. At the same time, we and other western banks were

responsible for the know-how transfer of modern banking

techniques to the region.

Unfortunately, the Republic of Moldova has been left out of the

process of large banking groups expanding to Eastern Europe.

The reasons for this were manifold, the rule of law, and

transparency of shareholders, prevailing corruption and the

complicated political situation. All this resulted in a much slower

pace of transformation, which finally culminated in huge bank

fraud, at a magnitude risking the country’s economics, affecting

the people's living standards and tarnishing the banks' credibility.

Unfortunately, the Republic of Moldova is known to the

international banking community more as a result of this fraud,

and not for the potential the market offers. Since 2016, most of

the negative effects have been eliminated through the successful

efforts of the National Bank of Moldova and the authorities. As a

result, important players on the European banking market have

shown interest in investing in local banks. Presently, a

recognizable number of European quality investors - from

Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary, but also the EBRD have shown

interest in the largest banks of the country.
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“The Bank will become a model of financial 

transparency and performance in the region”

The numbers also confirms this effort. In 2020, the bank made a

profit of 432.2 million lei, the loan portfolio reached 8.2 billion lei,

and the share of non-performing loans decreased from 11.7% to

8.4%. This result was achieved not withstanding the limiting

conditions caused by corona in 2020, when the economy of the

Republic of Moldova faced unprecedented challenges. Now, the

main strategy is to maintain and strengthen the market positions

achieved and to focus on efficiency. We will transform the bank in

all areas of activity, towards the most modern and advanced

standards of the industry. During 2020, the Bank has made

considerable efforts to implement AML solutions in order to align

with the highest international standards in AML prevention. The

next stage of the AML transformation mission will be completed

early 2021, so the Bank will become a model of financial

transparency, performance and security related to international

transfers in the region.

Top priority is the application of new information technologies in

banking, an element which has developed to become ever more

important under the working conditions of COVID-19.

You are also named by the press and the banking community

“Puller for investors in the Central and Eastern European

region”, a region about which You stated that it still has a

great growth potential, and the penetration and development

of banks in the region is an element which contributes to this

growth process. How do You appreciate the potential of the

banking market in the Republic of Moldova?

Herbert Stepic: Referring to the Republic of Moldova, it is a

country at the cross roads of East and West at the border of the

European Union and CEE. It is here where the trade routes

connecting two very large markets are crossing. In order to

realize the existing potential, there is a need for a wider opening

of the country, a strong need for economic and political stability,

as well as an adequate and attractive functional legislative

framework for foreign investors. The Republic of Moldova still has

a room for improvement regarding these issues. What I find

positive presently is that the direction of moving towards the

European Union got much more pronounced and seems

irrevocable to me. At the same time, Moldova has to keep its

crossroad function fully utilizing the geographical advantages

between east and west.

Coming closer to the west doesn´t automatically mean to “forget

the east” – just the opposite. The importance is a strong rule of

law necessitating a strong political backing. Only the n Moldova

will be able to capitalize on major investments and that includes of

course attracting private international capital, including banks and

investment funds. It is a process with clear benefits for all parties -

the state will benefit from creating new jobs, increasing taxes, and

investors will receive benefits from the capital invested in a

potentially strong growing economy. However, an important

condition for any investor who considers entering or developing

the business in the country is the security of his investment, which

is guaranteed by the state by ensuring an environment where the

rule of law is untouchable. Irrespective of that, the commercial

banks in the Republic of Moldova dispose of sufficient sources of

financing for viable projects and especially Moldindconbank, holds

a very favorable position regarding the availability of capital and

liquidity to meet the requirements of individuals as well as legal

entities.

What do you think about the Moldovan banking system, in

the context of implementing the new requirements Basel III?

Is it compliant to world standards?

Herbert Stepic: The arrival of important foreign investors in the

banking sector of the Republic of Moldova was possible also due

to the most modern rules and regulations, introduced by the

National Bank of Moldova. As a result, important changes have

taken place in the 4 large banks of the country. Most of these

changes are related to compliance issues of shareholders and to

“fit and proper” principles, as well as the promotion of the best

practices of bank management. These also include the standards

of the Basel III agreement. They mainly regulate three areas – the

requirements for the bank's capital, the borrowing rate and

liquidity. Based on the current situation, the main banks of the

Republic of Moldova meet the requirements of Basel III and have

sufficient capital and liquidity to promote existing and prospective

projects. Here I would like to mention, that the National Bank of

Moldova has introduced tougher conditions as compared to the

requirements of other European Regulators. Obviously, in

addition to a comfort factor, reducing risks and uncertainties,

provided by the implementation of Basel III, investors rely very

much so on political and economic stability, especially in the

regulatory field.

I believe, after having been working in CEE for more than 35

years, to know the specifics of Eastern European countries and

their potential. For this reason, I gladly accepted the proposal of

the majority shareholders of Moldindconbank - Doverie Invest, to

lead the bank's Board. I consider it an opportunity to continue

what we started in other countries of the region i.e., to promote

quality banking in Moldova.

My understanding of quality banking is to increase customer

convenience in access to banking services, funding for the needs

of individuals and the promotion of small and medium-sized

enterprises, amongst many other issues.

I am convinced that the present team of Moldindconbank is

sufficiently professional and dedicated to these goals. Together

we will succeed in realizing these ambitious plans.

How do you appreciate the evolution of Moldindconbank in

2020, but also the prospects of the institution in the coming

years?

Herbert Stepic: Moldindconbank is one of the leading banks in

the country, due to its important market presence, proven

financial strength, its dedicated customer orientation and the, in

the meantime, professional team built. The Bank holds the

second position in the market regarding most financial indicators.

It is the leading bank regarding bank cards and payment services

and operates closest to the customers due to the largest branch

network of the country. This together with the expected boost in

the technology will not only increase quality and speed, but also

operational efficiency. This will makes us the leader in retail

banking in the near future.

Until February 2020, Moldindconbank was under the supervision

and early intervention regime of the National Bank of Moldova.

This process has been finalized in connection with the

achievement of the objectives set, which confirms that things are

moving in the right direction. The bank team had to respond

effectively to the high challenges posed by the COVID-19

pandemic and was able to manage the rapid changes fast and

professionally. Customers had permanent access to

Moldindconbank services and products.



The year 2020 put the basis for a new stage in the

development of the Bank which started with the

acquisition of the majority stake by the European investor

"DOVERIE UNITED-HOLDING AD" and the termination

of the early intervention regime established by the

National Bank of Moldovan. The statutory governance of

the bank, the functionality of the Supervisory Board and

the Management Committee have been fully restored.

The bank became independent, making it possible to

take decisions towards modernization which were

postponed in previous years.

However we all will remember 2020 as a difficult year

due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the challenges

associated with the pandemic as historic. A lot of people

lost their lives, companies shut down or limited their

activities, the private life of people was under pressure.

I want to highlight some of our measures we have done

so far to protect the health of our customers and

employees, which is a priority for us. During the state of

emergency, all our branches operated normally and we

closed only small agencies for security reasons. I am

sure that our customers appreciated that, at this difficult

time, we provided proper access to banking products and

services. In addition, in order to reduce the health risks to

our customers and not to force them visiting our

branches every time, we have proposed to offer free

cards for all, so that more customers have access to our

mobile application and online banking services.

MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

Nikolay Borissov
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Thus, only during the state of emergency, the bank

issued more than 30 thousand cards free of charge. We

are talking not only about the categories that traditionally

benefit from free cards - young people, mothers,

pensioners, holders of salary cards. All those who

needed bankcards during this period, received them free

of charge.

On the other hand, at the request of our customers, we

facilitated the lending conditions and granted grace

periods for loans totaling over one billion lei. In addition,

for the convenience of our customers, we have made

automatic prolongation of deposits during the quarantine

regime.

Despite these circumstances, the Bank's financial results

continued its positive evolution and we generating a profit

of 432.2 million – a very good result.

The bank maintained its market positions, the assets

increasing by 15%, up to 21.3 billion lei, which represents

the second position in the national banking ranking by

volume, at the same time improving their quality.

During 2020, the bank focused its efforts on lending to

individuals, launching promotions and products for

consumer loans and mortgages. The loan portfolio of

individuals increased by 18%, amounting to 3.7 billion lei,

reaching a market share of 22.9%.We have maintained

our leading position in the cards market - having over

500,000 active cards in our portfolio.

Due to the fact that we were the first to install cash-in

ATMs on the market, as well as ATMs with several

currencies, we enjoy their active usage by our customers.

The bank holds 21% of the total number of ATMs in

Moldova, while the share of transactions is 38%. We

have 1/4 of all POS terminals, which have processed 1/3

of all the transactions on the market.

The pandemic has contributed to the increase in digital

banking services, in our case by 70%, compared to 2019.

By the way, our ATMs are actively used for foreign

exchange. We are among the first in Moldova to install

new generation ATMs - recyclers. But the future does not

lie with ATMs, but with digital banking. Increased

attention has been paid to financing SMEs to support

their work and create viable jobs during the pandemic.

Moldindconbank is one of the top banks in the country,

due to its important presence on the market, proven

financial strength, its focus on customer needs and being

supported by a team of professionals.

The bank ranks second on the domestic banking market

in terms of the most financial indicators. It is the leading

bank in the segment of cards and payment services, and

is close to its customers due to the largest branch

network in the country. This foundation, along with the

expected momentum of technologies, will increase not

only the quality and speed of services, but also

operational efficiency.

At the initiative of the recently formed new Governance of

the Bank, there was adopted a transformation strategy,

meant to modernize the bank in all areas of activity, by

bringing together the best practices of European banking.

In the coming years, we will invest in IT (implementing a

new core-banking), while focusing on digital banking

technologies - we want to add new features to our mobile

application and establish new channels of

communication with customers. We aim to be close to

customers not only at the counter but also in the virtual

space, offering convenient and easy access to the most

innovative banking services.

Our goal is to be recognized as the best Bank, and this

appreciation can only be obtained when customers are

satisfied with our services.

I am very proud of our team and I want to express my

sincere and deep thanks for the very good results

obtained in this challenging period, and I am convinced

that we will succeed in realizing all our ambitious plans

for 2021 as well.
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In 2020 the Bank continued the reinforcement of the

Governance and organization to respond to its revised

strategic objectives for the coming years:

 Herbert Stepic was appointed as the new Chairman

of the Supervisory Board and Thomas Higgins was

appointed as a new member of the Supervisory

Board. Therefore the Supervisory Board now consists

of 7 members according to the Charter.

 Additional specialized committee was created under

the Supervisory Board - Business and

Transformation Committee (headed by Herbert

Stepic) to support Transformation strategy of the

Bank

 Nikolay Borissov was appointed as the Chairman of

the Management Board and the new members of the

Management Board were appointed - Andrei

Suruceanu (head of Finance area) and Denis

Cheptine (head of Risk area). Thus the Management

Board exercised its duties in the composition of 5

members according to the Charter

 The organizational structure is continuously reshaped

and is adjusted to the rapidly changing reality and

confirmed operational and strategic needs. Among

the main changes we can mention the set up of the

Projects and Organization Department, to facilitate

Transformation.

 Continuing strengthening of the Compliance

function is the key priority for the Bank. The Bank is

making important investments in raising the level of

the compliance culture and framework through

advanced training and consultancy projects and is

making hard investments in AML software and tools

to enhance the efficiency of monitoring activities.

 COVID-19 had and is still having a significant impact

on organization. The top priority since 2020 in this

regard is to protect the health of our employees and

customers. The Bank activity was reorganized to

ensure remote work both in front office (rotations)

and head office and adjustment of the working

program and plenty of other protective measures.

OUR ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

OUR HIGHLIGHTS IN 2020 

CHANGES IN GOVERNANCE AND ORGANIZATION

Strengthening of the 

Supervisory Board

Prioritizing 

Transformation

Strengthening of the 

Management  Board

Adjusting organization to 

support Transformation

Continue strengthening 

of the Compliance 

function

Addressing COVID-19 

Retail

Audit

Supervisory Board

CEO

Supervisory Board Committees

Management BoardManagement Board Committees

Retail Banking Corporate Banking CFO CRO

Products

Cards

Branch network

HR

Secretary

Legal

Compliance

IT

Operations

Projects

Logistics

Planning Risk

Non-performingAccounting

Corporate

Treasury

Security

General Shareholders Meeting

Subordination
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During a challenging year which was heavily marked by

COVID-19 the Bank maintained and even strengthened its

market position and namely:

 We maintained the leading position in the payment

cards market. The Bank's share of the total cards in

circulation based on the latest data available

(30.09.2020) is 38.1%, having increased by 1.4

percentage points during 2020.

 We maintained the second position in the market in

terms of total assets, loan portfolio, deposit portfolio,

which is a strong indication of the level of confidence

and trust the population and companies have towards

the Bank.

 We maintaining leading positions in the market in

money remittance services provided to individuals. The

Bank's market share constituting 34.2%.

 We further improved the quality of the loan portfolio, by

which the amount of non-performing loans decreased

by 22.9%, and the share of non-performing loans in

the total loan portfolio decreased to 8.4% (by 3.3

percentage points during 2020).

 We further increased the level of capitalization (equity

by 13%) as well as the level of own funds by which the

Capital Adequacy Ratio increased to 31.7%,

significantly above the regulatory limits.

 We ensured continuity and compliance in all areas of

activity maintaining a high level of efficiency.

OUR MARKET STANDING IN 2020 

20,5
%

ASSETS

17,9
%

LOANS

20,7
%

DEPOSITS

23,5
%

DEPOSITS OF 
INDIVIDUALS

38,1
%

CARDS

34,2
%

MONEY 
REMITTANCES

2nd 2nd

2nd 2nd

1st 1st

Continuity and 

Compliance

2nd position on loan and 

deposits market

Leader on the payment 

card market

Leader on money 

remittances

Improving the quality of 

loan portfolio

Increase of 

capitalization

OUR HIGHLIGHTS IN 2020 

MARKET POSITIONING
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KEY INDICATORS 31.12.2019 31.12.2020

FINANCIAL INDICATORS

Assets, MDL thousands 18 436 933 21 277 906

Loan portfolio, MDL thousands 7 560 169 8 164 433

Deposit portfolio, MDL thousands 14 074 368 16 446 884

Equity, MDL thousands 3 264 301 3 699 427

Net profit, MDL thousands 678 413 432 191

ROA, % 3,7 2,2

ROE, % 23,1 12,4

CIR, % 49,4 52,1

Own funds rate 23,9 31,7

NON-FINANCIAL INDICATORS

Number of customers 791 512 872 447

Number of bank employees 1499 1491

Bank subdivisions: 185 183

– branches 64 64

– agencies 121 119

Number of ATM 237 248

In 2020, under the challenging environment, caused by

the pandemic, the Bank strengthened its financial

position, demonstrating high level of resilience and

sustainability of operations and main business segments.

The total assets of the Bank increased in 2020 by 15.4%

and reached the amount of MDL 21,277.9 million as of

December 31, 2020.

The evolution of assets structure was positive both from

a business point of view, but also increasing the

resilience of the Bank to possible shocks and challenges

caused by COVID-19:

 increase in the loan portfolio;

 maintaining high level liquidity;

 decrease in Central Bank reserve requirements;

 increase in financial instruments investments;

 increase in tangible and intangible assets.

The gross loan portfolio amounted to MDL 8,164.4 million

as of December 31, 2020 and increased during this

challenging period by 8% compared to the previous year.

Financial investments (state securities, and certificates of

Central Bank) increased by 71.5% or MDL 2 billion,

following the reduction of reservation requirements by the

Central Bank and increase in funding in local currency

The evolution of the Bank's liabilities was qualitative

during 2020:

 increase in deposits (sight accounts, +32%);

 decrease in borrowings;

 increase in equity from the profit side.

Despite COVID-19, we generated a high level of

profitability, incorporating continuing business activity

combined with a vigilant and prudent approach towards

risks. The gross operating profit increased by 10.2%,

mainly driven by resilient interest margin evolution

(+4.2%), net fees and commission income exceptional

increase (+17.2%), and other income (mainly forex

transactions) outstanding performance (+26.7%). The net

operating profit was impacted by the additional

provisioning allocations, reflecting the challenging

economic environment in which the Bank was operating.

The balanced management of the Bank's activity during

the crisis positively affected the main performance

indicators - second on the market in terms of return on

assets (ROA) and return on equity (ROE), at the same

time being highly liquid and capitalized.

18,4
21,3

2019 2020

Billion MDL

+15%
Assets

3,3
3,7

2019 2020

Billion MDL

+13%
Equity

2.2%

ROA

12.4%

ROE

OUR HIGHLIGHTS IN 2020 

FINANCIAL POSITION AND PERFORMANCE
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KEY INDICATORS
Prudential 

regulation
31.12.2019 31.12.2020

PRUDENTIAL INDICATORS

Own funds 2 040 144 2 840 768

Own funds rate Min 10% 23,88 31,69

Principle I of liquidity < 1,0 0,70 0,64

Principle II of liquidity >20% 53,65 60,48

Principle III of liquidity:

> 1,0

Up to one month including 2,00 1,83

Between one and 3 months including 9,97 10,00

Between 3 and 6 months including 5,54 7,56

Between 6 and 12 months including 3,62 5,36

Over 12 months 9,58 12,29

Exposure to a customer or group of related customers / 

Eligible capital of the Bank, %
≤ 15% 10,53 8,34

Share of the first ten credit exposures in the total portfolio 

of loans and conditional commitments, which constitute 

the first ten exposures by amount, %

≤ 30 22,63 21,37

Total exposures to related persons / Eligible capital of 

the Bank, %
≤ 20% 0,47 0,08

Exposure to an affiliate and / or group of customers 

related to the affiliate of the Bank / Eligible capital of the 

Bank, %

≤10% 0,35 0,03

Liability of the Bank’s officials / Own funds, % ≤10% 5,29 4,73

Long open foreign currency position / Own funds, % ≤ +10% 2,49 0,03

Short open foreign currency position / Own funds, % ≥ -10% -8,01 -1,05

Sum of the long open foreign currency positions / Own 

funds, %
≤ +20% 2,86 0,06

Sum of the short open foreign currency positions / Own 

funds
≥ -20% -8,08 -1,06

Total amount of investments in long-term tangible fixed 

assets  / Own funds, %
< 50% 9,70 6,72

During 2020, the Moldindconbank was in full compliance

with all prudential indicators established by the National

Bank of Moldova.

During the period under review the Bank has managed to

increase its capital adequacy level resulting in greater

resilience to absorb economic shocks:

 Own funds increased by 39.2%

 Capital Adequacy Ratio increased to 31.69%

The level of liquidity increased further:

 Principle I (long-term liquidity) positive to 0.64

 Principle II (short-term liquidity) up to 60.48%

Improvement of exposures and concentration risk:

 Single customer/group - down to 8.34%

 First 10 exposures - down to 21.37%

 Exposures to related parties - down to 0.08%

Foreign currency risk and positions kept within the

regulatory limits at all times without exceptions.

PRUDENTIAL INDICATORS

OUR HIGHLIGHTS IN 2020 

31.7%

CAR

60.5%

LIQ II

8.3%

Single 

cust.

21.4%

10 exp.

INFORMATION ON SHARE 

REDEMPTION 

In 2020, the redemption by the Bank of its own shares

did not take place
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CUSTOMER FIRST

• WE LISTEN TO OUR CUSTOMERS, BEING ALWAYS 

RESPONSIVE AND ANTICIPATING THEIR NEEDS.

• WE BUILD LONG LASTING RELATIONSHIPS THAT 

MAKES A POSITIVE DIFFERENCE IN THEIR LIVES.

THE BEST PEOPLE

• WE DEVELOP OUR PEOPLE BY ENCOURAGING 

RESPONSIBILITY, INITIATIVE AND TEAM SPIRIT.

• WE RECOGNISE, VALUE AND REWARD THEIR 

ACHIEVEMENTS. 

OPENNESS AND TRUST

• WE ARE HONEST AND OPEN IN ALL OUR ACTIONS.

• BY BUILDING TRUST WE BUILD A BETTER BANK.

EXCELENCE

• WE EXHIBIT A STRONG WILL FOR CHANGE IN 

ORDER TO DELIGHT OUR CUSTOMERS,

EMPLOYEES, COMMUNITY AND SHAREHOLDERS.

Our Mission is to provide banking services and products in accordance

with the most modern and advanced standards to ensure we meet

customer needs and shareholder expectations.

OUR VALUES

KEY ACTIVITIES AND 

REVENUE STREAMS

KEY RESOURCES AND 

COSTS

CUSTOMERS (VALUE, 

RELATIONSHIP, 

SEGMENTS, CHANNELS)

• Leader in retail segment 

• Maintain leadership in terms of cards / alternative 

payment products

• Replace core banking and improve IT 

infrastructure

• Employer of Choice among banks

• Improve image and brand

• Improve organizational set-up (lean)

• Have optimized branch network

• Performance measurement and monitoring 

(profitability, costs, KPI’s)

• Processes review to reduce inefficiencies and 

costs

• Automation of business processes

• Enhance Corporate offer (with focus on SMEs)

• Have reshaped advanced remote channels

• Reshaped collection 

• Centralized and optimized claim management

• Products and services based on customers 

needs 

• Revision and reshape of core products’ 

processes

Strategy

Our Vision is to be a transformed Client Centric Universal Bank with leading positions in retail, operating

through efficient processes, referenced for quality and excellence, having a new brand and recognized as

employer of choice among the Banks.
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The world economy was marked in 2020 by the COVID-

19 pandemic crisis that plunged most countries into

recession. The economic impact was felt through the

measures of quarantine and isolation of social life that

negatively influenced consumption volume. As a result it

stopped the activities of economic agents and public

services in the fields of tourism, catering, transport and

industry, and decreased the gross added value at all

economic levels.

The economy of the Republic of Moldova affected by the

pandemic crisis, drought and political instability,

registered a decrease of 8.2% in the period January -

September 2020. Most economic sectors have registered

negative development of gross domestic product.

Gross domestic product (GDP) in 2020 constituted

MDL 206.4 billion, decreasing by 7% compared to 2019

(in comparable prices).

The decrease of GDP from January to September was

mostly influenced by the domestic wholesale and retail

market (with a contribution of -2.4%), followed by a

reduction in the production of agriculture, forestry and

fishing (-2.1%), extractive, processing industries, etc. (-

0.9%), public administration, social insurance, education,

health (-0.6%), professional, scientific and technical

activities (-0.5%), etc.

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT - ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AMID THE 

PANDEMIC

10

The annual inflation rate (as of December 2020

compared to December 2019) was 0,4%, which was

below inflation target set by the National Bank of

Moldova (5% +/-1,5%).

The Moldovan Leu from the beginning of 2020 recorded

a depreciation of 9.7% against the Euro, and remained

stable against the US dollar.

Turnover in trade and services in 2020 increased from

the account of retail trade, which increased by 4.6% (in

comparable prices) compared to 2019, the other areas of

local trade being in decline: the volume of market

services provided to the population -15.7% (in

comparable prices), the volume of services provided to

the companies -15,5% (in current prices), wholesale

trade -5,6% (in current prices), auto vehicles trade -

18,1% (in current prices).

The official reserve assets maintained by the National

Bank of Moldova as of December 31, 2020 amounted to

USD 3,783.5 million, having increased by 23.7%

compared to the level recorded at the end of 2019.

210,4 206,4

2019 2020

Nominal GDP, mild. USD

Exports and imports have reduced in volume. In 2020,

exports have decreased by 10,6%, and imports by 7,3%.

The negative balance of trade amounted to USD 2,9

billion compared to USD 3.1 billion in 2019.

The coverage of imports with exports in 2020 constituted

45.9%, being higher by 1.7 p.p. compared to the previous

year.

The volume of agricultural production in 2020

recorded a decrease by 27.1% (in comparable prices).

The decrease in agricultural production was determined

by the decrease in crop production by 35.9% and in

livestock production by 3.8%.

Industrial enterprises produced 5.5% less in 2020 than

in 2019. The decrease in volume is due to the decrease

by 7.1% in production of the processing industry. At the

same time, an increase was recorded in the field of

extractive industry (+9.5%) and in the production and

supply of electricity and heat, gas, hot water and air

conditioning (+2.3%).

In 2020, revenues of MDL 62.7 billion were accrued to

the national public budget (NPB), which is 0.5% less

than in 2019. NPB expenditures amounted to MDL 73.3

billion, increasing by 11.1%. Overall, NPB registered a

gap of MDL10.6 billion, which means a significant

increase compared to the gap of MDL 3.0 billion in 2019.

Investments in the fixed assets decreased by 2.6% in

2020 and amounted to MDL 27.1 billion.

In 2020, the total volume of remittances from abroad to

individuals from the Republic of Moldova amounted to

USD 1.5 billion an increase by 21.6% compared to 2019.

This substantial increase was most likely due to the

limited possibilities of remitting money through unofficial

channels due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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0,9
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0,4

2018 2019 2020

Annual inflation, %
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Annual inflation

1,2
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2019 2020
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34,6
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Due to the conditions arising as a result of the

COVID-19 pandemic, the NBM has undertaken a

series of measures that have influenced the

evolution of the banking sector:

 The annual base rate applied to the main short-term

monetary policy operations was reduced over the

year from 4.5% to 2.65% in November 2020. NBM’s

decision to relax monetary policy aimed to support

aggregate demand through several channels,

including lending.

 The norm of required reserves in Moldovan lei and

non-convertible currency was reduced during the

year from 42.5% to the level of 32.0% of the

calculation base starting with November 2020. This

amendment aims to increase the liquidity available to

licensed banks in order to prevent liquidity risk and

strengthen the stability of the banking sector. At the

same time, the reduction of the reserve requirement

rule represents a continuation of monetary policy

measures to balance the reserve requirement rules in

the context of increasing the efficiency of the

transmission of monetary impulses in the real sector.

 The NBM provided temporary flexibility (until July

2020) to banks in dealing with economic agents and

individuals who have bank loans and allowed

postponement or modification of the maturity terms of

payments and / or amounts of payments due, without

automatically classifying the respective loans in a

tougher category than the existing one.

In the climate of a public health emergency

instituted in the country due to COVID 19, the

Bank has undertaken a series of measures that

have ensured continuity and compliance in all

areas of activity:

 Ensuring remote work and communication and

coordination process through technical solutions,

such as the introduction of digital signature;

 Dividing the workforce in the banks branches into two

groups, and allowing them to work on a two week

rotational period to ensure staff safety and the

continuity of the Bank’s operations;

 Organizing appropriate staff leave;

 Non integrated backup staff were placed on a

technical unemployment status at 60% of their base

salary;

 The majority of agencies activities was stopped and

the branches were operating with a reduced program

(excluding weekends).

4,50

2,65

2019 2020

NBM Base rate 2.65%
New level of NBM base rate

32%
New level of reservation rate 

in local currency

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT - CENTRAL BANK RESPONSE 

TO THE COVID-19 CRISIS
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+18%
Amount of loans to individuals increased
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LENDING

Lending remained a core activity of the Bank during the

pandemic. The Bank promotes an individual approach to

different groups of customers, who have various

requirements towards banking products and especially

towards loans.

The Corporate Lending Department is an independent

subdivision operating within the headquarters. It focuses

on corporate clients from all over the country. This

ensures more efficient service to the Corporate

customers by providing optimal solutions and meeting

their increasingly varied and complex needs.

Centralization of the lending process to our corporate

customers improves the quality of customer service and

allows the bank to better assess individual and group

risk.

SME financing is a priority segment considering that

small and medium-sized enterprises represent a

substantial part of the existing companies on the market,

while contributing to the diversification of the Bank's loan

portfolio.

In order to support micro, small and medium-sized

enterprises with the necessary liquidity to support their

activity and create viable jobs during the pandemic

period, in the framework of the COVID-19 Response

Project through the Ministry of Finance a loan agreement

was signed by the Council of Europe Development Bank

(CEB) and a credit product was developed.

In addition, in order to support the SME sector, a

cooperation agreement was concluded with ODIMM

(Organization for Small and Medium Enterprises Sector

Development) that allows granting of loans with the State

guarantee in the proportion proposed by ODIMM

depending on the type of economic agent and its field of

activity.

Greater focus has been placed on loans to agriculture

and rural business (carrying out agricultural work, harvest

and post-harvest of fruit, etc.).

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
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As of December 31, 2020, the Bank has a portfolio of

loans to legal entities amounting to MDL 4,447 million out

of a total of MDL 29,397 million per system, which means

a share of 15.1% and the second position on the market.

The loans to legal entities represent 54.5% from the total

loan portfolio of the Bank.

In 2020, the Bank focused its efforts on lending to

individuals (consumer loans, mortgages, etc).

During 2020, the portfolio of loans granted to individuals

increased by MDL 564 million and amounted to MDL

3,718 million, as of December 31, 2020, the Bank market

share in this segment reaching 22.9%. The share of

loans to individuals in total loan portfolio increased during

the year 2020 by 3.8 percentage points to 45.5%.

The Bank's total loan portfolio as of December 31, 2020

amounted to MDL 8,164.4 million. The Bank is staying

firmly in the second position within the banking system,

with a market share of 17.9%.

The loan portfolio divided by sectors as of December 31,

2020 is presented below.

DOCUMENTARY OPERATIONS

During 2020, the Bank's customers continued to widely

use documentary operations.

As of December 31, 2020, the guarantee portfolio of the

Bank was about MDL 382 million.

In 2020, the Bank focused on improving the quality of the

guarantee portfolio and optimizing the related risks,

setting tougher criteria and insurance limits aimed at

strengthening the collateral.

The bank also widely used the following products:

Documentary credit - form of settlement in international

trade, which constitutes the firm commitment made by

the issuing bank, on behalf of the buyer, to pay the seller

the value of the goods, provided that the documents are

presented, in strict accordance with the terms and

conditions set out in the credit. The credit is the most

complex and effective way to protect payment in export /

import operations.

Documentary incasso – a bank instrument for the

collection of money owed by the importer against

documents submitted by the exporter, certifying the

delivery of the goods. The bank provides mediation

between the importer and the exporter of transmitting the

documents - at the order of the exporter-and receives in

return the money for the exported goods.

Factoring – the optimal financing solution that involves

taking over the enterprise's claims, reflected in invoices

and tracking them on each borrower.

FUNDING

Deposits made by individuals and legal entities

The Bank offers a wide range of deposits with certain

advantages and features, some of them being quite

specific on the market.

The Bank occupies the second position in the market

based on deposits, with a share of 20.7%.

Thus, as of December 31, 2020, the Bank's total client

deposits portfolio amounted to MDL 16,447 million, out of

which 72.6% are deposits made by individuals, which

indicates a high degree of trust customers have in the

Bank. The market share of deposits made by individuals

constituted 23.5%.

Cooperation with the E-government Agency (MPay

government service)

In 2020, the Bank concluded a collaboration agreement

with the E-Government Agency and the Ministry of

Finance - on the transfer of social benefits to the

accounts of beneficiaries of social payments (pension for

age limit, disability, maternity leave, childcare, etc.).
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+58%
Non-cash transactions increased
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PAYMENTS CARDS AND E-

SERVICES

In 2020 the Bank continued the development and

implementation of card products, some of which were

new to the banking market in Moldova. The also

continued to attract new customers because of its

innovative card products.

As of December 31, 2020, the number of issued cards in

circulation reached approximately 838 thousand. As of

September 30, 2020, the Bank's share in the total

number of cards in circulation in the Republic of Moldova

was 38.1%.

Due to a series of promotions related to card activation,

the volume of non-cash transactions on the territory of

the Republic of Moldova with cards issued by the Bank

increased by approximately 65% compared to the

previous year and the market share in transactions

increased to 35.4% (September 30, 2020).

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
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As of December 31, 2020, the number of POS-terminals

installed was 6,312 units, and the number of ATMs

amounted to 248 units (including 82 Cash-In). The Cash-

In ATMs of the Bank allow the card account to be

replenished in three currencies both using the card and

contactless.

The total number of P2P transfers in 2020 (including web

banking, mobile banking and bank ATMs) amounted to

above 277 thousand operations, reaching a volume of

MDL 527 million, which is about 171% higher compared

to the same period last year.

The Bank implemented a wide range of innovative card

products on the banking market of the Republic of

Moldova :

 “Cash-In” and “Cash-In Cardless” service,

 ”Mobile banking” and ”Web banking” application,

 3D-Secure service,

 Contactless cards,

 P2P Transfer service (including www.transfer.md),

 Direct Transfer service,

 VIP Exclusive package, (Visa Platinum, MasterCard

Platinum, MasterCard World Elite premium cards),

 Cash by Code”, “Cash-In by Code” service.

 SMS-notifications.

During the pandemic and in response to it the Bank

placed utmost importance to remote customer service.

Among the remote service solutions offered to individuals

were the following :

 Web Banking - remote service through which

customers can manage all card accounts at any time

of the day and from any corner of the world.

 Mobile Banking - mobile application that provides

quick and secure access to your card accounts,

directly from your mobile phone, anywhere and

anytime.

 SMS notifications - information service via SMS

messages sent to the mobile phone about

transactions made with the card and on the card

account. Notifications are sent to subscribers of all

mobile operators in Moldova.

 Remote service solutions offered to legal entities:

 Web business - remote banking system that provides

the right solution for account management;

 Mobile business - information and payment

management service on the mobile phone.

 SMS business - information service through

informative SMS and detailed emails, sent in real

time, whenever certain amounts of money enter or

are withdrawn from the customer's current accounts.

The Bank, together with its partners – Mastercard and

VISA organized promotional campaigns to attract new

customers and boost transactions with existing ones, as

well as encouraging the usage of products and services

related to payment cards (P2P service, credit cards, e-

Commerce, etc.).

In 2020, the Bank implemented new functionalities in the

Web Banking/Mobile Banking remote service systems

and the Bank’s ATMs:

 Expansion of the P2P Transfer service by including

the possibility of transfers based on the mobile phone

number;

 Launching of the GarminPay service (contactless

payment through the Garmin smart watch);

 Implementation of the "Loan payment at the ATM"

service for individuals;

 Launching of the "Replenishment of the corporate

card account at the ATM” service;

 Implementation of the "ATM-Recycler“, increasing the

speed of customer service and reducing the costs

and resources in cash processing.

 Installing "Full Digital ATM", unique in Moldova.

P2P Transfer – online money transfer functionality

directly between the cards (local and international).

Customers have the possibility to make the transfer

through several channels available both on the basis of

the card number and on the basis of the payee's mobile

phone number through:

 Web Banking;

 Mobile Banking;

 www.transfer.md;

 ATM.

1st
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+14%
Non-cash transactions increased
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MONEY REMITTANCES

The bank’s portfolio includes 8 remittance systems,

covering broadly all countries in the world. From the

geographical perspectives, the money remittance

systems focus on the countries with the most active labor

migration outside the Republic of Moldova: Russian

Federation, Italy, Israel, Spain and others.

As of 2020, the volume of remittances made through the

Bank amounted to USD 530.2 million. According to the

volume of money remittances received and processed

the Bank occupies the leading position on the market,

having a market share of over 34%.

This considerable share in remittances is also due to the

largest network of units, which are present in all the

districts of the Republic of Moldova.

The Bank has implemented an innovative Direct Transfer

service, a way to receive money directly to your personal

card or deposit account in a most convenient and simple

manner.

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
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SERVICING CUSTOMER ACCOUNTS AND 

CASH TRANSACTIONS

The Bank's clients, both legal entities and individuals, have

access to a wide range of banking services, which allow

them to efficiently and securely manage the cash flow,

including:

 keeping accounts in different currencies;

 registration / issuance of funds in / from accounts;

 preparation of payment documents;

 currency conversion operations;

 international transfers of funds;

 collection of payments from the population for services

rendered;

 consulting services, DHL, TNT, UPS courier delivery

services, etc.

CASH COLLECTION

Cash Collection services represent a professional

approach to the issue of transportation of money and other

values.

1st
& 34%

Market share on money remittances

THE BANK’S NETWORK

During this challenging year, the Bank’s objective was to

optimize its network of subdivisions and to increase their

efficiency, so that as many customers as possible can

benefit from the wide range of banking services and

products and be efficiently served at convenient locations.

Thus, during the year certain branches and agencies were

relocated to the zones with a higher customer flow. some

branch areas were extended, while improving the working

conditions of employees and comfort level for our

customers.

At the same time, the spread of COVID-19 and the state of

emergency declared in the Republic of Moldova in

connection with the pandemic crisis negatively influenced

the activity of several agencies whose activity was

suspended.

As of December 31, 2020, the Bank had a territorial

network consisting of 183 subdivisions, including:

 64 branches, 30 in Chisinau and 34 throughout the

country;

 119 agencies, 50 in Chisinau and 69 throughout the

country.

During 2020, the Bank's ATM network was modernized

and streamlined. Contactless technology has been

activated at 6 ATMs, which allows to make any banking

transactions by simply applying the card to ATM. Six

Recycler ATMs were installed, which performs the

recycling of cash inflows into cash outflows, thus

generating permanent and fast internal turnover of money.

As of December 31, 2020, the Bank had a regional

network composed of 248 ATMs (including 82 Cash-In

ATMs), 131 of which are located in Chisinau (including 50

Cash-In ATMs) and 117 are located throughout the

country (including 32 Cash-In ATMs).

64
Branches

119
Agencies
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68%
Share of payments through Web and Mobile-banking

PAYMENTS RECEIPT AND OTHER 

SERVICES

The Bank is in cooperation with hundreds of service

providers, having approximately 800 contracts concluded

for receipt of payments: Internet and TV operators,

providers of electricity, natural gas, heat,

telecommunication operators, tourism agents, charity

organizations, etc.

The Bank accepts payments from the population both

through the network of branches and agencies and

through remote channels (Web banking and Mobile

banking).

The share of payment documents processed through

remote banking systems (Web banking and Mobile

banking), during 2020, reached the value of 68% of total

payments per Bank, increasing further during the

pandemic period.

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
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Payment services are divided into the following

categories:

 utility services;

 telecommunications;

 tourism;

 education and sport;

 financial services;

 public services (kindergartens, fines, taxes, etc.);

 other types of service.

The primary objective set by the Bank for 2021 in order

to streamline and optimize the process of receiving

payments from the population is to update the related

software. Thus, it was established as a goal, the

implementation of the individual “payment basket” per

payer, which would increase the efficiency of customer

service both in terms of quality and timing.

The Bank applies optimal rates included in the contracts

with services providers, resulting in an increasing number

of operators and increasing the possibility of payers to be

served at a single counter.

An important role here is attributed to the digitization of

the process, which allows the inclusion of payment

service providers within the Bank Web Banking remote

service system and Mobile banking application.

The acceptance of payments from the population,

especially through remote service systems, is actively

promoted by the bank through various distribution

channels.

ESCROW SERVICE

The Bank provides the ESCROW service for individuals

and legal entities. The purpose of the ESCROW service is

to protect participants in commercial transactions. This

service provides maximum security to the contracting

parties, ensuring that the seller obtains the price of the

goods sold and the buyer acquires ownership of the

purchased goods.

The pledged-deposit can be constituted in MDL or foreign

currency, it is not limited in terms of amount, and its period

of validity is between the date of placing the amount of the

security deposit in the ESCROW account (inclusive) and

the date of its transfer, its period of validity is between the

date of placing the amount of the security deposit in the

ESCROW account (inclusive) and the date of its transfer,

provided that the contractual obligation has been fulfilled.

ESCROW service is applicable to transactions related to

the transfer of ownership of a property (apartments, private

houses, commercial premises, land, cars, etc.) under a

sale - purchase contract.

Web&Mobile-
banking; 68,0%

Cash offices; 
32,0%

FOREIGN EXCHANGE OPERATIONS

At the end of 2020, the Bank had 183 operating foreign

exchange offices, which carried out foreign exchange

operations in 7 currencies.

The basic foreign currencies that are subject to foreign

exchange operations are the Euro and the US dollar, the

share of which in 2020 was 97% out of total operations.

The share of operations in Euro is predominant and during

2020, it constituted 83%, operations in USD accounted for

14%, followed by RUB with 2%.

In 2020, the turnover of foreign exchange operations

through the Bank's foreign exchange offices amounted to

MDL 6,723 million.

The Bank is one of the most active banks in the interbank

foreign exchange market, which allows the bank to offer its

customers the most favorable rates for performing foreign

exchange operations. Thus, during 2020, the Bank actively

continued to carry out purchase/sale operations, in foreign

currency, with legal entities. Most buy / sell transactions

were conducted in USD, EUR and RUB, followed by RON,

UAH, GBP and CHF.

BANCASSURANCE

The Bank is a bancassurance agent based on the mandate

granted by the insurer, concludes on behalf and from the

account of the insurer insurance contracts with third parties

according to the conditions stipulated in the mandate

contract.

The Bank has concluded cooperation agreements with four

insurance companies. Based on these mandate contracts

the Bank concludes contracts with legal entities and

individuals on various range of insurance products (assets

insurance, accident and health insurance, vehicles related

insurances, etc.)
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HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
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Taking into account that 2020 was strongly impacted

by the COVID-19 pandemic, one of the basic tasks in

the field of Human Resources was to ensure the

continuity of the bank's activity with an optimal number

of staff and to ensure the conditions for the social and

medical protection of the bank's employees.

In this sense, during the periods of lockdown and the

state of emergency in public health, taking into account

the decisions of the Commission for exceptional

situations of the Republic of Moldova and the National

Extraordinary Public health Commission (CNESP), the

Bank followed the decisions of the aforementioned

authorities, and provided the employees with remote

work possibilities as well as with necessary protective

and hygiene equipment.

During critical epidemiological periods, specific rules for

leaves were established, while employees were

receiving unemployment benefits of 60% of the basic

salary. An important measure of material and moral

support of employees was also the granting of one-time

compensations for the activity in COVID-19 conditions.

As of December 31, 2020, the staff of the Bank

constituted 1,491 employees, while the employee

turnover rate was around 9.4%.

During the year, the structure of the Head office was

strengthened by the establishment of Projects and

Organization Department to support the Bank in the

Transformation. Also the regional structures were

created to support the Network development. The

reshape of Corporate Clients Department and the

Retail Department was launched. The specialized

committees under Supervisory and the Management

Board were reviewed and adjusted. In 2020, the

collection services within the Bank's branches were

optimized and reorganized, thus starting the process of

analyzing the efficiency of Front-Office employees by

functions, a project to be finalized in 2021.

During the reporting period, increased attention was

paid to compliance with the requirements of the Law on

the Activity of Banks 202/2017, the regulations of the

National Bank of Moldova concerning the management

framework of the activity of banks, the requirements for

members of the management body and persons

holding key functions, as well as other regulations.

Despite the restrictions and protection measures

imposed by COVID-19, the Bank continued to invest in

the professional training of its staff.

In 2020, 12,522 man/hours were allocated to,

equivalent to at least 1 day of training per person. The

most extensive training was focused on areas such as:

 Risk and Compliance

 Sales and Animation

 Management

In order to familiarize the candidates with the banking

activity, the initial training program of the employees

was set offline and since June 2020, it has been

launched in online format, and has trained 154 people.

The budget allocated for the professional training of the

Bank's staff from branches and subdivisions with

support functions increased by 25%.

The Bank's information system is in continuous

improvement and development, with modern systems

of virtualization, aggregation, storage, redundancy and

scalability to ensure the continuous development of

business processes according to the Bank's strategy.

The Bank has two data centers, one basic and one

backup, made according to best practices in the field

that ensure confidentiality, availability and integrity of

systems responding to business continuity needs.

The Bank is licensed in VISA and Mastercard payment

systems with the status of the main member and owns

its own card-processing center, based on the

technologies offered by the company OpenWay. The

processing center currently serves about 838

thousands cards, 6,312 POS-terminals and 248 ATMs.

The processing center is audited annually according to

the PCI-DSS standards.

The Bank is the undisputed leader in the ATM segment

in the Republic of Moldova being the first bank that

implemented ATM Cash-In, including multi-currency,

the first bank that implemented cash-by-code

technologies and p2p transfer to ATMs. The processing

center serves customers by offering them a broad

spectrum of related services such as: issuing,

acquiring, e-commerce, 3D Secure, SMS notification,

P2P via VISA Direct and MasterCard MoneySend and

high-performance remote service systems.

The Bank's remote service systems are intended for

both bank customers and customers of other banks in

the Republic of Moldova.

The Bank has unique systems for remote payment

service through money remittance systems and ois

operating in this area with 8 systems.

Remote service systems for individuals are also

intended for mobile devices offering solutions on

Android and IOS platforms. The functionalities are

unique for the Republic of Moldova, the Bank

reconfirming its role as a trend setter in the

development of remote technologies and services to

the individuals.

The Bank's remote service systems allow the payment

of invoices to hundreds of service providers in the

Republic of Moldova and is serving already more than

68% of the total number of related payments processed

by the Bank.

INFORMATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES

1491
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9.4%
Turnover 

rate
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RISK MANAGEMENT

RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

An active risk management process is a core

competency within the Bank and ensures the effective

management of the following types of risk, to which the

Bank may be exposed to: credit risk (including

counterparty credit risk, settlement risk and

concentration risk), risk of exposure to related parties,

market risk, interest rate risk in the banking book

(IRRBB), liquidity risk, strategic risk, operational risk,

reputational risk, country/transfer risk. For this purpose,

the Bank has the appropriate strategies, policies,

manuals, regulations and other internal bylaws.

The Bank has a risk management function,

represented by the Risk Department (RD), which is an

independent subdivision of the Bank, subordinated to

the Head of the Risk Area with functional reporting to

the member of the Management Board and with direct

reporting to the Supervisory Board of the Bank,

insuring the independence in the activity of the

respective subdivision.

In the Significant Risk Management Policies the risk

appetite for all types of risk has been established

according to the „traffic light” principle, and, depending

on the level of risk determined, it can be placed in any

one of the following ”zones” (colors):

• „Green zone” – if the risk profile is in this area, the

Bank respects the risk appetite, reflecting the normal

situation of the Bank operations;

• Yellow zone” – warning limit. If the risk profile is in this

area, the Bank respects risk appetite but is close to the

risk tolerance limit. This warning limit was included in

order to allow the Bank sufficient time to take corrective

action and reduce the risk so that it falls within the

”green zone”;

• „Red zone” – exceeding risk tolerance. If the risk

profile is in this area, risk appetite and tolerance is

violated, but risk capacity is not exceeded and the

recovery plan can be triggered;

• „Purple zone” – if the risk profile is in this area, it

violates the hedging capacity and can lead to the

Bank’s inability to operate in a sustainable way.

The Risk Department is responsible for assessing the

risk profile of the Bank in relation to the appetite and

risk tolerance established for each type of risk in the

Significant Risk Management Policies, quarterly

reporting on significant risk management to the Bank's

management bodies and Risk Management

Committee.

The main objectives of Risk Management Policies are:

 Business development by optimizing the Bank's

activity from the point of view of the "risk/ profit"

relationship, in accordance with its risk appetite;

 Ensuring a sustainable development of the Bank on

a continuous basis, through the implementation of

an effective system of analysis, measurement, and

control and monitoring of risks;

 Compliance with own funds requirements in

accordance with the NBM regulations and internal

regulatory documents in force.

CAPITAL ADEQUACY ASSESSMENT

The internal process of assessing capital adequacy to

risks (ICAAP) is a component of the management

process of the Bank and its decision-making culture.

The internal process of assessing the Bank's capital

adequacy to risk ensures that the management body is

able to continuously assess the Bank's risk profile and

capital adequacy in relation to it.

In assessing the adequacy of internal capital to risks,

the Bank shall identify and assess all significant risks

which it is or may be exposed to.

The Bank establishes a target level of the internal

capital requirement, in view of the risk profile, the

economic environment in which it operates the quality

of the internal control and risk management processes,

strategic planning, and the quality of the internal capital

available.

Capital adequacy assessment process has the

following structure:

 Identification of risks which the Bank is or may be

exposed to;

 Determination of (quantitative and/or qualitative)

methods of risk assessment and determination of

their materiality;

 Capital adequacy: relationship between own funds

requirements and own funds;

 Regular reporting of the risks which the Bank is or

may be exposed to, for the calculation and

continuous assessment of internal capital needs;

 Planning and maintaining the sources of internal

capital necessary to achieve capital adequacy to

the Bank's risk profile.

According to the Significant Risk Management Policies

of the Moldindconbank, the general risk profile of the

Bank is represented by capital indicators (own funds

rate and economic capital adequacy rate – ICAAP). As

of December 31, 2020, the Bank's risk profile is low

and falls within the risk appetite established in the

Significant Risk Management Policies. The Bank

complies with the requirements of own funds and

maintenance of capital buffers in accordance with NBM

regulations and policies on the significant risks

management of the Bank.

CREDIT RISK, INCLUDING CREDIT RISK 

OF COUNTERPARTY, SETTLEMENT 

RISK AND CONCENTRATION RISK 

Credit risk represents current or future risk of

impairment of profits and capital because of the debtor

or counterparty's failure to fulfil its contractual

obligations or its failure to fulfil those set out in the

contract.

Counterparty credit risk is a subcategory of credit risk,

which represents the risk of impairment of profits and

capital, in the event that a counterparty defaults before

the final settlement of the cash flows related to the

transaction.

Settlement risk is the risk of a loss caused by the

difference between the agreed settlement price and the

current market value for transactions where the debt

instrument, equity or currency remains undiscounted

after the due delivery date.

Concentration risk is the risk of impairment of profits

and capital resulting from exposures to each

counterparty and/or groups of related persons, and/or

groups of persons operating in the same economic

sector, carrying out the same business or holding a

joint venture.

In its activity, the Bank is particularly exposed to the

credit risk, which is the most important type of risk it

faces.

Credit risk encompasses both the risk from the lending

business itself and transactions with the counterparty

banks, non-resident legal entities specialized in

carrying out cash operations, money remittance

systems, and other transactions initiated for the Bank’s

clients, like issuing letters of guarantee,

initiating/confirming letter of credit, investing in shares

and other securities, other facilities provided to

customers.

Given that the lending activity holds an important share

in the Bank's activity, an effective credit risk

management system generates positive effects for both

the Bank and its customers. For the Bank, the positive

effects are the reduction of losses resulting from non-

performing loans, as well as a decrease in the volatility

of financial results. For customers, the positive effects

consist in tariffs optimization, increasing the quality and

the degree of diversification and operational efficiency

of services, increasing the degree of protection of the

interests of customers.

The lending activity within the Bank is regulated by

normative documents that establish the steps of the

process of lending to legal entities and individuals,

eligibility criteria, monitoring of borrowers,

establishment of internal rating, limits on sectors of

activity, type of client, currency, groups of customers,

products, etc.
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Credit risk management at the level of the credit

portfolio is carried out by assessing the risk of the given

portfolio and within the limits set by the credit risk

exposure, respectively:

• exposures to related customers/ groups of customers;

• exposures to related persons;

• exposures to the Bank employees;

• by currency;

• by product category;

• by credit risk category;

• by sectors of activity. 

The Bank complies with the limits of appetite and

tolerance for the credit risk established in accordance

with the Significant Risk Management Policies.

RISK OF EXPOSURE TO RELATED 

PERSONS

In the course of its usual operation, the Bank concludes

different transactions with related persons. These

transactions include loans, deposits, foreign exchange

transactions, purchases of other services, and they are

concluded under conditions similar to those with non-

related persons.

The Bank shall conclude a transaction with related

persons only after collection of sufficient information in

order to substantiate the effectiveness of that

transaction, and to assess its risks.

Risk management on the exposures to related persons

aims to know related persons, identify transactions with

related parties and determine individual and total

exposures to related persons, in order to determine the

total sum of these exposures, and to monitor and report

respective exposures through an independent

verification and audit process. The main purpose is to

assess and mitigate the risks to which the Bank may be

exposed as a result of engaging in such transactions.

The Bank has developed internal procedures and

regulations, which allow it to identify, monitor, timely

analyze these transactions, as well as strengthen the

internal control system. In addition, the Bank has and

keeps the Register of related persons of the Bank and

the Register of transactions with the Bank’s related

parties.

OUR VALUESTransactions with related parties of the Bank shall be

entered in the register, together with an indication of

the nature of the transaction, the date of the closing of

the transaction, the contract number, the amount and

terms thereof. In the case of credit/loan transactions,

the insurance and their insurer shall be indicated.

The risk profile on exposures to related parties shall be

monitored and reported quarterly to the Management

Board, Risk Management Committee and the

Supervisory Board of the Bank. As of December 31,

2020 the risk profile on exposure to related parties is

"low" and does not exceed the risk appetite of the

Bank.

MARKET RISK

The main components of the market risk are

considered, i.e.:

 Currency risk;

 Position risk;

 Commodity risk.

During 2020, the Bank's market risk management

focused mainly on foreign exchange risk management,

as the major and the most significant component of

market risk for the Bank.

Currency risk

Currency risk is the risk of exposure to losses arising

from commercial contracts or other economic

relationships because of market fluctuations in the

foreign exchange rate during the period between the

conclusion of the contract and its maturity.

Currency risk management is carried out by

determining the following indicators:

 Net open position per currency (excluding reporting

currency);

 Total net position.

Based on these indicators, maximum levels of net open

positions and total net position in the Bank’s own funds

are monitored and limited.

The Bank is monitoring (daily and monthly) foreign

exchange positions opened for both individual and

aggregate currencies in order to limit risks and avoid losses

caused by currency fluctuations, and is insuring compliance

with the appetite and tolerance limits established within the

currency risk management, as set out in the Significant Risk

Management Policies of the Bank.

In order to reduce and monitor the currency risk, the Bank

has set the following limits:

During 2020, there were no breaches of the limits

established for the currency risk management.

The market risk profile assessed as of December 31, 2020

is at a "low" level and falls within the Bank's market risk

appetite.

INTEREST RATE RISK IN THE BANKING 

BOOK (HEREINAFTER IRRBB)

Interest rate risk in the banking book (hereinafter: IRRBB) is

the current or future risk of impairment of profits and capital

because of adverse changes in interest rates.

Indicators

Warning 

limit

%

Risk 

tolera

nce

%

Risk 

capacity

%

Ratio of long open 

currency position to 

each foreign currency 

(maximum value)

+7% ÷ +8% +8% ≤ +10%

Ratio of short open 

currency position to 

each foreign currency 

(maximum value)

-7% ÷ -8% -8% ≥ -10%

Sum of the ratios of long 

currency positions to all 

currencies

+14% ÷

+16%
+16% ≤ +20%

Sum of the ratios of 

short currency positions 

to all currencies

-14% ÷ -

16%
-16% ≥ -20%

Ratio of  the balance-

sheet foreign exchange 

assets amount to the 

balance-sheet foreign 

exchange liabilities 

amount

±(12% ÷

15%)
±15% ±25%

The origin of the IRRBB is the mismatch between

the size of interest rate sensitive assets and interest

rate sensitive liabilities for a certain period in absolute

volume and changes in the temporary structure of the

respective interest rates, resulting in a change in the

slope and shape of the yield curve.

Through IRRBB risk management, the Bank pursues

the aim of protecting the Bank's capital from interest

rate fluctuations by optimizing the gap between assets

and liabilities sensitive to interest rate changes, both

overall and in maturity bands, in accordance with

market conditions, so that the impact of interest rate

change on net interest income is minimized as much as

possible.

The IRRBB management process is delimited in two

stages. The actual management of IRRBB is provided

by the Planning and Control Department and the

control process is provided by the Risk Department.

The Planning and Control Department is responsible

for the management of IRRBB within the Bank as a

function of structural financial risk management,

monitoring and reporting to the ALCO Committee

and/or the Management Board of the Bank's financial

situation and the macroeconomic situation with regard

to IRRBB risk.

The Risk Department is responsible for assessing the

IRRBB risk profile with quarterly reporting to the

Supervisory Board, the Risk Management Committee

and the Management Board of the Bank.

As of December 31, 2020, the risk profile of IRRBB is

low and complies with the risk appetite of the Bank.

At the same time, the Bank, in order to adapt to the

rapidly changing regulatory environment, both locally

and internationally, initiated, at the end of 2020, a

process of adapting the methodologies applied in the

management of IRRBB, which will materialize through

the use of more detailed approaches and the

application of best practices in the field, thus

anticipating the changes planned by the regulator, to

be approved in 2021.

In the process of adaptation, the bank will further

develop an internal IRRBB management model, which

will also incorporate more prudent stress tests

compared to regulatory requirements. 18
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LIQUIDITY RISK

Liquidity risk expresses the current or future risk of

impairment of profits and capital due to the failure of

the Bank to meet its obligations at maturity. The

liquidity risk lies in the inability of the Bank to meet its

payment obligations, without it entailing costs or losses

that cannot be borne by the Bank.

The Bank manages the liquidity risk for all assets and

liabilities in national currency and foreign currency,

including those attached to the exchange rate, on the

balance sheet and off-balance sheet, and taking into

account all complementary risks.

The main objective of liquidity risk management is to

ensure efficient and sustainable activity, protect the

interests of customers and the Bank's capital.

In the process of assessing liquidity risk, the Bank shall

use at least the following instruments:

• Analysis of the maturity of the Bank's assets and 

liabilities by maturity bands and their balance degree;

• Analysis of the Bank's monetary flow, including its 

forecast;

• Analysis of the Bank's resource base;

• Analysis of the liquidity indicators;

• Liquidity structure.

For the purpose of monitoring and mitigating liquidity

risk the Bank has set the following limits on liquidity

indicators in the Significant Risk Management Policies:

 Long-term liquidity (Principle I) - provides that the

amount of the Bank's assets with a repayment term

more than 2 years does not exceed the amount of

its financial resources, that is, the respective ratio

should not be more than 0.85-0.90;

 Current liquidity (Principle II) - provides that the

current liquidity of the Bank, expressed as the ratio

of liquid assets to the total assets of the Bank,

should not be less than 30% - 35%;

 Liquidity on maturity bands (Principle III) - provides

that liquidity on maturity bands, expressed as the

ratio between actual and required liquidity on each

maturity band, should not be less than 1,5 – 1,8.

 Liquidity coverage ratio – LCR) - measures the

existence of sufficient liquid and high-quality

assets, as well as expected cash inflows, so that

the Bank can withstand a possible short-term

liquidity crisis (up to 30 days).

As of December 31, 2020, the Bank complies with the

limits established for the purpose of liquidity risk

management in accordance with the Significant Risk

Management Policies. The liquidity risk profile

calculated based on data as of December 31, 2020 is

at a "low" level and falls within the Bank's liquidity risk

appetite.

In the context of the expected changes in the NBM

regulations, namely the introduction of ILAAP, the bank

in 2021 will change the approaches to the liquidity risk

management process and will introduce, in addition to

regulatory requirements, internal approaches based on

more sophisticated principles and models, adapted to

the historical behavior of the bank's customers, thus

ensuring an efficient mechanism for managing liquidity

gaps and meeting obligations at any time. The Bank

will develop a new internal stress testing model in line

with future ILAAP requirements, in addition to the LCR,

introduced by the NBM in October 2020.

STRATEGIC RISK

Strategic risk is the current or future risk of impairment

of profits and capital caused by changes in the

business environment, detrimental business decisions,

implementation of inappropriate decisions or by lack of

response to changes in the business environment.

Strategic risk is assessed depending on:

 compatibility of strategic objectives;

 strategies developed to achieve the objectives;

 resources allocated to achieve of the objectives;

 quality of implementation of measures to achieve

the objectives.

Strategic risk management involve:

 carrying out the activity in efficient conditions, which

ultimately lead to positive financial results for the

Bank;

 development of the Bank's activities on a

sustainable basis, adapted to the evolution of the

economic environment;

 conducting a regular analysis that allows an

assessment of how the results obtained correspond

to the established strategy, in relation with the

environment evolution in which the Bank operates.

The objectives pursued in the strategic risk

management process are related to maintaining a

permanent balance in the management of the Bank's

assets, so that the overall activity fits the risk profile of

the Bank.

In the strategic risk management process, the Bank

assesses the fulfillment of planned indicators of

profitability (ROA, ROE), net interest margin and the

correlation between non-interest income and

expenditure, in relation to risk appetite and tolerance,

established in the Significant Risk Management

Policies.

The strategic risk profile is monitored and quarterly

reported to the Bank's governing body and to the Risk

Management Committee.

The strategic risk profile as of December 31, 2020 is at

a "low" level and falls within the Bank's liquidity risk

appetite.

Indicators
Warning 

limit

Risk 

tolerance

Risk 

capacity

Long-term liquidity (Principle I) 0.85 - 0.90 0.90 1

Current liquidity (Principle II), % 30% - 35% 30% 20

Including for:  - MDL 30% - 35% 30% x

- USD 22% - 24% 22% x

- EUR 22% - 24% 22% x

Liquidity on maturity bands 

(Principle III):

- up to one month including 1.35 - 1.4 1.35 1

- between one and 3 months 

including
1.35 - 1.4 1.35 1

- between 3 and 6 months 

including
1.35 - 1.4 1.35 1

- between 6 and 12 months 

including
1.35 - 1.4 1.35 1

- over  12 months 1.35 - 1.4 1.35 1

Liquidity coverage ratio (LCR), % 110 - 130% 110% 100%

Balance of liquid assets / 

Balance of deposits made by 

individuals

35 - 40% 35% x

Investments in the SS with the 

remaining term to maturity of 2 

years and more, MDL mil.

MDL 85-90 

mil. 

MDL 90 

mil. 
x
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The loss from operational risk events may occur as a

result of the 7 categories of events: internal fraud,

external fraud; employment and workplace safety

practices; business practices related to the customer

and the product; the process execution, delivery and

management; business disruption and system failures;

and the existence of damage to the fixed assets.

For a more efficient management of operational risk

events, the Bank has implemented a database, records

and classification of operational risks, which is

constantly updated and is continuously developing.

The following indicators for assessing the operational

risk profile were established:

 Operational losses in the last 12 months on Own

funds (%);

 Amount of estimated loss due to disputes classified

as unfavorable, for which no provisions were made

in relation to the Bank's Own funds (%);

 Employee turnover in the last 12 months (no. of

employees who left the Bank on their own initiative

in the last 12 months / average number of

employees in the last 12 months).

As of December 31, 2020 the Bank's operational risk

profile is moderately low and falls within the Bank's

operational risk appetite (moderate).

OUR VALUES
COUNTRY RISK / TRANSFER RISK

Country risk is the risk of exposure to losses as a

result of economic, social and/or political conditions

and events in a foreign country affecting the Bank's

activity.

Transfer risk is the risk of impairment of profits and

capital resulting from the inability of a counterparty to

convert the national currency into the currency required

to pay financial obligations due to the lack or

unavailability of that currency as a result of restrictions

imposed by the country of that counterparty.

The Bank holds cross-border and foreign currency

exposures, including cash, investments, correspondent

accounts, investments and other assets on and off the

balance sheet.

Country and transfer risk management shall be carried

out by applying a risk category assessment and review

mechanism established for that country based on a

complex of factors limiting the Bank's exposure to each

country. The limits set shall be reviewed and adjusted

periodically. Compliance with country limits is

monitored daily, being calculated based on a rating. As

a basis for its own assessment, the Bank uses the

assessments and ratings of international agencies such

as Standard & Poor's, Moody's and Fitch.

When the limits were exceeded, the members of the

Management Board and the relevant subdivisions were

actively informed, and operational measures were

taken to redistribute the surplus balances and fall within

the established limits by the next working day and, if

necessary, a revision of the limits was carried out.

As of December 31, 2020, the Bank's country/transfer

risk profile is moderate. During 2020, the

country/transfer risk profile was within the limits of the

risk appetite (moderately high) established in the

Significant Risk Management Policies.

REPUTATIONAL RISK

Reputational risk is the current or future risk of

impairment of profits and capital or liquidity caused by

the adverse perception of a bank's image by

counterparties, shareholders, investors or supervisory

authorities.

The reputational risk management within the Bank is

carried out taking into account the sources of their

origin, having regard to: leak of the information, which

is not intended for the general public, well-grounded

complaints from customers, penalties imposed by the

concerned legal institutions, relationships with

individuals or companies with a bad reputation, failure

of fulfilment of the contractual obligations, technical

incidents, incorrect interpretation of information relating

to the products, services or the image of the Bank.

Reputational risk events are cumulated in the

reputational risk register (database for the registration

and management of reputational risk events) in order to

monitor the dynamics of the identified events and the

evolution of the level of risk. Depending on the impact

and probability of occurrence of reputational risk

events, they were classified into three levels (low,

moderate, high).

The Risk Department reports the ”moderate” and ”high”

risk events to the members of the Management Board,

whereas these events are quarterly reflected in the

Report on significant risk management, submitted to

the Management Board, Risk Management Committee

and the Supervisory Board, indicating the mitigation

measures taken, as well as to the subdivisions

responsible for the process and the proposals (as

appropriate).

In 2020, the Bank tended to improve its image, the

ultimate objective of reputation risk management being

to restore the Bank's positive image in relation to

customers, other banks and financial institutions,

shareholders, media and supervisory bodies.

The reputational risk profile in 2020 remained at the

moderately high level and falls within the Bank's

reputational risk appetite (no higher than moderately

high).

OPERATIONAL RISK

Operational risk is the current or future risk of

impairment of profits and capital resulting from

inadequate or failed internal processes or systems

and/or from the action of external persons or events.

Operational risk also includes legal risk (including, but

not limited to, the Bank's exposure to fines and other

penalties, or payment of damages in the event of non-

application or incorrect application of the provisions of

the law or the contract, as well as the fact that the

rights and obligations of the Bank and/or its

counterparty are not set properly).

Operational risk management is primarily aimed at

reducing the number and amount of losses caused by

operational risk events resulting from internal

processes, inadequate or erroneous systems, including

internal and external frauds, as well as faulty customer

data processing, the treatment of customers and

commercial counterparties, or the malfunction of the

information systems. It also allows the creation of a

culture of compliance, which protects the Bank from the

risks associated with non-compliance with laws,

regulations, rules and codes applicable to banking

activity.

In the process of operational risk management, the

Bank is taking into account; inter alia, the following

subcategories of it:

 Compliance risk – managed by the Compliance

Department

 Risk of distorting the security and integrity of

information systems as a subcategory of the

operational risk, ICT risk - managed by the

Information Technology Department (1st line of

Defense) and the Information Security Service (2nd

line of Defense);

 Legal risk - managed by the Legal Department.

Within the Bank, the operational risk is structured in

dependence on operational risk factors i.e., people,

processes, systems, external events.
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THE GOVERNING BODIES OF THE BANK

The governing body of the Bank is represented by the

Supervisory Board and the Management Board of the Bank,

operating in accordance with the current legislation of the

Republic of Moldova, the Charter of the Bank, the

regulations of the National Bank of Moldova, the Corporate

Governance Code and the internal regulations of the Bank.

The Supervisory Board

The Supervisory Board insures supervision and monitoring

of the management decision-making process and is

responsible for the Bank activity as a whole and its financial

soundness. The powers of the Supervisory Board are

established by the legislation in force, the Charter of the

Bank and the Regulation of the Supervisory Board and may

not be delegated to another person.

In accordance with the Charter of the Bank, the Supervisory

Board consists of 7 (seven) members – individuals. The

members of the Supervisory Board are elected by the

General Meeting of the Shareholders by a cumulative vote

for a term of 4 (four) years.

During 2020, the Supervisory Board acted in the following

composition:

Chairman of the Supervisory Board:

 Stepic Herbert

Members of the Supervisory Board:

 Nikolov Nikolay

 Higgins Thomas

 Barlagianis Nikolaos

 du Breil de Pontbriand Gael Jean-Marie Ghislain,

Gerard

 Basunia Tamjid Hossain

 Spînu Ana

OUR VALUES

The Supervisory Board established certain specialized

committees with the following composition:

Risk Management Committee

 du Breil de Pontbriand Gaël Jean-Marie Ghislain,

Gérard, Chairman

 Basunia Tamjid Hossain, member

 Nikolov Nikolay, member

 Stepic Herbert, member

Audit Committee

 Basunia Tamjid Hossain, Chairman

 du Breil de Pontbriand Gaël Jean-Marie Ghislain,

Gérard, member

 Spînu Ana, member

 Higgins Thomas, member

Nomination Committee

 Higgins Thomas, Chairman

 Nikolov Nikolay, member

 Barlagiannis Nikolaos, member

 Spînu Ana, member

Remuneration Committee

 Stepic Herbert, Chairman

 Nikolov Nikolay, member

 Barlagiannis Nikolaos, member

 du Breil de Pontbriand Gaël Jean-Marie Ghislain,

Gérard, member

Business and Transformation Committee

1. Stepic Herbert, Chairman

2. Nikolov Nikolay, member

3. du Breil de Pontbriand Gaël Jean-Marie Ghislain,

Gérard, member

4. Higgins Thomas, member

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE CODE 

APPLIED BY THE BANK

The Bank recognizes the importance of Corporate

Governance because an effective corporate

governance is one of the fundamental conditions for

ensuring the stability of the Bank and its successful

performance in the financial market. In its activity, the

Bank complies with the Corporate Governance Code,

approved by the Supervisory Board and published on

the Bank's website: http://www.micb.md/img/n-info-

doc/codul-guvernare-corporativa.pdf, together with the

Corporate Governance Declaration “Conformity or

justification”:https://www.micb.md/img/n-info-

doc/Declaratia_de_guvernanta_corporativa.pdf.

The Bank's Corporate Governance represents the

governance principles established in the Corporate

Governance Code, meant to ensure an efficient system

of distribution of rights and responsibilities between the

categories of participants in the Bank's activity, so as to

ensure the formation and maintenance of fair and

equitable relations with the management body,

shareholders, employees, customers, partners,

controlling and supervision bodies, other interest

groups, and establishes the way in which the behavioral

side of the governance participants interacts with the

normative one.

By recognizing the importance of Corporate

Governance for a successful development of the Bank,

the Bank has established responsibilities of the

management body, aiming to implement strategic

directions and to achieve the proposed objectives,

ensuring that risks are properly managed and that the

Bank's resources are used properly, in accordance with

the principles of corporate governance stipulated in the

Corporate Governance Code.

Corporate Governance will continue to remain one of

the Bank's priorities, aimed at ensuring decision-making

transparency in the Bank in relations with the Bank's

shareholders, partners and customers.

THE MANAGEMENT BOARD

The Management Board is the collegial executive body,

which exercises the function of day-to-day management

of the Bank under the direct supervision of the

Supervisory Board and efficiently and prudently manages

the Bank's activity in a manner consistent with the

strategy and framework for the management of the Bank's

activity, approved by the Supervisory Board. The duties of

the Management Board are set by the legislation in force,

the Charter of the Bank and the Regulation of the

Management Board of the Bank.

In accordance with the Charter of the Bank, the

Management Board of the Bank is composed of 5 (five)

members – individuals, and namely the Chairman, First

Deputy Chairman and three Deputy Chairmen of the

Management Board. The supervisory Board appoints the

members of the Management Board for a term of 3 years.

The composition of the Management Board of the Bank

as of December 31, 2020 is as follows:

Chairman of the Management Board of the Bank:

 Borissov Nikolay

First Deputy Chairman and Deputy Chairmen of the

Management Board of the Bank:

 Cibotaru Victor

 Kratunova Penka

 Suruceanu Andrei

 Cheptine Denis

The specialized committee subordinated to the

Management Board are: the ALCO Committee, the Credit

Committee, the Non-Performing Loans Committee, the

Operational Risk Committee, the Projects and

Investments Committee, the Labor Safety and Health

Committee and the Emergency Situations Committee,

whose duties are established by the regulations approved

by the Supervisory Board.
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 ensuring a transparent information and

communication framework;

 continuous monitoring of the activity and correction

of the identified deficiencies.

b) existence of the 3 independent internal control

functions: the risk management function, the

compliance function and the internal audit function.

These functions are independent of each other, from

the organizational point of view, as well as of the lines

of activity they monitor and control, and have direct

reporting lines to the Supervisory Board.

The internal control framework also applies to financial

reporting processes.

In order to ensure an effective internal control and an

efficient risk management system, the Bank

permanently undertakes measures to maintain and

develop the 3 independent control functions.

In accordance with regulatory requirements the Bank is

keeping its accounting records and prepares the

financial statements according to IFRS.

The Bank prepares and presents individual annual

financial statements, which provide a true and fair view

of the financial position, financial performance, cash

flows and other matters relating to the business. In

addition to the individual annual financial statements,

the Bank prepares the Management Report. The Bank

also prepares FINREP, COREP financial statements

and statements/reports for prudential purposes in

accordance with the regulations of the National Bank of

Moldova.

The Bank's Management Board is responsible for

keeping the accounts and preparing the financial and

prudential statements.

In accordance with the regulatory framework related to

audit, the annual financial statements are audited by

the audit firm, confirmed by the General Meeting of

Shareholders and approved by the National Bank of

Moldova. Thus, in 2020, the company "Moore

Stephens KSC" SRL was contracted to provide

external audit services of financial statements.

OUR VALUES

2nd line of defense is represented by RD, CD and ISS.

The Risk Department is responsible for at least the

following:

 identifies and assesses the bank's significant risks

as well as product, service and process risks;

 collects, according to the validation criteria, the

information on the identified risks received from the

subdivisions of the 1st line of defense (risk holders);

 analyses information on losses arising from

operational risks;

 monitors the implementation of risk control

measures, excluding compliance risks and ICT risks;

 determines and reports the risk profile for significant

risks and the overall risk profile of the Bank;

 proposes strategies and polices for significant risk

management to the Supervisory Board of the Bank;

 proposes to the governing bodies of the Bank

effective measures to reduce risks or prevent their

occurrence in the future;

 reports to the Bank's governing bodies the risks

identified or those reported by the bank's

independent branches/subdivisions.

Responsibility of the Compliance Department in relation

to operational risks management includes reporting on

the events of operational risk identified in the course of

carrying out control activities in the framework of the

Bank’s independent branches/subdivisions, as well as

calculation of indicators related to the compliance risk

profile, appetite and tolerance.

ISS shall identify, prevent and minimize risks of leakage

and unsanctioned access to sources of confidential and

commercial or other bank secret information, identify

new vulnerabilities related to the bank's ICT systems

and carry out ICT risk assessment and reporting.

ICT risk is managed separately by Information

Technology Department (ITD) (1st line of defense) and

ISS (2nd line of defense). At the same time, basic

aspects of the risk associated with IT systems are

developed at the procedural level by ITD and ISS.

The Bank publishes the information regarding its

activity and management framework, own funds, capital

requirements, liquidity, risk exposures, capital buffers,

other indicators and information, to the extent and

conditions provided in the normative acts issued in

application of the Law on the activity of banks.

In order to ensure an effective internal control and an

efficient risk management system, the Bank

permanently undertakes measures to maintain and

develop the 3 independent internal control functions.

RISK MANAGEMENT FUNCTION

The risk management activity is a fundamental activity

for the Bank in which the bank's management bodies

and all its subdivisions are involved.

The responsibilities of the Bank's subdivisions in risk

management are 3 lines of defense:

1st line of defense includes the Bank’s branches and

independent subdivisions (except for Compliance

Department (CD), Risk Department (RD), Information

Security Service (ISS) and Internal Audit Department

(IAD)) involved in day-to-day risk management. Their

responsibilities are as follows:

 identify and assess the risks they face in carrying

out their current business, in accordance with the

tasks and responsibilities set out in internal

regulations;

 promptly and accurately report identified

operational risk events;

 prepare and submit timely reports that allow risk

monitoring and assessment of the Bank's risk

profile;

 monitor losses from realized risks;

 permanently track the degree of recovery of losses

from the realized risks;

 prevent future occurrence of risk events;

 formulate and submit risk mitigation referrals and

proposals to RD (except for compliance risk and

information and communication technology (ICT)

risk), CD (compliance risk), ISS (ICT risk) and the

Bank’s independent subdivisions for product /

service / process, and where appropriate to the

Management Board and /or the Supervisory Board.

INTERNAL CONTROL AND RISK 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IN RELATION TO 

THE FINANCIAL REPORTING PROCESS

The internal control and risk management system is a

process carried out by the Bank at all hierarchical levels,

starting with the Supervisory Board, the Management

Board and employees at all organizational levels, being

a continuous process based on procedures, standard

methods, measures, including restrictions (limitations),

issuance / authorization – fulfillment – reporting – control

of transactions and operations, adopted for a correct

and efficient management of the Bank, in accordance

with regulations, depositors and shareholders interests,

based on authentic, complete and operational

information.

Internal control is defined as an ongoing process

designed to provide reasonable assurance about

meeting the following objectives:

 performance: effectiveness and efficiency of the

operations performed;

 information: correctness of financial reporting -

credibility, integrity, timeliness and truthfulness in

providing financial information to the Bank's

management;

 compliance: compliance with applicable laws and

regulations, approved internal policies and

procedures.

The internal control system within the bank involves:

a) existence of a solid internal control framework,

ensured mainly by:

 clear definition of the role and responsibilities of the

management structure on the line of internal control;

 identification, evaluation and monitoring of

significant risks;

 defining control mechanisms, ensuring the

separation of responsibilities and avoiding the

occurrence of conflicts of interest;
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The Risk Department prepares monthly reports on the

control of compliance with the limits established by the

NBM and those according to Significant Risks

Management Policies, presented to the Management

Board of the Bank.

The Risk Department is responsible for assessing the

Bank’s risk profile in relation to the risk appetite and

tolerance established for each type of risk in the Risk

Management Policies, with quarterly reporting to the

Bank's governing bodies and the Risk Management

Committee within the framework of the Report on

significant risk management.

Risk Department prepares and presents to the National

Bank of Moldova the annual report on the internal

process of assessing the risk capital adequacy,

including the identification of issues that require

improvement and the measures planned in this regard

at the Bank level.

The Risk Department also prepares and submits to the

National Bank of Moldova the annual report on the

measures taken in line with the management of

significant risks to which the Bank is exposed.

The Information Security Service reports annually to

the Management Board, Risk Management Committee

and the Supervisory Board of the Bank on the ICT risk

profile and submits proposals to improve information

security in the Bank.

COMPLIANCE FUNCTION

In order to ensure an adequate and efficient internal

control system, during 2020, the Bank took measures

to strengthen its compliance function.

The compliance function has the basic mission to

ensure the efficiency of money laundering prevention

activity, to assist the management body regarding the

compliance level of the Bank's activity with the

applicable normative acts and norms governing the

Bank's activity, to monitor the implementation of the

internal regulatory framework, reporting to the

management body and proposing measures to prevent

exposure to the risk of sanctions, financial losses and /

or damage to the reputation, which may be the

consequence of non-compliance with the legal and

regulatory framework.

OUR VALUES
Also, certain procedures are established for detecting

and reporting operations / activities that fall under the

legislation related to money laundering prevention, as

well as record-keeping procedures and ensuring

internal control in this field. In order to enhance the

efficiency of the monitoring activity, the Bank initiated in

2020, the implementation of a specialized software,

that will significantly enhance the money laundering

prevention activity.

In order to identify potential risks of money laundering

and / or terrorist financing, which require permanent

measures and control, the Bank uses a client risk-

based approach. This approach is expressed by

establishing certain criteria for assigning the degree of

risk to customers depending on several factors,

provided in the internal regulations. Depending on the

degree of the assigned risk, customer transactions are

monitored. The Bank applies the provisions of

normative acts related to money laundering prevention,

as well as the recommendations of international bodies

(FATF, Wolfsberg Group) while monitoring business

relations with its clients and partners.

An important direction of the Compliance Department's

activity is the assessment on how the provisions of the

legal framework, the requirements of the Code of

Ethics and Conduct are known and applied, as well as

how the Bank's internal policies and procedures are

implemented. Thus, during 2020, compliance checks

were performed in the vulnerable domains and the

results were reported to the Bank's management body.

During 2020 trainings were conducted in branches,

with subsequent testing of branch employees, in order

to ensure an awareness and competence of high-level

internal regulations. The efforts described above have

the ultimate goal to create a culture where compliance

violations are inadmissible., as well as to streamline the

activity and non-admission of violations in the field of

compliance.

In order to ensure the management of compliance risks

within the Bank, there is a Compliance Department

responsible for this field, its organizational structure

being revised in 2020. The compliance Department is

subordinated to the Head of Compliance and Legal

Area with established functional reporting line directly

to the member of the Management Board responsible

for the compliance area and to the Supervisory Board.

The strong culture of compliance is promoted in the

Bank with the aim of creating an environment of

continuous improvement. The responsibility to respect

the culture of compliance stays with each employee of

the Bank. The Bank continuously maintains and

improves employee training programs in the field of

compliance, which contributes to increasing the level of

corporate and compliance culture.

An important aspect of compliance is the monitoring of

changes in the legislation of the Republic of Moldova,

the requirements of the National Bank of Moldova and

other competent bodies in order to assess the possible

impact of any changes in the legal and regulatory

framework on the Bank's activities. Thus, the

Compliance Department examines and approves the

drafts of the internal regulations in order to ensure their

compliance both with the legal framework in force and

with other internal regulations of the Bank that are

related to the elaborated / revised documents.

Taking into account the global trends that constantly

create new challenges for banks and other financial

institutions, with a major potential impact on image risk,

the Bank pays extensive attention to the prevention of

money laundering and terrorist financing.

In this regard, Moldindconbank ensured the revision

and updating of internal regulations in the field of

preventing and combating money laundering and

terrorist financing. The internal normative documents

contain responsibilities in the given field, policies and

procedures for identifying and knowing the clients,

partners and their effective beneficiaries - the “Know

your client” rules.

3rd line of defense is represented by IAD, which has

the following responsibilities:

 assess the quality and verify compliance with the

strategy and policies on significant risk

management in all bank activities and subdivisions

(including RD and CD), internal regulatory

documents on risk management, analyze stress

tests, as well as control mechanisms if they are

sufficient and appropriate to the activity carried out;

 conducts assessment of compliance with the

Remuneration Policy and other internal regulations,

in which it ensures that remuneration payments are

appropriate, in line with the bank's business model,

risk profile, long-term and other objectives and are

adequately reflected;

 verifies the process of continuous monitoring of

risks that could affect financial activities (credit,

interest rate, currency, liquidity, country/ transfer,

operational, reputational and other risks that may

arise during the financial activity of the Bank);

 reports the operational risk events identified during

the audit missions and the audit of the risk-based

operational risk management process in order to

provide objective assurance to the Bank's

Supervisory Board on the efficiency of operational

risk management, the consistent implementation

and application of the Bank's policy provisions in

the given area and the maintenance of operational

risk within the limits of the Bank’s risk appetite.

As to the significant risk categories, the Bank has

established mechanisms for regular and transparent

reporting, so that the governing bodies and the Risk

Management Committee are receiving and on time

accurate, concise and substantial reports that would

enable the exchange of relevant information on the

identification, assessment and monitoring of risks.

Risk reporting is carried out by each subdivision of the

bank, according to the reporting lines established in the

Bank's internal regulations.

The Risk Department prepares quarterly report on the

management of significant risks, presented to the

Bank's governing bodies and the Risk Management

Committee.
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In order to ensure the efficiency of the internal audit

function, the Internal Audit Department holds a relevant

position within the Bank and fulfills its obligations

respecting the following fundamental principles:

Integrity - the integrity of the employees of the Internal

Audit Department determines trust and thus ensures

the basis of the credibility given to their professional

judgment.

Independence and Objectivity - the employees of the

Internal Audit Department show the highest level of

professional objectivity in collecting, evaluating and

communicating information about the activity or

process under examination. They make a balanced

assessment of all relevant circumstances, without

being unduly influenced by their own interests or those

of others in the formulation of their reasoning.

Competence - the employees of the Internal Audit

Department apply the knowledge, skills and experience

necessary in the activity they carry out.

Department employees:

 must be involved only in those audit missions for

which they have the necessary knowledge, skills

and experience.

 must carry out the internal audit activity in

accordance with the Standards of Professional

Practice of Internal Audit.

 must continuously improve their skills, efficiency

and quality of services.

OUR VALUES
 persons with responsible functions of the Bank;

 shareholders who, directly or indirectly, individually

or jointly with their affiliated persons, hold or control

at least 20% of the Bank's share capital or a lower

share defined as significant, according to the

legislation of the banks;

 persons under the control of the bank by virtue of

holding at least a significant share (20%) in its

capital;

 all persons acting in concert with the categories of

persons nominated above;

 other persons affiliated to the Bank.

 the annual financial statements of the Bank and the

Auditor's Report;

 a description of the main risks and uncertainties

facing the Bank.

The Bank continuously discloses information on events

affecting the Bank as an issuer of securities, as they

occur, and information on significant holdings of shares

and any amendments and additions to the Charter of

the Bank.

Conflicts of interest treatment

In order to implement best practices and maintain the

highest professional standards at all times, to identify,

monitor and manage conflicts of interest that may arise

in its business, the Bank has available internal policies

and regulations through which a set of principles and

basic requirements are defined, offering guidance in

the process of prevention, detection and resolution of

the conflict of interests cases while dealing with

customers, employees, and business partners.

Each employee, while performing his/her duties and

representing the Bank is obliged to act in the interest of

the Bank and its shareholders, without pursuing his/her

personal, material or other interest, and the control

mechanisms of the Bank are intended to ensure the

identification and management of situations with

conflicts of interest and address any possible risks.

TRANSPARENCY OF OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE

AND DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION

The share capital of Moldindconbank consists of

4,967,794 ordinary class I registered shares, with a

nominal value of MDL 100 per share. Each common

share offers the right to vote at the General Meeting of

Shareholders, the right to receive a share of dividends

and part of the Bank's assets in case of its liquidation,

as well as other rights provided by law and the Charter

of the Commercial Bank, “Moldindconbank” S.A., which

is available on the Bank's website:

https://www.micb.md/img/n-info-doc/statut.pdf.

Bank shareholders holding at least 5%, 10% and 25%

of the bank's shares with voting rights, in addition to the

rights provided by p. 4.4. of the Bank's Charter have

the additional rights provided by the legislation in force.

In 2020, there were no restrictions registered on the

voting rights granted to holders of securities issued by

the Bank.

The majority shareholder of the Bank is the company

"DOVERIE-INVEST" J.S.C. (Bulgaria), the indirect

holder of holding being "Doverie-Obedinen Holding"

J.S.C. (Bulgaria).

In 2020 there were no significant changes in the bank's

shareholders' structure.

Information on shareholders and / or groups of people

who act concerted, and holding qualified holdings

(≥1%) in the bank's share capital and their

beneficiaries, is available on the bank website: https: //

www.micb.md/img/n-info-doc/informatia_actionari.pdf.

Based on the Law no.1134-XIII of 02.04.1997 on joint

stock companies, the Law on the capital market no.171

of 11.07.2012 and the Regulation no.7/1 on the

disclosure of information by securities issuers,

approved by the National Commission for Security

Market on 18.02.2019, the Annual Report of the public

interest entity BC "Moldindconbank" S. A. is presented

by the Bank, containing the following information:

INTERNAL AUDIT FUNCTION

The internal audit function is an integral part of the

internal control system having a mission to enhance

and protect the organizational value of the Bank by

providing assurance, advice and in-depth knowledge

based on objective risk-based principles.

The basic purpose of the internal audit function is to

evaluate independently, impartially and objectively the

adequacy and effectiveness of the management

framework in accordance with the provisions of the

external and internal regulatory framework, as well as

to report the results to the Supervisory Board and

inform the Management Board, in order to improve the

bank's activity indicators by systematic and orderly

application of methods of evaluation and improvement

of control mechanism internally within the Bank.

In order to ensure the independent internal audit

function, the Internal Audit Department functionally is

subordinated directly to the Supervisory Board. By this

the Internal Audit Function is empowered with the

following rights:

 to initiate communication with any employee of the

Bank;

 to examine any activity of any subdivision within the

Bank structure, including branches of the Bank and,

if necessary, affiliated persons;

 to have access to the information and the data

communication regime, to any records, files and

internal information, including the information

designated for the management of the Bank;

 to have access to the minutes, and other materials

of a similar nature, of the Supervisory Board and

Committees of the Bank, which are relevant for the

performance of their duties;

 to propose to the Supervisory Board the hiring of

external consultants in order to better understand a

certain area subject to audit;

 to have sufficient resources, including an adequate

number of qualified employees, of IT systems.
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

BANK BUSINESS MODEL

The Bank serves society responsibly through its

business model and mission, which is to provide

banking services and products in accordance with the

most modern and advanced standards to meet the

customers’ needs and shareholders' expectations.

The business model is reflected by the Bank's lines of

activity, which represent a structured set of banking

activities, services or operations that are developed by

the Bank in order to achieve its objectives.

The Bank's lines of activity are:

 Lending,

 Attracting resources,

 Correspondent accounts and placements,

 Payment cards,

 Forex (foreign exchange transactions),

 Cash, settlements and other services.

The operation of the lines of activity is ensured by the

support functions of the Bank that manage human

resources, information technologies, the network of

subdivisions and branches, risks, compliance, financial

records, etc.

Lending

Attracting 
resources

Correspondent 
accounts & 
placements

Payment cards

Forex

Cash, 
settlements 
and other 
services

Moldindconbank has a significant social and economic role in

society through the following activities:

 granting loans to individuals and small and medium

enterprises - the second largest loan portfolio that

exceeds MDL 8 billion;

 attracting deposits from the population - the second

largest portfolio of deposits made by individuals in the

banking system of MDL 12 billion;

 activity in the field of bank cards and digital services –

number of bank cards at about 838 thousand, exceeds

one third of the total cards in circulation, the Bank being

the promoter of some revolutionary services on the

domestic banking market, with the largest network of

Cash-In ATMs (82 units) and leader in the E-banking

segment;

 money remittances – the Bank is processing above 1/3

of the total volume of money remittances made through

the domestic banking system, in the Bank's portfolio

there are 8 remittance systems that cover virtually all

countries in the world. The Bank is targeting cooperation

with payment systems in the countries with the most

active labor migration of citizens of the Republic of

Moldova: Russian Federation, Italy, Israel, Spain and

others;

 collection of payments from the population - the Bank is

one of the largest collectors of payments related to utility

services, other payments, having contracts concluded

with hundreds of service providers;

 the Bank has concluded a collaboration contract with the

E-Government Agency and the Ministry of Finance on

the transfer of social benefits to the accounts of

beneficiaries of social payments (pension for retirement)

 funder of the State budget - the Bank is one of the

largest funders of the State budget by acquisition of the

state securities and the NBM certificates, holding a

portfolio in the amount of over MDL 4 billion in 2020;

 tax payment - the Bank is a large taxpayer for the

country's budget. In 2020 the amount of taxes and fees

paid amounted to MDL 208.6 million.
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MAIN RISKS AND HOW THEY ARE 

MANAGED

According to the  significant risk management strategy, the 

Bank shall not finance individuals and/or legal entities that 

carry out the following activities:

 in case of lack of necessary authorizations:

 gambling activity,

 production and marketing of armaments and 

military equipment;

 drugs and narcotic substances;

 products protected by copyright;

 marketing of rare animals and artistic values;

 sale / purchase of currency;

 exploitation of new land, clearing and 

leveling, development of river basins, 

development of thermo and hydropower.

 activity accompanied by environmentally harmful 

factors; 

 organization of election campaigns and other political 

purposes;

 tax evasion, avoiding currency control, money 

laundering or evading other legal obligations;

 other activities that do not comply with significant risk 

management policies of the Bank

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND FIGHT 

AGAINST CORRUPTION 

The Bank's corporate governance framework is in

accordance with the legislation in force, recognizes the

rights of all stakeholders (shareholders, investors,

customers, business partners, employees, supervisory and

control authorities, other banks, civil society etc.),

established by law or by mutual agreement and

encourages active cooperation between the Bank and its

stakeholders for the creation of added value, jobs, and

insuring financial stability of the Bank.

The Bank ensures a working environment in which each

employee is treated with respect and dignity, AND without

discrimination.

In this regard, the Bank conducts regular training and

testing for all its employees in order to facilitate the

recognition and implementation of appropriate

measures against acts of fraud and corruption.

Every employee of the Bank is obliged to report any

fraud or suspicion of fraud and to discourage any

attempt at internal fraud by other employees.

For reporting violations and ethical issues, including

fraud/suspected fraud/corruption, Bank employees,

customers and other parties, with a financial or other

relationship with the Bank, may use several accessible

and secure communication channels through which

may report in full confidentiality, including to the

management of the Bank, an internal alert procedure

(Whistleblowing) being available.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY ACTIVITIES

The Bank on the local market is considered as a

socially responsible bank responsive to the needs of its

customers and all the citizens. Thus, it actively

participates in the cultural and social life of the country.

In 2020, the bank continued to support the financial

education of citizens by joining the project "Learn! Give

sense to money", launched by the National Bank of

Moldova (NBM) and the National Commission for

Financial Markets.

Thus, during the two months, on the web pages of the

organizers: www.bnm.md, www.cnpf.md, www.expert-

grup.org and on the Facebook page of the project, we

have contributed with useful information about the most

important financial concepts and products such as

inflation, effective annual interest, consumer loan.

Due to the pandemic, the year 2020 was a very

challenging year for the society. The Bank supported

the medical system and doctors fighting the pandemic

caused by COVID-19. Therefore, as a socially

responsible institution, it donated to the ”Timofei

Mosneaga" Republican Clinical Hospital a high-

performance respiratory ventilation device, and

previously, the Bank also granted the hospital a

financial support for other necessities.

The Bank also permanently affirms its commitment to

respect for human rights by providing high quality

products and services that comply with the provisions

of the legal framework.

The Bank recognizes the negative effects that fraud,

corruption and bribery may have on its business

(financial and non-financial damages), and takes

measures to prevent and combat them within the Bank.

The elements of prevention aim at implementing a solid

system of internal control and activities for the

development of a corporate culture, which should

contribute to raising awareness of the risks and

consequences of acts of fraud and corruption by all

employees and the governing body of the Bank.

Thus, the Bank has developed and implemented the

Anti-Fraud and Anti-Corruption Policy, according to

which the Supervisory Board promotes zero tolerance

for any type of fraud and corruption and requires the

Bank's employees to permanently act with caution,

honesty, dignity and not to abuse of the position

entrusted.

The Management Board has the role of effective

supervision of the activities carried out, transparency in

the decisions taken and the adoption of impeccable

behavior.

The Bank's employees will not accept gifts or services if

this offering or granting is related, directly or indirectly,

to the fulfillment of their service obligations or may

influence their decision-making capacity, and non-

compliance with internal regulations in order to obtain

personal benefits is strictly prohibited.

Also, the Bank financially supported the National

Center of Pre-Hospital Emergency Care for the

purchase of protective equipment needed by doctors.

In June 2020, the Bank granted a financial support to

fight against COVID-19 to the Balti Clinical Hospital.

In September 2020, we contributed with 7 infusions

and supplies for the Intensive Care Unit, requested by

the "Timofei Mosneaga" Republican Clinical Hospital.

The pandemic year also had serious consequences for

the education system, so to facilitate the educational

process in COVID-19 conditions, the Bank made a

donation of 15 high-performance computers for the

“Ivan Vazov” High School in Taraclia.

In the conditions of the pandemic crisis, the Bank

offered help to its customers, who were directly

affected by COVID-19, concerning deferring payments

for loans, which has allowed them to focus on

recovering the financial situation of families or

businesses.

As a result, more than 3000 customers of the Bank,

whose income suffered due to the restrictions caused

by the pandemic, received support.

At the same time, following discussions with some

economic agents, such support was also provided for

the restructuring of loans granted to legal entities. They

have had to reduce or temporarily suspend their activity

due to the new type of virus.

Thus due to the support provided by the Bank,

thousands of customers of the institution were able to

stabilize their financial situation, affected by COVID-19.

At the same time, the Bank continued to be with the

"Mihai Eminescu" National Theater, being a general

sponsor for 28 years already.
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MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 

MDL’000 

 

Balance as of January 1, 2019 

 

494,466 

 

5 

 

51,089 

 

391,596 

 

1,428 

 

1,646,926 

 

2,585,510 

Transfers - - - 66,579  (66,579) - 

Transactions with owners 494,466 5 51,089 458,175 1,428 1,580,347 2,585,510 

        

Net profit for the year      678,413 678,413 

Other comprehensive income for the year, net of tax 
       

 

Changing the fair value of investments available for 

sale 
- - - - 825 - 825 

Other increases (decreases) in equity through other 

elements of comprehensive income - - - - - (447) (447) 

Balance as of December 31, 2019 494,466 5 51,089 458,175 2,253 2,258,314 3,264,301 

        

Balance as of January 1, 2020 494,466 5 51,089 458,175 2,253 2,258,314 3,264,301 

Transfers    (167,721)  167,721 - 

Transactions with owners 494,466 5 51,089 290,454 2,253 2,426,034 3,264,301 

        

 
       

Net profit for the year      432,191 432,191 

Other comprehensive income for the year, net of tax 
       

Changing the fair value of financial assets through 

other elements of the overall result - - - - 477 - 477 

Other increases (decreases) in equity through other 

elements of comprehensive income 
- - - - - 

2,458 2,458 

Balance as of December 31, 2020 494,466 5 51,089 290,454 2,730 2,860,683 3,699,427 

 
       

 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.  
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 Notes 2020 2019 

  MDL’000 MDL’000 

Operating activity    

Interest received  865,159 977,190 

Interest paid  (281,145) (306,453) 

Net fee and commission received  385,377 352,202 

Net financial income and other operating income  242,553 175,776 

Personnel costs paid  (349,734) (317,462) 

Receipts from assets in possession  20,545 - 

Payments of general and administrative expenses  (156,203) (170,144) 

Cash flows before working capital changes  726,552 711,109 

    

(Increase) / decrease in current assets:    

Current accounts and deposits at NBM  (701,144) (88,989) 

Current accounts and deposits at other banks  

 

      1,405,906 

 

(554,881) 

Securities over 90 days  (1,456,341) (580,929) 

Loans, net  (639,076) (1,113,758) 

Other assets  (11,817) 32,503 

Increase /(decrease) in current liabilities:    

Due to banks  671 (23,083) 

Deposits from customers  2,371,845 1,011,229 

Other liabilities  36,317 201,037 

Net cash flow from operating activities before income tax  1,732,913 (405,762) 

    

Income tax paid  (72,241) (50,295) 

Net cash flow from operating activities  1,660,672 (456,057) 

    

Investing activities    

Purchase of intangible assets  (17,307) (7,588) 

Purchase of property and equipment  (79,296) (129,967) 

Proceeds from disposal of property and equipment  87 235 

Purchase of investment securities  (2,721) (8,144) 

    

Net cash used in investing activities  (99,237) (145,464) 

    

Financing activities    

Proceeds from loans and borrowings   167 183  194,725 

Repayments of loans and borrowings   (189 939) (158,669) 

Dividends paid  - - 

Net cash flow from financing activities  (22,756) 36,056 

 

Profit / (loss) from net foreign exchange  12,361 686 

    

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents  1,551,040 (564,779) 

Cash and cash equivalents as of January 1,  6,751,711 7,316,490 

Cash and cash equivalents as of December 31, 21 8,302,750 6,751,711 

 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.  
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1. General information 

BC “Moldindconbank” JSC (“Bank”) was incorporated on October 1991 and operates as a commercial and savings 

bank licensed by the National Bank of Moldova, offering a complete range of banking services and products, 

addressing all categories of customers through a network of 64 branches ( 2019: 64 branches), located throughout 

the country. 

The actual number of employees of the Bank as of December 31, 2020 is 1,491 (1,499 staff employees during the 

year ended December 31, 2019). 

The Head Office of the Bank is located at 38 Armenească Street, Chisinau, Republic of Moldova. The bank is 

listed on the Moldovan Stock Exchange. 

The registered capital of BC “Moldindconbank” SA is MDL'000 496,779 divided into 4,967,794 class I common 

shares with voting rights at the nominal value of 100 lei / share. The registered ordinary shares issued by ISIN 

Bank: MD14MICB1008 are admitted for trading on the regulated market on the Moldovan Stock Exchange 

(www.moldse.md). 

Structure of shareholders and groups of persons acting in a concentrated manner, holding a share in the Bank's 

share capital equal to or greater than the significant share (i.e. greater than 1%)  in the Bank’s share capital and 

final beneficiaries as of 31 December 2020: 

Shareholders (companies), whose shareholding is greater than 1%    31.12.2020 31.12.2019 

 Ownership, % Ownership, % 

“DOVERIE- INVEST” J.S.C. 77.63 77.63 

SC “MVI” SRL 3.61 3.61 

 81.24 81.24 

 

Shareholders (individuals), whose shareholding is greater than 1%                                                                      

Mîrzac Valerian 9.11 9.11 

 9.11 9.11 

     

Shareholders whose share does not exceed 1% 

Legal entities  5.08 5.09 

Individuals  4.10 4.09 

 9.18 9.18 

 
  

Treasury shares 0.47 0.47 

 
  

Total  100.00   100.00  

 

According to the Bank's Articles of Association, the Bank's Board is made of 7 members - individuals, appointed 

by the General Shareholders’ Meeting for a period of 3 years. 
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1. General information about the Bank (continued) 

On December 31, 2020, the composition of the Bank’s Board of Directors of the Bank in exercise, selected at the 

Extraordinary General Shareholders’ Meeting on January 29, 2020, is as follows: 

 Chairman of the Board of Directors: Herbert Stepic; 

 Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors: Nikolay Nikolov; 

 Members of the Bank's Board: Thomas Michael Higgins; Tamjid Hossain Basunia; Nikolaos 

Barlagiannis; Gaël de Pontbriand; Ana Spinu. 

The Management Committee is the Executive Body of the Bank that organizes, manages and is responsible for the 

current activity of the Bank. The Management Committee is subordinated to the Bank's Board. 

The Bank's Management Committee as of December 31, 2020 is made of 5 members: 

 Chairman of the Management Committee: Nikolay Borissov; 

 First Vice-Chairman of the Steering Committee: Victor Cibotaru; 

 Vice-Chairmen of the Steering Committee: Penka Kratunova; Andrei Suruceanu; Denis Cheptine. 

 

2. Basis of presentation 

2.1 Statement of compliance 

The financial statements of the Bank have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting 

Standards (IFRS) as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). 

Effect of COVID-19 pandemic 

Due to rapid spread of COVID-19 pandemic in the early of 2020 most countries have taken restrictive measures 

such as stay-at-home orders and business lockdowns, which have been massively affecting both social and 

economic activities.  

The changes in the economic environment, described above, do not have a significant impact on the Bank’s 

operations. However, the Bank continues to assess pandemic effect and changing micro- and macroeconomic 

conditions on its activities, financial position and financial results. The Bank applied the following international 

practices consistent with the recommendations of the International Accounting Standards Board and the European 

Banking Authority to reflect appropriately the uncertainty associated with the COVID-19 pandemic: 

 update of macro-adjustment calculation approach; 

 adjustments to provisions based on rescheduled payment for the borrowers subject to restructuring; 

 adjustments to pledge recovery period. 

In addition, according to IFRS 9 Financial Instruments, the Bank regularly updates forecast information in the 

expected credit loss models, including forecasts of macroeconomic indicators: 

 Decrease in income of individuals and business caused by a limited economic activity; 

 The GDP reduction; 

 Forecasts for prices of major commodities and exchange rates of the euro to major foreign currencies; 

 Measures of state support to business; 

 Impact of changes in economic environment on different sectors of economy. 

The management of the Bank continues to monitor the outcome of measures and to reduce the possible negative 

impact on the Bank’s financial position and performance. 
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2. Basis of presentation (continued) 

2.2. Basis of measurement 

The financial statements are based on historical cost and / or amortized cost, except for derivative financial 

instruments and available-for-sale financial investments, which are measured at fair value. The preparation of 

financial statements based on the going concern principle involves the management by making judgments, 

estimates and assumptions on income, expenses, assets, liabilities, cash flow, liquidity, and capital requirement. 

Uncertainties about these assumptions and estimates could lead to results that require significant adjustments to 

assets, liabilities, and capital requirements in future periods.  

The Bank realised a net profit of MDL'000 432,191 for the year ended December 31, 2020, while the total own 

funds ratio, reported according to the regulations of the National Bank of Moldova, was 31.69% (minimum being 

10%) as of 31 December 2020. Based on the above, the Bank's management has made an assessment of the Bank's 

ability to continue its activity in the near future, and has concluded that the Bank will operate in the foreseeable 

future (at least 12 months from 31 December 2020), under normal circumstances and therefore the financial 

statements as of 31 December 2020 have been prepared on a going concern basis. 

2.3 Functional and presentation currency 

The financial statements are prepared in Moldovan lei (“MDL”), which is the functional currency and the currency 

of the country in which the bank operates. All financial information presented in MDL has been rounded to 1,000 

units, unless otherwise stated. 

2.4 Significant accounting assumptions and estimates 

The Bank applies estimates and makes assumptions that affect the reported amounts of the following year's assets 

and liabilities. Estimates and assumptions are reviewed periodically and are based on historical experience as well 

as other factors, including expectations of future events that are assumed to be reasonable, resulting from current 

circumstances. The basic estimates and assumptions are continuously reviewed. Revisions of accounting estimates 

are recognized in the period in which the estimate is revised and affects only that period or in the revision period 

and in future periods if the revision affects both the current and future periods.  

(i) Impairment losses on loans 

The Bank reviews the loan portfolio monthly to estimate the impairment of loans. To determine whether a loss on 

loan impairment should be reflected in the income statement, the Bank makes estimates for the existence of 

measurable data to decrease estimated future cash flows from the loan portfolio before this decrease is identified 

with an individual loan from portfolio. These aspects could indicate observable data on the worsening of a group's 

debtor's repayment service, national or economic conditions that correlate with losses on a group's assets. 

At the end of 2019, the Bank, with the support of the international audit entity Deloitte Romania, verified and 

adjusted the calculation models of IFRS 9 provisions, updated the PD values on the sub-portfolios and modified 

the segmentation on DPD-buckets. Thus, at the moment the Bank applies PD for 4 DPD-buckets (0-30 DPD, 31-

60 DPD, 61-89 DPD and more than 90 DPD). The Bank applied this approach also during 2020. 

Management uses estimates based on the impairment history of assets with credit risk characteristics and objective 

evidence of impairment like those in the portfolio in forecasting future cash flows. The methodology and 

assumptions used to estimate both the size and maturity of future cash flows are revised to reduce the differences 

between the estimates and the current results on credit losses. When the result of these factors differs from the 

values initially reflected, they may materially affect the provision for credit losses of the period in which this 

determination occurred. 

Loans are depreciated according to the characteristics of the stages, as follows: 
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2. Basis of presentation (continued) 

2.4 Significant accounting assumptions and estimates (continued) 

Stage 1 features: (for all contracts that do not have an assigned default mark): 

 All contracts with DPD between 0 and 30 (0 <= DAYS_PAST_DUE <31) and are not allocated in stage 

3 or 2 set off stage 1. 

 When a financial instrument is created / purchased or no default event occurs and there is no significant 

increase in the credit risk, credit losses are estimated on a 12-month base, are recognized in profit or loss 

and is constituted a provision for loss. They are allocated based on currently available risk parameters in 

homogeneous portfolios. 

  It serves as an approximation for the initial expectations of credit losses. 

  For financial assets, interest income is calculated based on gross amount (i.e., no adjustment for estimated 

credit losses). 

 

Stage 2 features: (for all contracts that do not have an assigned default mark) 

 All DPD contracts between 31 and 89 (31 <= DAYS_PAST_DUE <= 89) or contracts with restructuring 

mark set off stage 2. 

 The assets of debtors with a D and E rating are classified in stage 2. 

 The debtor may have assets classified in stage 1 and stage 2, depending on the situation. 

 If the risk increases significantly and the resulting credit quality is not considered to be a credit risk in the 

low range, then credit losses estimated over the life of the credit are recognized. 

 If the risk increases significantly and the resulting credit quality is not considered to be a credit risk in the 

low range, then credit losses estimated over the life of the credit are recognized. 

 The calculation of interest income on financial assets remains the same as for Stage 1. 

 

Stage 3 features: 

 The debtor registers on at least one contract more than 90 outstanding days. 

 The debtor has shown default signs in the last 12 months. 

 If the debtor has an asset in stage 3, all the debtor's assets will be in stage 3. All contracts that have a 

default mark set off stage 3. If the client has a contract in stage 3, all his contracts will be contaminated. 

 If the credit risk of a financial asset increases to the point where it is considered default, interest-based 

income is calculated based on amortized cost. 

 Estimated credit losses over the life of the loan are still recognized in those financial assets. 

IFRS 9 contains guidance on impairment requirements. The proposed approach distinguishes between the expected 

12-month credit losses and estimated credit losses over the lifetime of the loan. The Standard determines if a 

provision for loss should be based on estimated 12-month credit losses or credit losses over the lifetime and 

depends on whether there has been a material impairment of the credit of the financial instrument since the initial 

recognition (or the date of the commitment).  

- credit losses estimated at 12 months are the portion of estimated credit losses over the entire period that represents 

the estimated credit losses resulting from default events on a financial instrument that are possible within 12 

months after the reporting date (Stage 1). 
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- estimated credit losses over the entire period are estimated credit losses that result from all possible default 

events during the estimated life cycle of a financial instrument (Stage 2 or 3). 
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2. Basis of presentation (continued) 

2.4 Significant accounting assumptions and estimates (continued) 

(ii) Going concern 

The management assessed the Bank's ability to continue its activity and considers that the Bank has the resources 

to continue its activity in the foreseeable future. Moreover, the management does not have information regarding 

the existence of a significant uncertainty, which may raise significant doubts about the Bank's ability to continue 

its activity. Therefore, the financial statements are prepared in accordance with going concern principle. 

(iii) Fair value of financial instruments 

The fair value of financial instruments that are not traded on the active market is determined using valuation 

techniques. Management chooses the valuation method based on reasonable estimates, considering that they are 

made on the basis of the conditions existing at the reporting date. The valuation of financial instruments is 

described in detail in Note 32. 

 

3. Significant accounting policies 

3.1 Changing accounting policies 

The accounting policies adopted in the preparation of the financial statements are consistent with those followed 

in the preparation of the Bank’s annual financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2019, except for the 

adoption of new Standards effective as of January 1, 2019.  

The nature and the effect of these changes are disclosed below. The Bank has not early adopted any other standard, 

interpretation or amendment that has been issued but is not yet effective. Several other amendments and 

interpretations are applied for the first time in 2020, but do not have an impact on the financial statements of the 

Bank.  

Amendments to IFRS 3: Definition of a Business  

The amendment to IFRS 3 clarifies that to be considered a business, an integrated set of activities and assets must 

include, at a minimum, an input and a substantive process that together significantly contribute to the ability to 

create output. Furthermore, it clarified that a business can exist without including all the inputs and processes 

needed to create outputs. These amendments had no impact on the financial statements of the Bank but may impact 

future periods should the Bank enter into any business combinations.  

Amendments to IFRS 7, IFRS 9 and IAS 39: Interest Rate Benchmark Reform  

The amendments to IFRS 9 and IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement provide several 

reliefs, which apply to all hedging relationships that are directly affected by interest rate benchmark reform. A 

hedging relationship is affected if the reform gives rise to uncertainties about the timing and or amount of 

benchmark-based cash flows of the hedged item or the hedging instrument. These amendments had no impact on 

the financial statements of the Bank.  

Amendments to IAS 1 and IAS 8: Definition of Material  

The amendments provide a new definition of material that states, “information is material if omitting, misstating 

or obscuring it could reasonably be expected to influence decisions that the primary users of general purpose 

financial statements make on the basis of those financial statements, which provide financial information about a 

specific reporting entity”. The amendments clarify that materiality will depend on the nature or magnitude of 

information, either individually or in combination with other information, in the context of the financial statements. 

A misstatement of information is material if it could reasonably be expected to influence decisions made by the 

primary users. These amendments had no impact on the financial statements of, nor is there expected to be any 

future impact to the Bank.  
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3. Significant accounting policies (continued) 

3.2 Summary of significant accounting policies 

a. Currency conversion 

The financial statements are presented in Moldovan lei ("MDL"), which is the Bank's functional and presentation 

currency. 

Transactions denominated in foreign currency are translated into the functional currency at the exchange rates 

prevailing at the date of the transactions. At the balance sheet date, monetary assets and liabilities denominated in 

foreign currencies are translated using the closing exchange rate set by the NBM. Exchange differences arising 

from the settlement of transactions at rates other than those at the date of the transaction, as well as from the 

conversion of outstanding foreign currency assets and liabilities, are recognized in the income statement. 

Non-monetary assets and liabilities recorded at historical cost denominated in foreign currency are translated using 

the exchange rate at the date of the initial transaction. Foreign currency income and losses arising from the 

revaluation of foreign currency monetary assets and liabilities are reflected in the income statement. 

Changes in the fair value of foreign currency denominated securities classified as available for sale are analysed 

between differences resulting from changes in the amortized cost of the security and other changes in the carrying 

amount of the security. Conversion differences related to changes in amortized cost are recognized in the income 

statement and other changes in carrying amount are recognized in equity. 

 

Exchange rates at the end of the year and average rates per year were: 

 

 

2020 2019 

 USD Euro USD Euro 

Average for the period 17.3201 19.7436 17.5751 19.6741 

Year ended 17.2146 21.1266 17.2093 19.2605 

 

b. Financial assets  

The Bank classifies its financial assets into the following categories: financial assets at fair value through profit or 

loss, financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income (available-for-sale financial assets) and 

financial assets at amortized cost (loans and receivables, securities). The Bank's management determines the 

classification of assets upon their initial recognition. 

 (i) Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 

This category has two subcategories: financial assets held for trading and those designated at fair value through 

profit or loss at initial recognition. A financial asset is classified as held for trading if it is acquired or recorded 

primarily for the purpose of selling or repurchasing it in the short term or is part of a portfolio of identified financial 

instruments that are managed together and for which there is evidence of the current model of short-term benefit 

collection. Gains and losses arising from changes in the fair value of derivatives that are managed in relation to 

designated financial assets or liabilities are included in net income from financial instruments designated at fair 

value. 

(ii) Financial assets held at amortised cost (Loans and receivables) 

Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted 

in an active market other than: (a) those that the bank intends to sell immediately or in the short term, which are 

classified as retained for trading, and those that the bank initially designates at fair value reflected in the profit and 

loss account; (b) those which the bank initially designates as available for sale; or (c) for which the holder may not 

be able to recover a substantial part of his investment for reasons other than impairment of the loan. 
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3. Significant accounting policies (continued) 

3.2 Summary of significant accounting policies (continued) 

(iii) Financial assets at amortized cost (Debt securities) 

Debt securities are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments and a fixed maturity that 

the Bank's management has a positive intention and ability to hold to maturity. If the Bank sold a significant 

number of held-to-maturity financial assets, then the entire category would be reclassified as "available for sale". 

As of December 31, 2020, the Bank classifies government securities issued by the Ministry of Finance and 

certificates of the National Bank of Moldova as amortized cost financial assets held to maturity. 

 (v) Derecognition of financial assets and liabilities 

Financial assets are derecognised in the following cases: 

 When the right to collect money from the asset is extinguished. 

 The bank transfers the right to collect money from the asset or assumes the obligation to reimburse the 

respective money, in full and without significant delays, to the supplier, in accordance with the pass-through 

transfer agreements. 

 The Bank transfers substantially all its risks as well as the reward from the asset, or the Bank does not transfer 

or retain substantially all its risks, as well as the reward from the asset but transfers control over the asset. 

If the Bank has transferred its right to collect cash from the asset or falls under the effect of the pass-through 

agreement and, at the same time, has not transferred or retained substantially all the risks as well as the reward 

from the asset nor does it transfer control over the asset, the asset is recognized at the level of the bank's 

involvement in the asset. The continuation of that involvement, which takes the form of a guarantee on the 

transferred asset, is recognized as the minimum value between the historical cost of the asset and the maximum 

amount of consideration that the Bank would have required to pay. 

 

c. Financial debts 

The bank classifies financial liabilities as other liabilities, which are measured at amortized cost. 

 

d. Impairment of loans 

If there is objective evidence that the Bank will not be able to recover all amounts due (loan amount and interest) 

under the original contractual terms of the loan / receivables relating to financial leasing, these loans are considered 

impaired. The amount of the impairment loss is the difference between the balance sheet value of the loan / 

receivables on financial leasing and the present value of future cash flows discounted at the initial effective interest 

rate or is the difference between the balance sheet value of the loan / receivables on financial leasing and the fair 

value of the pledge, if the loan / receivables for financial leasing have a pledge and its execution is probable. 

Impairment and non-recoverability are measured and recognized separately for significant loans and receivables 

from an individual point of view, and at portfolio level for a group of loans and similar receivables that are not 

individually identified as impaired. If the Bank determines that there is no objective evidence of impairment of a 

separately valued financial asset, whether significant or not, it includes that asset in the group of financial assets 

with similar credit risk characteristics and estimates for them a collective provision for impairment. Assets, which 

are individually estimated at impairment and for which an impairment loss is or continues to be recognized, are 

not included in the collective estimate of impairment. 
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3. Significant accounting policies (continued) 

3.2. Summary of significant accounting policies (continued) 

The current value of estimated future cash flows is discounted at the effective initial interest rate on the financial 

asset. If the loan has a variable interest rate, the discount rate for estimating the impairment loss is the current 

effective interest rate. 

The balance sheet value of an asset is reduced to its estimated recoverable amount by recognizing in the income 

statement the provision for credit impairment. The cancellation is made when the credit is considered irrecoverable, 

in whole or in part. Disposals are reduced from the provisions for credit impairment previously formed and at the 

same time reduce the balance sheet value of the loan and related payments. Recoveries of loans written off in 

previous periods are included in income through the movement in the provision for impairment of credit. 

If the amount of the related impairment loss decreases and the decrease can be objectively correlated with an event 

that occurs after the impairment has been recognized (such as an improvement in the borrower's credit rating), the 

previously recognized impairment loss is reversed by adjusting the impairment account provision for impairment. 

For the collective assessment of impairment, financial assets are grouped according to the Bank's internal credit 

grouping criteria that consider credit risk characteristics such as industry, type of collateral, past status, and other 

relevant factors. Future cash flows for a group of financial assets that are collectively measured for impairment are 

estimated based on experience with assets with credit risk characteristics like those in the group. The methodology 

and assumptions used to estimate future cash flows are reviewed periodically to reduce any differences between 

the estimated loss and the actual loss. 

e. Clearing of financial instruments 

Financial assets and liabilities are offset and presented at net value in the balance sheet when there is a legal right 

to offset the recorded amounts and there is an intention to settle them on a net basis, or to realize the asset and pay 

the obligation simultaneously. 

f. Derivative financial instruments 

In the normal course of its business, the Bank conducts transactions in financial instruments that are instruments 

that require minor initial investments compared to the nominal value of the contracts. The derivative financial 

instruments used include forward contracts with short, monetary, or non-monetary maturities, spot transactions as 

well as options for forward contracts. These financial instruments are used by the Bank for hedging interest rate 

and currency risks. These instruments have not been designated as hedging items. 

Derivative financial instruments are initially recognized in the balance sheet at fair value and treated as an asset 

when their fair value is positive and as a liability when their value is negative. Fair values are based on market 

prices, models based on settled cash flows and case-by-case pricing models. These assets and liabilities are 

classified as held for trading. Changes in the fair value of derivatives held for trading are reflected in the income 

statement. 

g. Renegotiated loans 

When possible, the Bank tries to restructure the loans rather than take possession of the collateral. This may involve 

extending the payment schedule and renegotiating credit terms. Once the lending conditions have been 

renegotiated, the loan is no longer considered overdue. The Bank's management is continuously reviewing 

renegotiated loans to ensure that all requirements are met, and subsequent payments will take place. Loans continue 

to be subject to an individual or collective assessment of impairment. 
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3. Significant accounting policies (continued) 

3.2. Summary of significant accounting policies (continued) 

h. Interest income and expenses 

Interest income and expense on all interest-bearing financial instruments are recognized in the income statement 

using the effective interest rate method. The effective interest rate method is a method of calculating the amortized 

cost of a financial asset or financial liability and allocating interest income or interest expense over the relevant 

period. 

The effective interest rate is the rate that accurately reflects the expected future cash payments or receipts over the 

estimated life of the financial instrument or, where applicable, a shorter period to the net carrying amount of the 

financial asset or financial liability. When calculating the effective interest rate, the Bank estimates cash flows 

considering all contractual terms of the financial instrument, but without considering future credit losses. The 

calculation includes all commissions paid or collected between the parties to the contract that are an integral part 

of the effective interest rate, transaction costs or other premiums or reductions. 

Once the value of a financial asset or group of financial assets has been reduced because of an impairment loss, 

interest income is recognized using the effective interest rate used to reduce future cash flows to measure 

impairment losses. 

The uncollected interest on treasury bills was calculated for the period between the date of their acquisition and 

the date on which the financial statements are prepared, applying different interest rates for each issue. Interest 

expense includes interest calculated on attracted deposits, current accounts, Loro accounts, loans, and interest on 

other bonds. 

i. Income from fees and commissions 

Revenues from fees and commissions are accounted for using the increase method at the time the service is 

provided. Fees for term loans are reported for future periods (together with the related direct costs) and are 

recognized as an adjustment to the effective interest rate on loans. Commissions and fees due from negotiations, 

or from participating in the negotiation of a third-party transaction - such as arranging a purchase of shares or other 

holdings, acquisitions, or sales of a shareholding - are reflected at the end of the settlement date. Both portfolio 

and management consultancy fees and other services are recognized based on service contracts, usually distributed 

over time. 

j. Property and equipment 

All property and equipment are measured at historical cost less accumulated depreciation and the amount of 

impairment. The historical cost includes expenses that are directly attributed to their acquisition. Subsequent costs 

are included in the balance sheet value of the asset, or alternatively, recognized as a separate asset, only in cases 

where the cost of this item can certainly be determined and when it is estimated that the Bank will benefit from 

future economic benefits associated with this item. All other repair and maintenance expenses are included in other 

operating expenses during their occurrence. 

Land is not depreciated. Depreciation for other assets is calculated using the straight-line method for allocating 

cost to their residual values using the following useful lives: 

Property and equipment Average years  

 
Buildings 45 

Furniture 5 

Vehicles 7 

Modernization performed leased 

assets      
10 

ATMs and POS terminals  5 

Computers and other assets 3-5 
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3. Significant accounting policies (continued) 

3.2. Summary of significant accounting policies (continued) 

Assets under construction are not depreciated until they are put into service. 

At each balance sheet date, the residual value and useful life of the asset are reviewed and adjusted if necessary. 

Depreciated assets are valued at impairment each time certain events or changes in circumstances indicate that the 

carrying amount may not be recovered. The balance sheet value of an asset is immediately written down to its 

recoverable amount if the balance sheet value is greater than the estimated recoverable amount. The recoverable 

amount is the higher of the fair value of the asset less costs to sell and the value in use. Gains and losses on 

property, plant and equipment are determined by reference to the carrying amount. These are included in the report 

on financial results in those operating costs. 

k. Intangible assets 

Intangible assets are valued according to the cost-based model using the straight-line method. The costs of 

acquiring software licenses are capitalized and include the costs of acquiring and the costs of bringing the asset 

into operation. These costs are amortized over the estimated useful life (from two to twenty years). 

Expenses related to the improvement or maintenance of computer applications are recognised as expenses when 

they appear. The costs directly associated with the production of the unique and identifiable software supervised 

by the Bank, and which are likely to generate economic benefits more than the costs in less than one year, are 

capitalized as intangible assets. Direct costs include costs for software developers and a fair share of relevant 

maintenance costs. 

l. Leasing contracts 

Leases registered by the Bank are classified as primary operating leases. All payments made in respect of operating 

leases are recorded in the profit and loss account consecutively throughout the lease term. If an operating lease is 

terminated prematurely, any payment that should be made to the lessor as a penalty is recognized as an expense 

during the termination period. 

m. Loans 

Loans are initially recognized at fair value less costs to be incurred. Subsequently, the loans are presented at 

amortized cost and any difference between the net value of the attracted funds and the value at maturity is 

recognized in the statement of financial results for the period of the loan, using the effective interest rate method. 

n. Cash and cash equivalents 

For the purposes of the report on cash flows, cash and cash equivalents include balances with a maturity of less 

than three months from the date of acquisition including cash, unrestricted balances with the National Bank of 

Moldova, government securities, cash due to other banks and payments with fast money transfer systems. 

o. Provisions 

The provisions and legal obligations are recognized when the Bank has a current or implied obligation arising 

from a past event, the settlement of which is expected to result in an outflow of resources embodying the bank’s 

economic benefits, and the amount can be estimated reliably. When there are several similar obligations, the 

probability that an outflow of resources will be required in settlement is determined at the expected weighted value 

with associated probabilities taking into account all possible outcomes. 

Provisions are measured at the output expenditures necessary to settle the obligation using the reasoning - based 

on experience with similar transactions and with the assistance of lawyers or other experts. The subsequent 

measurement of the provision due to the passage of time is recognized as an interest expense.  
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3. Significant accounting policies (continued) 

3.2. Summary of significant accounting policies (continued) 

In cases where there are similar obligations, the probability that a transfer of resources will be necessary is 

determined considering the class of the obligation. A provision is recognized even if the probability of a transfer 

in relation to any item included in the same class of obligations is small. 

 

Provisions are estimated at the present value of the expenses necessary to settle the obligation using a tax rate that 

reflects current market assessments of the time value of the money and the specific risks of the obligation. The 

increase in the provision because of the passage of time is recognized as an interest expense. 

 

p. Treasury shares 

The Bank's equity instruments that are acquired by it or by a subsidiary (treasury shares) are deducted from the 

capital and reflected at the weighted average cost. The reward paid or received on the purchase, sale, issue, or 

cancellation of the Bank's capital instruments is reflected directly in the capital. Revenue or expense is not 

recognized in the income statement because of the purchase, sale, issue or cancellation of equity instruments. 

 

q. Employee benefits 

In the normal course of its activity, the Bank makes payments to the state budget of the Republic of Moldova on 

behalf of its employees for pension, health insurance and unemployment. All employees of the Bank are members 

of the state pension plan. The bank does not operate with any other retirement scheme and therefore has no 

additional pension obligations. The bank does not operate with other defined benefit plans or other post-retirement 

benefit plans. The bank has no other obligations to provide additional services for current or former employees. 

 

r. Taxation 

According to the applicable tax legislation of the Republic of Moldova, income tax is recognized as an expense of 

the profit period. Tax losses reported in subsequent periods are recognized as an asset when it is probable that 

expected taxable profits will be used to cover losses. 

The corporate tax, as according to the applicable laws of the Republic of Moldova, is recognised as an expense 

when profits arise. The corporate income tax rate for 2020 is 12% (2019: 12%). 

The deferred corporate tax is recognised for temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets and 

liabilities in the financial statements and the appropriate tax base used for calculation of taxable profit. Deferred 

tax liabilities are generally recognised for all taxable temporary differences. 

Deferred tax asset is recognised for all deductible tax difference to the extent that taxable profits are likely to be 

available against which deductible temporary differences can be used. The deferred tax asset value is reviewed at 

the end of each reporting period and reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable that taxable profits will be 

available to enable the whole or part of the asset to be recovered. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are determined 

using the tax rates in force and are expected to apply when the deferred tax asset is disposed of or the deferred tax 

liabilities is extinguished. 

 

s. Investment properties 

Investment properties are owned for the purpose of obtaining rental income and / or for assessing value. After the 

initial recognition, the investment properties are recorded at cost less accumulated wear and tear and any 

accumulated impairment losses. 

Lease income and operating expenses related to investment properties are reported in income and other expenses, 

respectively. 
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3. Significant accounting policies (continued) 

3.2. Summary of significant accounting policies (continued) 

The Bank's Accounting Policies do not expressly provide for the materiality threshold for the accounting items. 

To ensure the concordance of the incomes and operational expenses related to the investment properties, the 

significance threshold is determined based on the professional reasoning, considering the provisions of the legal 

framework in force. 

As of December 31, 2020, and December 31, 2019, the Bank does not own any investment properties. 

 

t. Contingent assets and liabilities 

Contingent liabilities are not recognized in the financial statements but are presented unless there is a probability 

of an outflow of resources to settle current liabilities. 

 

A contingent asset is not recognized in the financial statements but is presented when an inflow of economic 

benefits is probable. 

 

u. Related entities 

The parties are related to the Bank when one of the parties, whether through ownership, contractual rights, family 

relationships or otherwise, can control or significantly influence, directly or indirectly, the other party in making 

financial and operational decisions. 

 

Transactions with related entities represent a transfer of resources or obligations between related parties, whether 

a price is charged. 

 

v. Events after the balance sheet date 

Events after the balance sheet date are reflected in the financial statements in case, they provide additional 

information about the Bank's situation at the balance sheet date (events requiring adjustments), or indicate that the 

business continuity assumption is not appropriate. Subsequent events that do not require adjustments are presented 

in the notes, if any. 

 

3.3 New and revised standards 

 

The new and amended standards and interpretations that are issued, but not yet effective, up to the date of issuance 

of the Bank’s financial statements are disclosed below. The Bank intends to adopt these new and amended 

standards and interpretations, if applicable, when they become effective. 

 

 IFRS 17 Insurance contracts 

 

In May 2017, the IASB issued IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts (IFRS 17), a comprehensive new accounting standard 

for insurance contracts covering recognition and measurement, presentation, and disclosure. Once effective, IFRS 

17 will replace IFRS 4 Insurance Contracts (IFRS 4) that was issued in 2005.  

IFRS 17 applies to all types of insurance contracts (i.e., life, non-life, direct insurance, and re-insurance), regardless 

of the type of entities that issue them, as well as to certain guarantees and financial instruments with discretionary 

participation features. A few scope exceptions will apply. IFRS 17 introduces new accounting requirements for 

banking products with insurance features that may affect the determination of which instruments or which 

components thereof will be in the scope of IFRS 9 or IFRS 17.  

 

Credit cards and similar products that provide insurance coverage: most issuers of these products will be able to 

continue with their existing accounting treatment as a financial instrument under IFRS 9. IFRS 17 excludes from 

its scope credit card contracts (and other similar contracts that provide credit or payment arrangements) that meet 

the definition of an insurance contract if, and only if, the entity does not reflect an assessment of the insurance risk 

associated with an individual customer in setting the price of the contract with that customer.  
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3. Significant accounting policies (continued) 

3.3 New and revised standards (continued) 

When the insurance coverage is provided as part of the contractual terms of the credit card, the issuer is required 

to:  

 Separate the insurance coverage component and apply IFRS 17 to it;  

 Apply other applicable standards (such as IFRS 9, IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers or 

IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets) to the other components. 

Loan contracts that meet the definition of insurance but limit the compensation for insured events to the amount 

otherwise required to settle the policyholder’s obligation created by the contract: Issuers of such loans – e.g., a 

loan with waiver on death – have an option to apply IFRS 9 or IFRS 17. The election would be made at a portfolio 

level and would be irrevocable.  

IFRS 17 is effective for reporting periods beginning on or after January 1, 2023, with comparative figures required. 

Early application is permitted, provided the entity also applies IFRS 9 and IFRS 15 on or before the date it first 

applies IFRS 17.  

The Bank does not have any contracts that would be in scope of IFRS 17.  

 IFRS 9 Financial Instruments  

Fees in the ‘10 per cent’ test for derecognition of financial liabilities As part of its 2018-2020 Annual 

Improvements to IFRS standards process, the IASB issued an amendment to IFRS 9. The amendment clarifies the 

fees that an entity includes when assessing whether the terms of a new or modified financial liability are 

substantially different from the terms of the original financial liability. These fees include only those paid or 

received between the borrower and the lender, including fees paid or received by either the borrower or lender on 

the other’s behalf. An entity applies the amendment to financial liabilities that are modified or exchanged on or 

after the beginning of the annual reporting period in which the entity first applies the amendment. The amendment 

is effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or after January 1, 2022 with earlier adoption permitted. The 

Bank will apply the amendments to separate financial liabilities that are modified or exchanged on or after the 

beginning of the annual period in which it will first apply the amendment and does not expect this will result in a 

material impact on its separate financial statements.  

Interest Rate Benchmark Reform – Phase 2 Amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 39 IFRS 7, IFRS 4 and IFRS 16 In August 

2020 the IASB issued Interest Rate Benchmark Reform – Phase 2 Amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 39, IFRS 7, IFRS 

4 and IFRS 16, (IBOR reform Phase 2) to address the accounting issues which arise upon the replacement of an 

IBOR with a RFR.  

IBOR reform Phase 2 includes a number of reliefs and additional disclosures. The reliefs apply upon the transition 

of a financial instrument from an IBOR to a risk-free-rate (RFR). Changes to the basis for determining contractual 

cash flows as a result of interest rate benchmark reform are required as a practical expedient to be treated as 

changes to a floating interest rate, provided that, for the financial instrument, the transition from the IBOR 

benchmark rate to RFR takes place on an economically equivalent basis. The Bank will apply IBOR reform Phase 

2 from January 1, 2021. The Bank is in process of assessing the impact of IBOR reform on its separate financial 

statements. 

4. Cash and current accounts with Central Bank 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Cash  1,260,940   1,207,047  

Current account with Central Bank   3,572,525  4,073,713 

Less: Allowance for impairment losses (4,108) (4,685) 

 4,829,357 5,276,075 
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4.1. Mandatory reserves 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Mandatory reserves  1,412,213  722,946 

Current account with Central Bank 10   4  

Less: Allowance for impairment losses (1,624) (831) 

 1,410,599 722,119 

Current account and required reserves 

Starting with January 16, 2020, the Decision of the NBM no. 302 from November 28, 2019 approved the new 

Regulation on the Required Reserves. The regulation provides a broadening spectrum for the currency of the banks’ 

liabilities from which the required reserves in MDL can be provided. The regulation establishes a flexible regime 

and partial average.  

As at December 31, 2020, the calculation rate of the minimum reserve volume was 32% for resources attracted in 

MDL and foreign currency, included in the calculation and the size of required reserves in Moldovan lei and 30% 

for resources attracted in convertible currencies, included in the calculation and size of required reserves in USD 

and EUR (December 31, 2019: 42.5% for resources attracted in MDL and non-convertible currency and 17% for 

resources attracted in convertible currency). 

The Bank maintains its required reserves in a current account opened at the NBM in the amount of 32% of the 

funds attracted in MDL and foreign currency, subject to provisioning in Moldovan lei. 

The required reserves amounting to 30% of the funds attracted in convertible currencies, include the size of the 

required reserves in USD and EUR kept in special reserve accounts at NBM. One part, 5 percent of the set level 

of required reserves in USD and EUR, is variable and is maintained on a average basis, and the other part is 

maintained in fixed amount. As of December 31, 2020, the balance of the current account opened at the NBM was 

in the amount of MDL'000 3,572,152 (December 31, 2019: MDL'000 4,064,501) and includes the required reserves 

maintained in Moldovan lei in the amount of MDL'000 3,493,883. The balance reserved in the required reserve 

accounts in USD and EUR amounted to USD’000 19,593 and EUR’000 51,020 respectively (December 31, 2019: 

USD’000 11,602 and EUR’000 27,169). 

The interest rate offered by the NBM for the funds of the required reserve accounts during 2020 represents 0.01% 

per year for foreign currency reserves and between 2.5% and 0.15% for reserves in MDL (during 2019 - between 

0.01% and 0.36% in foreign currency and between 2.5% and 4.5% for reserves in MDL). 

The required reserves held on current accounts at the National Bank could be used by the Bank in its day-to-day 

operations. 

5. Current accounts and placements with banks 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Total current accounts, out of which rated (Moody's): 124,095 210,625 

A1  6,774  21  

Aa3  102,086  169,810  

B2  28  -    

B3  9,933  29  

Caa1  393  19,978  

Caa2  -    2,926  

With no rating  4,881  17,861  

Overnight placements within in banks, unrelated parties 1,514,394 - 

Out of which, Moody’s Aa3 rating 1,514,394 - 

 1,638,489 210,625 
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 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Less: Allowance for impairment losses (2,104) (5,141) 

Out of which, increases due to new purchased and changes to 

models used for ECL calculations 

(2,104) (5,141) 

 1,636,385 205,484 

In order to present more accurately the balances of other loans and to ensure comparability between periods, their 

values have been regrouped for 2019. 

During 2020, in order to optimize the network of correspondent banks and in order to reduce the country risk, 12 

“NOSTRO” correspondent accounts were closed, out of which 7 “NOSTRO” accounts and 5 “LORO” accounts. 

At the same time, 7 “NOSTRO” correspondent accounts were opened.  

During previous period, these resources were placed as short-term placements at correspondent banks, and during 

2020 they were replaced as overnight within the same bank, due to the more advantageous interest rate. 

6. Debt securities – at amortized cost 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

State securities 4,990,709  2,885,022  

Less: Allowance for impairment losses  (66,681)  (27,544) 

Less: Discounts  (92,120)  (47,718) 

 4,831,908 2,809,760 

 

State securities on December 31, 2020 represent treasury securities in MDL with maturity from 91 to 1827 days, 

issued by the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Moldova with an interest rate between 3.40% and 7.00% per 

year. The certificates of the National Bank issued by the NBM have a maturity of 14 days with an interest rate of 

2.65% per year. As of December 31, 2020, the Bank did not hold any pledged investment securities. 

Expected impairment losses on state securities were calculated by increasing the PD for this segment due to the 

macroeconomic forecasts which are worsening in the context of current pandemic situation. 

7. Financial assets at amortised cost (Loans and advances to customers), net 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Loans  8,216,647 7,595,747 

Other financial assets  65,038  1,538,979 

Loans, gross 8,281,685  9,134,726  

Less: Allowances for impairment losses on loans (465,165) (408,347) 

Less: Allowances for impairment losses on other financial 

assets 

(107) (62,607) 

 7,816,414 8,663,772 

 

The decrease in the “Other financial assets” position at the end of 2020 compared to the same period of the previous 

year is due to the fact that the available resources in EUR and USD were placed as overnights at the end of 2020, 

while in 2019 they were placed as short-term placements. The decrease in “Allowances for impairment losses on 

other financial assets”, compared to 2019, was caused by the derecognition (write-off from the risk fund) of some 

financial assets (short-term investments in banks), in the amount of approx. MDL’ 000 61,712. 
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7. Financial assets at amortised cost (Loans and advances to customers), net (continued) 

The analysis of the loan portfolio by sectors is presented below:  

 2020 2019 

  MDL’000  MDL’000 

 
 Gross value  

Impairment 

loss  
 Gross value 

Impairment 

loss 

Agriculture   355,792  13,521   274,974  6,574  

Extractive industry    345 2    160  1  

Manufacturing industry   830,543  58,290   883,576  60,131  

Prod. of electricity, heat, gas, water 9,896 1,887 5,935 66 

Water distribution, sanitation   1,177 10   22,685  1,207  

Construction   223,447 6,915   240,935  5,734  

Commerce of motor vehicles and auto parts   70,698  2,363   75,532  910  

Commerce of unprocessed cereals, seeds, 

fodder and tobacco 

  116,621  4,205   124,058  20,052  

Food trade    713,513  44,522   674,906  32,566  

Commerce of pharmaceutical products   243,804  35,518   236,489  28,876  

Commerce of building materials   245,928  6,333   237,784  19,942  

Commerce of fuels   82,320  43,289   189,172  51,327  

Commerce, others   455,630  56,443   366,209  14,524  

Transportation   149,067 3,014   160,833  1,199  

Accommodation and food service   27,324  9,039   27,121  9,508  

IT and telecommunication   103,916 4,204   153,082  2,746  

Financial activity and insurance   555,183  17,581   546,681  8,652  

Real estate transactions 137,212 7,456   75,151  14,184  

Professional, scientific and technical activities 7,644  233    884 2 

Administrative services and suport 6,976  56   9,001  48  

Public administration 11,685  418   7,806  81  

Education 14,745  334   4,758  8  

Consumer loans individuals 2,05, 468  66,673  1,795,924  43,145  

Real estate loans individuals 1,725,130  17,744  1,399,419  13,865  

Health and social care 67,937  65,004   72,944  72,944  

Leisure activities 6,046  79   8,519  50  

Other services -  -      1,209  5  

Other activities 599  31 -  -    

      8,216,847   465,165      7,595,747   408,347  

 

 

According to the Instruction of the National Bank of Moldova, approved by the Decision no.42 of March 2, 2018, 

as of December 31, 2020, the total value of financial assets at amortized cost (loans and advances) included the 

value of other financial assets, including placements within banks, amounting to MDL'000 65,038. 
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8. Equity instruments at fair value through other comprehensive income  
   2020  2019 

 Activity field 
Share, 

% 
MDL’000 

Share, 

% 
MDL’000 

      

Central Securities Depository Securities 0.41 100 0.41 100 

Moldovan Stock exchange Securities 2.56 7 2.56 7 

Visa INC Processing of 

transactions 

0.00003 2,970 0.00003 2,554 

CA Auto – Siguranţa SA Insurance 0.43 77 0.43 77 

SWIFT Company Processing of 

transactions 

0.01 1,326 0.01 1,142 

Biroul de credit SRL Data 

centralization 

11.14 1,358 11.14 1,358 

Mobiasbanca – OTP Group SA Banking N/A 1 N/A 0,915 

State securities available-for-sale   18,936  16,774 

 

 

 
 24,775 

 
22,013 

Equity securities through other comprehensive income, VISA INC are measured using a valuation technique based 

on market quotations published by Bloomberg. To determine the fair value of these assets, the Bank used the level 

1 hierarchy. 

The fair value of the investments available for sale, SWIFT shares is determined annually after the annual General 

Meeting of that issuer. 

The movement in the portfolio of equity and debt securities measured at fair value through other comprehensive 

income of the Bank is shown below: 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Balance as of January 1  22,013  13,803  

Additions 20,142  23,668  

Fair value changes  477   806  

Disposals  (17,856)  (16,264) 

Balance as of December, 31 24,775 22,013 
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  9. Property and equipment 

 Land and   

construction 

Right of use, 

received in leasing IT Equipment                                Plant /accessories 

Assets under 

construction Total 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Cost       
Balance as of January 1, 2020 120,335 123,683 80,693 183,734 12,023 520,468 

Additions 
4,510  

52,149 
                     6,630              21,600  

                    

31,888  
116,777  

Disposals - (7,573)                    (1,459)             (4,022)                 (35,829)    (48,883) 

Balance as of December 31, 2020              124,845  168,259 85,864  201,312                      8,082  588,362  

       
Accumulated depreciation      
Balance as of January 1, 2020                  26,803  33,342 66,846  91,543                             -        218,534  

Depreciation charge 1,953  23,851 9,119  26,428  -       61,351  

Disposal                - (5,259)                    (1,459)             (3,856) -    (10,574) 

Balance as of December 31, 2020                28,756  51,934 74,506            114,115                             -       269,311  

       

Depreciation       

Balance as of January 1, 2020                                                                                               12,448 - - - - 12,448 

       

Balance as of December 31, 2020 12,448 - - - - 12,448 

       

Balance as of December 31, 2019 81,084  90,341                  13,847  92,191  12,023     289,486  

Balance as of December 31, 2020 83,641  116,325 11,358  87,197  8,082     306,603  

 

As of December 31, 2020, the cost of fully depreciated tangible assets, but still used by the Bank was MDL’000 45,780 (December 31, 2019: MDL’000 20,631). 

 

In order to align the useful life applied to the calculation of the depreciation of tangible assets under the Bank's management in financial accounting to the useful life according to the 

tax regulations during 2020, the useful life, including the remaining useful life, was adjusted for some fixed assets. 

As of December 31, 2020, the tangible assets were not encumbered by rights and did not serve as pledged assets.
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      9. Property and equipment (continued) 

 Land and   

construction 

Right of use, 

received in leasing 

IT Equipment                                Plant/ accessories Assets under 

construction 

Total 

Cost  MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Balance as of January 1, 2019 146,601 - 77,841 179,027 4,768 408,237 

Additions 2,275 126,328 5,395 16,793 24,999 175,790 

Disposals (28,541) (2,645) (2,543) (12,086) (17,744) (63,559) 

Balance as of December 31, 2019 120,335 123,683 80,693 183,734 12,023 520,468 
 

      
Accumulated depreciation       

Balance as of January 1, 2019  
              38,628 -               64,283              83,660  

                                

-    

 

   186,571 

Depreciation charge                1,847  35,927                     5,083  19,014 -       61,871  

Disposals            (13,672) (2,585)                 (2,520)          (11,131)  -     (29,908)  

Balance as of December 31, 2019              26,803 33,342                   66,846             91,543                            -      218,534 

       

Depreciation       

Balance as of January 1, 2019               12,448  -                -            -                      -      12,448  

Balance as of December 31, 2019                12,448  -                  -           -                    -     12,448  

                                                          

Balance as of December 31, 2018 95,525 - 13,558 95,367 4,768 209,218 

Balance as of December 31, 2019 81,084 90,341 13,847 92,191 12,023 289,486 

 

As of December 31, 2019, the tangible assets were not encumbered by rights and did not serve as pledged assets.
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10. Intangible assets 

 
 Software  License Total 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Cost    
Balance as of January 1, 2020 53,488  60,490 113,978 

Additions 6,868  10,438 17,306 

Disposals (199) (10,609) (10,808) 

Balance as of December 31, 2020 60,157  60,319 120,476 

 

Accumulated amortization    
Balance as of January 1, 2020 37,721  23,640 61,361 

Amortization charge 7,007 9,943 16,950 

Disposals (199) (2,609) (2,808) 

Balance as of December 31, 2020             44,529                 30,974                 75,503  
    

 

Amortization    
Balance as of January 1, 2020 -     8,000                                            8,000  

Amortization charge - - - 

Disposals -   (8,000) (8,000) 

Balance as of December 31, 2020 -                         -                     -  

 

Net book value    
As of December 31, 2020 15,628  29,345 44,973 

As of December 31, 2019 7,767 36,850 44,617 

 

Cost    
Balance as of 1 January 2019 51,078 56,390 107,468 

Additions 2,598 5,017 7,615 

Disposals (188) (917) (1,105) 

Balance as of 31 December 2019 53,488 60,490 113,978 
    

 

Accumulated amortization    

Balance as of January 1, 2019            32,831  19,292 52,123 

Amortization charge              5,078 5,238 10,316 

Disposals            (188)  (890) (1,078) 

Balance as of December 31, 2019 37,721 23,640 61,361 
    

 

Amortization    

Balance as of January 1, 2019 8,000 - 8,000 

Amortization charge - - - 

Disposals - - - 

Balance as of December 31, 2019 8,000 - 8,000 
    

 

Net book value    

As of December 31, 2019 7,767 36,850 44,617 

As of December 31, 2018 10,247 37,098 47,345 

 

As of December 31, 2020, the cost of fully depreciated intangible assets amounted to MDL’000 21,811 (December 

31, 2019: MDL’000 1,938). In order to align the useful life applied to the calculation of the depreciation of intangible 

assets managed by the Bank in financial accounting to the useful life according to the tax regulations during 2020, 

the useful life, including the remaining useful life, was adjusted for some fixed assets.  

As of December 31, 2020, the intangible assets were not pledged. 
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11. Other assets 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Settlements with legal entities and individuals 30,144  34,172  

Non-interest-related accrued income  7,871   5,745  

Settlements related to purchase/sale of foreign currency  4,840   5,679  

Other prepaid expenses 3,163  3,360  

Other settlements with budget  21,624   22,946  

International transfers and cheques  24,826   16,758  

Other stocks of materials and merchandizes 10,808   9,389  

Bank cards operations   46,382   33,988  

Settlements related to intangible assets  2,779   792  

Debtors on capital investments 1,099  517  

Other assets   31,997   26,841  

 185,513 160,187 

Less: Allowances for impairment losses on loans other assets  (28,518) (26,906) 

 156,997 133,281 

 

Other assets include deferred income tax asset in the amount of MDL’000 28,273 and other calculated receivables 

to be obtained, including those related to bank card transactions and international transfers. 

12. Non-current assets held for sale 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Non-current assets held for sale  282,034   302,580  

  282,034   302,580  

   

Less: Allowance for impairment (62,139) (32,254) 

 219,895 270,326 

Assets held for sale represent assets taken over by the Bank. Their fair value was reconfirmed by Veridio Advisory 

SRL ("Veridio"), through the valuation report made for December 31, 2020. During 2020, a share of assets taken 

over (land) was sold for MDL'000 41,108, for which allowances for impairment losses in the amount of MDL'000 

5,877 were previously recognized. During the current year, an additional impairment loss in the amount of 

MDL’000 47,493 was recognized for the assets held for sale (constructions). 

13. Deposits from banks 

  Loro Accounts   

 

 
2020 2019 

Bank Name MDL’000 MDL’000 

Interstate Bank, Moscow,  Russia  3,611   2,940  

Calculated interest to be paid 

Landesbank Baden-Wuerttemberg, Stuttgart, Germania 
352  385  

Total deposits from banks 3,963 3,325 
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14. Other borrowings 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

DLC loans with floating rate due 2020/2031 240,173 286,157 

AID loans with floating rate due 01/10/2020 - 98 

FIDA loans with floating rate due 2020/2029 14,865 15,761 

MCA Moldova loans with floating rate due 17/10/2021 1,136 6,459 

 256,174 308,475 

   

Debts related to operational leasing 108,983 80,610 

 365,157 389,085 

 

In order to present more accurately the balances of other loans and to ensure comparability between periods, their 

values have been regrouped for 2019. 

The bank had no arrears on the payment of principal and interest and repaid all payments according to the 

repayment schedule established according to the contractual conditions. 

Other financial liabilities include liabilities related to the right of use of assets recognised as operational leasing in 

the amount of MDL'000 108,983, which fall under IFRS 16, applicable and adopted by the Bank, as of January 1, 

2019. The debt related to the right to use increased during 2020 due to the new contracts related to the assets 

recognised as operational leasing. 

 

15. Deposits from customers 

 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Legal entities   

Current accounts 4,033,101 3,206,807 

Term deposits 471,204 456,465 

 4,504,305 3,663,272 

Individuals   

Current accounts 5,550,354 4,063,536 

Term deposits 6,405,702 6,367,147 

Total deposits from customers 11,956,056 10,430,683 

 16,460,361 14,093,955 

 

As of December 31, 2020, the first 10 depositors-legal entities held a share of about 19.0% (December 31, 2019: 

17.9%) of the total amount of deposits of legal entities, which is the equivalent of the amount of MDL'000 833,764 

(December 31, 2019: MDL'000 655,663). 

 

The Bank's term deposit portfolio does not include deposits that grant the right to early termination of the deposit 

contract with the payment of the calculated interest. For such deposits, in case of early termination of the contract, 

the calculated interest is not paid. 

 

From the portfolio of deposits of legal entities, as of December 31, 2020, MDL’000 29,809 are the deposits of legal 

entities in the process of insolvency, which are registered in the special accounts, which according to the legislation 

in force, are exempted from enforcement measures. 
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15. Deposits from customers (continued) 

 

As of December 31, 2020, the top 10 individual depositors held a share of about 1.53% of the total amount of 

deposits of individuals (December 31, 2019: 1.76%), which is the equivalent of the amount of MDL'000 182,481 

(December 31, 2019: MDL'000 183,337). 

The portfolio of term deposits of individuals does not include deposits that grant the right to early termination of 

the deposit contract with the payment of the calculated interest. The portfolio of term deposits of individuals includes 

the following deposits that grant the right to early termination of the deposit contract with the payment of the 

calculated partial interest: 1) "Grandioso 60 months", for which, in case of termination of the deposit contract after 

12 months on the date of the deposit, the calculated interest is paid in part, depending on the time of resolution, 

namely: after 12 months - 50%; after 24 months - 60%; after 36 months - 70%; after 48 months - 80%; after 60 

months - 100%, and 2) "For children up to the age of majority", for which, in case of termination of the deposit 

contract after 12 months from the date of the deposit, the calculated interest is paid in part, in the amount of 50%. 

The annual interest rates granted by the Bank on deposits in Moldovan lei and foreign currency for individuals and 

legal entities varied as follows:  
2020 2019  

MDL Foreign currency MDL Foreign currency 

 Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 

 % % % % % % % % 

Legal entities         

Sight deposits 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Term deposits up to 3 months 0.50 1.25 - - 3.00 3.00 - - 

Term deposits >3 months < 1 year  1.00 3.00 0.10 1.00 1.00 5.00 0.25 1.50 

Term deposits over 1 year 2.00 4.50 0.35 1.75 2.00 6.50 0.35 2.25 

         

Individuals         

Sight deposits 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.20 

Term deposits up to 3 months 1.00 1.80  -  - 1.00 3.00  -  - 

Term deposits >3 months<1 year 2.50 4.00 0.10 0.80 3.00 5.50 0.10 2.00 

Term deposits over 1 year 3.50 5.25 0.45 1.30 4.75 7.00 0.30 3.00 
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16. Taxation 

The main components of tax expenditures and the reconciliation of theoretical tax expenditures based on the 

effective income tax rate of 12% in 2020 (2019: 12%) and reported tax expenditures in profit or loss are presented 

below: 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Profit before tax 469,897  758,268  

Moldovan statutory income tax rate 12%  12%  

Theoretical tax expense (56,388) (90,992) 

   

Income not subject to tax /non-deductible expenses 14,025  9,301  

Impact of tax facilities application - - 

Actual tax expense (42,363) (81,691) 

   

Tax expenses consist of:   

Current tax expense (42,363) (81,691) 

Recalculation of previous year’s tax  -     -    

Deferred tax expense: 4,658  1,836  

As of December 31, (37,705) 79,855  

  As of December 31, 2020, deferred taxes arising from temporary differences are summarized as follows: 

Deferred tax receivables (liabilities) 

2020 

Recognized in 

profit and loss 

Recognized 

in equity 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000    MDL’000 

Assets     

Property and equipment (8,661) 1,595 - (10,256) 

Financial assets available for sale 
 

- - 
 

Total assets (8,661) 1,595 - (10,256) 

Liabilities 
  

 
 

Provisions for employee benefits 8,044 4,366 - 3,678 

Provisions for possible losses 28,890 (1,303) 2,458 27,736 

Total liabilities 36,934 3,063 2,458 31,414 

 
  

 
 

Total deferred tax receivables (liabilities) 

as of December 31, 2019 

 

28,273 

 

4,658 

 

2,458 

 

21,157 

Recognized as: 
    

Deferred tax asset 28,273 1,803 2458 24,012 

Deferred tax liability - 2,855 - (2,855) 

 

The deferred tax was calculated by applying the standard income tax rate in force for 2020 of 12% (2019: 12%) and 

the provisions of Law no. 71 of April 12, 2015 by which amendments were made to art. 31 paragraph (2) “Limitation 

of other deductions” of the Fiscal Code, regarding the deduction for tax purposes of expenses related to impairment 

losses on assets and other commitments. 
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17. Other Liabilities 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Interest received but not earned 10 9 

Received money transfers from abroad 9,505 3,952 

Unidentified amounts 1,751 632 

Card operations 21,484 13,637 

Other settlements with the budget 113 163 

Settlements with other individuals and legal entities 4,931 3,309 

Provision for possible losses (Note 29) 249,199 235,393 

Settlements with purchase/sale of currency - 40 

Creditors on documentary settlements 35,197 28,128 

Settlements with other state funds 8,475 16,167 

Provision for unused vacation 67,031 30,651 

Inherited liabilities of banks in liquidation 21,532 22,461 

Other liabilities 325,645 292,519 

 744,874 647,061 

As of December 31, 2020, the Bank has recognized provisions amounting to MDL’000 249,199, largely 

representing the provision for a litigation process that is currently being completed, but the execution of judicial 

decision was not yet initiated. 

Among the creditors regarding the documentary settlements were registered the blocking / reservation of funds for 

the issuance of bank guarantees in order to ensure the fulfilment of obligations amounting to MDL’000 35,197. 

On December 31, 2020, the balances of the bank accounts of the customers taken over from the banks in liquidation 

were registered as part of the liabilities taken over from the banks in liquidation process, the amount of which 

constitutes in total MDL'000 21,532 (December 31, 2019: MDL'000 22,461 ). The taking over of the bank account 

balances was carried out based on the letter of the National Bank of Moldova no. 09-02114 / 315/3562 of September 

24, 2015 on the transfer of the bonds of the three banks in liquidation and the agreements concluded between the 

banks. 

Other liabilities as of December 31, 2020 include amounts due to former shareholders, incurred as a result of the 

sale of issued shares of BC Moldindconbank SA in exchange for cancelled shares, belonging to former shareholders, 

amounting to 63.89% of the capital social. These debts cannot be paid in connection with the restrictions applied on 

the respective financial means.  

Other liabilities also include amounts of MDL’000 10’563 that are intended for the development of the activity in 

the field of card payments operations. 

 

18. Share capital 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Share capital is comprised of:   

Issued ordinary stock 496,779 496,779 

Ordinary treasury shares (2,313) (2,313) 

 494,466 494,466 
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18. Share capital (continued) 

On December 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019, the share capital of the Bank amounted to MDL’000 496,779 and 

is divided into 4,967,794 Class I registered ordinary shares with a nominal value of MDL 100 per share. 

Shareholder’s structure of the Bank 

 

Shareholders (companies), share above 1%  
2020 2019 

 
Ownership, % Ownership, % 

“DOVERIE – INVEST” J.S.C 77.63 77.63 

SC “MVI” SRL 3.61 3.61 
 

81.24 81.24 
   

Shareholders (individuals), share above 1% 2020 2019 
 

Ownership, % Ownership, % 
   

Mîrzac Valerian 9.11  9.11 
 

9.11 9.11 

Shareholders whose share does not exceed 1% 
  

Legal entities 5.08 5.09 

Individuals 4.1 4.09 
 

9.18 9.18 
   

Treasury shares 0.47 0.47 

Total 100 100 

 

19. Other reserves 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Reserve fund  51,089   51,089  

General Reserves for banking risks  290,454   458,175  

  341,543   509,264  

   

The reserve fund is a profit allocation with the main purpose of absorbing losses from the Bank's activities, other 

than crediting and / or paying interest or other income from the Bank's investments and which according to the 

requirements of the legislation represent a minimum of 10% of the share capital. The reserve fund may be distributed 

if the undistributed profit of the Bank is not sufficient to cover the necessary dividends. 

General reserves for banking risks include amounts resulting from differences between the amount of impairment 

of assets under IFRS and the calculated but unformed amount of allowances for impairment losses of assets and 

contingent liabilities under prudential regulations (NBM). These reserves may not be distributed to shareholders, 

except for undistributed profit. which can be used to pay dividends for shares. 

As of December 31, 2020, the value of general reserves for banking risks decreased due to the reduction of 

allowances for impairment losses on assets / conditional liabilities calculated according to the prudential regulations 

of the NBM, compared to the balance sheet amount of allowances for impairment losses of the same assets and 

conditional commitments recognised according to the International Reporting Standards, in the amount of MDL'000 

167,721. 
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20. Capital management 

The Bank's policy is to maintain a solid capital base so as to meet the confidence of investors, creditors and the 

market, as well as to support the development of the future business. 

Following the approval and application by the NBM of the new regulatory framework, the Bank monitors the banks' 

own funds, amortizers and capital requirements starting with July 30, 2018. By applying the new requirements, the 

structure of own funds was redefined, as well as the eligibility criteria. must meet them in order to be included in 

the Basic Tier I, Additional Tier I and Tier II Equity. At the same time, capital shock absorbers were applied. 

On December 31, 2020, the Bank met all regulatory requirements for its own funds, including: 

- 5.5% for the rate of basic level I funds; 

- 7.5% for the level of own funds of level I; 

- 10% for the total own funds rate. 

 

On December 31, 2020, the Bank also ensured the proper maintenance of capital buffers, including: 

- Capital conservation buffer - 2.5% of the total amount of the Bank's risk exposure; 

- Bank-specific countercyclical capital shock absorber - 0% of the total amount of the Bank's risk exposure; 

- Systemic risk buffer - 3% of the Bank's risk exposures, located in the Republic of Moldova; 

- Amortization of other systemically important companies (O-SII) - 1.0% of the total amount of the Bank's 

risk exposure; 

The Bank dynamically manages the capital base, by monitoring the regulated own funds rates, anticipating the 

corresponding changes necessary for the strategic objectives. 

The level of Own Funds and capital requirements and buffers is as follows: 

 

 
2020 

MDL’000 

2019 

MDL’000 

Basic own funds, tier 1 2,840,768 2,040,144 

Additional own funds, tier 1 - - 

Own funds, tier 2 - - 

Own funds 2,840,768 2,040,144 

   

Exposure to credit risk 7,235,912 6,780,025 

Exposure to position risk and currency risk  86,576 40,844 

Exposure operational risk 1,642,222 1,554,251 

Total amount of exposure to risks 8,964,710 8,375,120 

   

Total capital ratio (%) 31.69% 24.36% 

   

Capital preservation buffer 224,118 209,378 

Bank specific countercyclical capital buffer - - 

Systemic risk buffer 243,064 225,420 

Other systemically important companies’ buffer at a consolidated level - - 

Other systemically important companies’ buffer 89,647 83,751 

Requirements regarding capital buffer 556,829 518,549 

 

Basic own funds are regulatory funds that are calculated in accordance with the Regulation on banks' own funds 

and capital requirements approved by the NBM. In 2020, the systemic risk buffer rate was increased from 1% to 

3% according to NBM regulations, according to which the systemic risk buffer increased by 2% for banks controlled 

by non-financial sector entities. 
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21. Cash and cash equivalents 

In the purpose of preparing the cash flow statement, the funds shall comprise the following balances with a maturity 

of up to 90 days: 

 Note Balance as of December 31, Changes 
  2020 2019 2020 2019 

  MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Cash on hand 4 1,260,940 1,207,047 (53,893) (118,385) 

Balances with National Bank 4 3,568,416 4,069,028 (500,612) 470,495 

Current accounts and deposits 

with banks 34.6 
1,636,385 

205,484 
1,430,901 

(179,902) 

Securities up to 90 days 34.6 
1,812,183 

1,253,394 
558,789 

(719,529) 

Other assets                                          11 24,826 16,758 8,068 (17,474) 

  8,302,750 6,751,711 1,551,039 (564,795) 

 

 

22. Interest income and expenses  

2020 2019  

MDL’000 MDL’000 

Interest income   

Cash and cash equivalents 24,722 131,674 

Loans and advances to banks 656,444 575,367 

Investment securities at amortized cost 211,984 193,875 

Investment securities at FVOCI  1,057 804 

Total interest income 894,207 901,720 

   

Interest expense   

Deposits from banks (8,640) (9,675) 

Deposits from customers (256,52) (289,049) 

        including negative interest (306) - 

Other interest expense (17,373) (15,381) 

         including negative interest (7,661) (7,563) 

Total interest expense (282,537) (314,105) 

 

  

Net interest income 611,670 587,615 

 

In order to present more accurately the interest expenses and to ensure comparability between periods, their values 

for 2019 have been regrouped. 
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23. Fees and commissions income, net 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Commission income   

Transactions with debit cards 254,810 201,427 

Commission on guarantees 7,260 6,765 

Clients account servicing 76,570 77,846 

Commissions on cash operations 97,890 99,318 

Other commissions 86,234 82,317 

 522,764 467,673 

 

Commission expenses   

Commission on debit card services (119,208) (107,285) 

Payment transactions with correspondent banks (44,994) (51,072) 

Other commissions (6,804) (5,382) 

 (171,006) (163,739) 

Net commission income 351,758 303,934 

 

The composition of other revenues from fees and commissions in the amount of MDL’000 86,234 mainly includes 

revenues from commissions related to money transfer systems services in the amount of MDL’000 47,564 and credit 

and insurance services in the amount of MDL’000 12,178. 

 

24. Other operating income 

2020 2019 

MDL’000 MDL’000 

Income from dividends on shares available for sale 274 420 

Income from collection services 13,853 15,983 

Other income from card operations 5,019 4,642 

Oher income 512 1,052 

Fees, penalties, and other sanctions 9,427 19,220 

Other income 29,085 41,317  

 

In order to support the debtors affected by the negative economic consequences generated by COVID 19, the Bank's 

management took the decision not to apply late payment penalties during the period May 17-31, 2020 for individuals 

and empowered the Credit Committee to reverse the penalties calculated to legal entities for non-payment of loans 

on due time. 

 

 

25. Income from financial activity 
 

2020 2019 
 

MDL’000 MDL’000 

Revenue from currency operations 220,582 159,838 

Foreign exchange earnings (12,361) (686) 

Revenues from the sale of state securities - 4 

Gains from derecognition of non-financial assets (6,697) (15,579) 

Income from financial activity 214,918 143,577 
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26. Impairment/ Release of losses due to impairment of financial assets that are not measured at fair value 

through profit or loss  
 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Allowances for impairment losses on financial assets   

Loans: Additional impairment (94,906) (22,771) 

Loans: Releases of non-performing exposures 47,753  256,545  

Other assets: Additional impairment (39,137) (673) 

Other assets: Releases of non-performing exposures 4,137  (9,849) 

Other assets (7,276) 4,068  

Impairment/ releases of losses (89,428) 227,320  

In order to present more accurately the depreciation/recovery expenses losses caused by the depreciation of financial 

assets that are not measured at fair value through profit or loss and to ensure comparability between periods, their 

values have been regrouped for 2019. 

27. Personnel expenses 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Salaries and bonuses 240,308 235,638 

Social insurance and contributions 43,687 43,368 

Medical insurance 10,921 10,853 

Other personnel expenses 91,206 46,683 

 386,122 336,542 

The Bank calculates and pays contributions / allowances to the Pension Fund of the Republic of Moldova, calculated 

as a percentage of gross salary. This contribution is recorded in the report on financial results during the period in 

which the salary was earned by the employee. During 2020, the actual number of the Bank's employees decreased 

by 9 employees. The “Other benefits” section includes expenses related to other payments (material aid, individual 

employment contracts, indemnities for incapacity for work, paid by the employer, etc.). The recorded increase 

compared to 2019 represents the increase of salaries and the granting of ordinary and for exceptional situations 

bonuses. 

28. Other operating expenses 

  2020 2019 
 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Depreciation of low-value and short-term assets 4,782 3,617 

Repair and maintenance  18,789 18,897 

Expenses related to the real estate 38,705 45,145 

Contributions to the Deposit Guarantee Fund 28,931 22,771 

Taxes and penalties 1,163 1,017 

Consulting and audit services 4,815 2,563 

Staff expenses 940 908 

Travel 391 2,078 

Representation 1,293 1,506 

Postage and telecommunication  14,866 12,268 

Office supplies 2,995 3,297 

Advertising and charity  7,653 6,497 

Other operating expenses 6,901 4,335 

Maintenance of intangible assets  8,531 9,235 

Other expenses     1,054  1,648 

Provisions for possible losses  11,776  1,409 

Other operational income  (34) (90) 

Other operating expenses  153,551  137,101 
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28. Other operating expenses (continued) 

Other operating expenses during 2020 increased by MDL 000 16,450 compared to 2019, due to the recognition of 

the allowances for impairment losses on conditional commitments and coverage of other losses, in the amount of 

MDL 000 11,776. 

29. Guarantees and other financial commitments   

In order to meet the financial needs of customers, the Bank assumes various commitments and contingent liabilities. 

Although such bonds are not recognized in the balance sheet, they carry a credit risk and are therefore part of the 

Bank's general risk. The aggregate value of existing commitments and contingent liabilities as of December 31, 

2020 and 2019 is as follows: 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Contingent liabilities   

Guarantees  381,782  341,463  

Commitments   

Financing commitments and other 470,570 347,220 

 852,352 688,683 

The following table summarizes the contingent liabilities and commitments based on maturities: 

December 31, 2020 

Up to 1 

month 

From 1 

to 3 

months 

From 3 to 

12 months 

From 1 

year to 5 

years 

Over 5 

years 

Total 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Guarantees 672 45,933 56,225 276,850 2,102 381,782 

Documentary credit 

letters - - - - - - 

Financing 

commitments and 

other 
470,570 - - - - 470,570 

Total 471,242 45,933 56,225 276,850 2,102 852,352 

       

31 December 2019 

Up to 1 

month 

From 1 

to 3 

months 

From 3 to 

12 months 

From 1 

year to 5 

years 

Over 5 

years 

Total 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Guarantees 601 41,082 50,287 247,613 1,880 341,463 

Documentary credit 

letters 
- - - - - - 

Financing 

commitments and 

other 

347,220 - - - - 347,220 

Total 347,821 41,082 50,287 247,613 1,880 688,683 

Contingent liabilities 

Bank letters of credit and guarantees guarantee the Bank to make payments from customers in the event of a specific 

event or act, generally related to the import or export transactions of the goods. Opened guarantees and letters of 

credit bear the same credit risk as loans. In the event of the Bank's obligation to pay due to the client's insolvency, 

these instruments also bear a degree of liquidity risk. 

 

Financing commitments 

Financing commitments are contractual commitments to provide loans and lines of credit. Commitments generally 

have fixed expiration dates, or other termination clauses. As commitments may expire without being performed, the 

total amount of the contracts does not necessarily represent future cash requirements. 
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29. Guarantees and other financial commitments (continued) 

Operating lease commitments 

If the Bank is a lessee, the future minimum lease payments under the operating leases for the buildings and vehicles 

are as follows: 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Up to 1 year  - 5,729 

Up to 1 year and no more than 5 years 46,734 52,421 

More than 5 years 62,249 144,866 

 108,983 203,016 

Capital commitments 

As of 31 December 2020, and 31 December 2019 year the Bank did not have any capital commitments. 

Legal complaints 

As of December 31, 2020, the Bank was involved, as a defendant, in a number of lawsuits arising as a result of its 

ordinary operational activity, some of which the Bank's interests in court being represented by external lawyers. In 

the opinion of the Bank's Management, the Legal Department, and the Problematic Loans Department, as well as 

external lawyers (regarding litigations in which the Bank's interests are represented), the probability of losing these 

lawsuits at the reference date is not high.  

30. Earnings per share 

Earnings per share computation are based on the following information: 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Net profit attributable to ordinary equity holders 432,191 678,413 

Average number of ordinary I class shares 4,944,664 4,944,664 

Basic earnings per share (MDL/share) 87 137 

In the purpose of calculating the earnings per share for the years 2020 and 2019, the number of shares comprises 

the weighted average number of shares outstanding during the year.  

 

31. Proposed and distributed dividends 

During 2020 and 2019, no dividends for ordinary shares were declared for payment. 

 

32. Fair value of financial instrument 

For unlisted financial instruments, fair value is estimated using cash flow discounting models or other pricing 

techniques, as appropriate. Changes in assumptions used, including discount rates and estimated future cash flows 

significantly affect the estimates. Therefore, estimates of fair market value cannot be made in a current sale of a 

financial instrument. The Bank uses the following hierarchy to determine and present the fair value of financial 

instruments according to the valuation method: 

Level 1: quoted (unadjusted) prices in active markets for identical assets and liabilities. 

Level 2: other valuation methods for which all input data that have a significant effect on the recognized fair value 

are observable, either directly or indirectly, 

Tier 3: valuation methods that use input data with a significant effect on the recognized fair value, which are not 

based on observable market data. 

The financial instruments measured at fair value in the balance sheet are presented in detail in Notes 8 and 12.
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32. Fair value of financial instruments (continued) 

       

 

The following table shows an analysis of financial instruments recorded at fair value by level of the fair value hierarchy: 

 

 

 2020 2019 

 

Balance 

sheet value Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Fair value 

Balance 

sheet value Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Fair value 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 

MDL’00

0 MDL’000 

Financial assets           

Cash and accounts at the National 

Bank 
4,829,357 - 4,829,357 - 4,829,357 

 

5,276,075 

 

- 

 

5,276,075 

 

- 
 

5,276,075 

Current accounts and placements 

with banks 
1,636,385 - 1,636,385 - 1,636,385 

 

205,484 

 

- 

 

205,484 

 

- 
 

205,484 

Debt securities – at amortized 

cost 
4,831,908 4,826,347 - - 4,826,347 

 

2,809,760 

 

2,818,204 

 

- 

 

- 
 

2,818,204 

Loans and advances to customers, 

net 
7,816,414 - - 7,150,307 7,150,307 8,663,773 - - 

8,029,01

9 
8,029,019 

           

Financial liabilities           

Deposits from banks 3,963 - 3,963 - 3,963 3,325 - 3,325 - 3,325 

Other borrowings 365,157 - 359,260 - 359,260 389,085 - 379,617 - 379,617 

Deposits from customers 16,460,361 - 16,442,645 - 16,442,645 14,093,955 - 14,072,677 - 14,072,677 
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32. Fair value of financial instruments (continued) 

Financial instruments recorded at fair value 

Below is a description of how to determine the fair value of financial instruments that are recorded at fair value 

using valuation techniques. These include the Bank's estimate of the assumptions that a market participant uses 

when evaluating these instruments. 

(i) Loans and advances to banks 

Loans and advances to banks include interbank placements and loans. The fair value of floating rate investments 

and overnight deposits approximates their balance sheet value. The estimated fair value of fixed rate interest-

bearing investments is calculated on the basis of the cash flow expected, using the prevailing money market interest 

rate for debts with the same credit risk and the remaining maturity. 

(ii) Debt securities at amortized cost 

Investments in securities contain only interest-bearing assets held to maturity, just as available-for-sale assets are 

measured at fair value. The fair value of assets held to maturity is calculated based on the market price or quotations 

of brokers / dealers. When this information is not available, fair value is calculated using securities market 

quotations with similar value, maturity and interest rates. 

(iii) Loans and advances to customers 

Loans and advances are reflected in the net book value, adjusted for loan losses. The estimated fair value of loans 

and advances represents the expected amount of cash flow estimated to be obtained in the future. To determine 

fair value, expected cash flows are discounted at current market rates. The interest rate prevailing on the market 

for similar products varies as follows: for loans with a maturity of up to 1 year, 6.63%, for loans with a maturity 

of 1-5 years, 7.66%, for loans with a higher maturity for 5 years, 6.80%. 

(iv) Loans, including payables to other banks and customers 

The fair value of floating rate loans is approximately the balance sheet value. The estimated fair value of fixed 

interest deposits and other loans without a market price quotation is based on expected cash flows, using interest 

rates for debts with a similar maturity. 
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33. Related parties 

During the ordinary economic activity during 2020, the Bank carried out a series of banking and non-banking transactions with related parties. 

Below are the balances of transactions with related parties as of December 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019, as well as the income / expenses resulting during 2020 from 

these transactions: 

Related parties  

Loans 

outstanding 

at the end 

of the year, 

net 

Off-balance 

sheet 

financing 

commit-

ments 

Deposits at 

the end of 

the year 

Interest 

income 

Interest 

expenses 

Fee and 

commission 

income 

Fee and 

commission 

expenses 

Rent 

expenses 

(as lessee) 

Received 

dividends 

  MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Shareholders > 1 % 

and their related 

parties 

2020 - - 21,454 156 254 86 - 434 - 

Shareholders > 1 % 

and their related 

parties 

2019 7,480 - 4,030 853 4 43 - 455 - 

Other related parties 2020 858 72 8,572 48 125 75 - - - 

Other related parties 2019 416 19 1,810 17 27 32 - - - 

           

Total 2020 858 72 30,026 204 379 161 - 434 - 

Total 2019 7,896 19 5,840 870 31 75 - 455 - 

 

The decrease in the balance of loans during 2020 is largely due to repayments. At the same time, the increase in the balance of deposits in the year under management is 

largely due to the opening of new deposits and / or the completion of existing ones.
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33. Related parties (continued) 

Remuneration and social contributions related to Executive Management, the Board of the Bank for 2020 and 

2019 which is considered key management personnel are represented in the table below: 

 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Executive Management    

Remuneration 20,927  6,751  

Compulsory state social contributions 3,767   1,215  

Compulsory health insurance premiums 942  308  

  25,636   8,274  

   

Supervisory Board members   

Remuneration 15,899 3,498 

Compulsory state social contributions 166 630 

Compulsory health insurance premiums 41 158 

 16,106 4,286 

34. Risk Management 

The Bank's activities expose it to a variety of financial risks, activities that include the analysis, assessment, 

acceptance, and management of a type of risk, or a combination thereof. The purpose of the Bank is to achieve an 

appropriate balance between risk and income, and to minimize possible adverse effects on the Bank's financial 

performance. 

The Bank's risk management policies are designed to identify and analyse these risks, set appropriate limits and 

controls, monitor risks and bring them closer to the limits set by modern and secure information systems. The 

bank regularly reviews its risk management policies to reflect changes in markets, products, to develop best 

practices.  

34.1 Credit risk 

Within its usual activity, the Bank ensures its credit risks towards the loans and prepayments granted for clients, 

towards its placements for other financial borrowings and other extra-balance elements. The Bank can also be 

affected by losses due to credit risk concentration in a certain economic group within the context economic 

changes in Moldova. Credit risk administration is regularly monitored by observing the credit limits, evaluation 

of debtors’ quality and some conservatory policies towards the constitution of provisions. 

The Bank structures the levels of credit risk it undertakes by placing limits on the amount of risk accepted in 

relation to one borrower, or groups of borrowers, and industry segments. Such risks are monitored on a revolving 

basis and subject to an annual or more frequent review. Limits on the level of credit risk by product and industry 

sector are approved quarterly by the Board of Directors.  

Credit risk is the current or future risk of impairment of profits and capital as a result of the failure of the debtor 

or counterparty to meet its contractual obligations or failure to meet those set out in the contract. 
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.1 Credit risk (continued) 

Counterparty credit risk is a credit risk sub-category that represents the risk of impairment of profits and equity 

when a counterparty to a transaction becomes default before the final settlement of the cash flows of the 

transaction. 

The settlement risk is the risk of loss caused by the difference between the agreed settlement price and the current 

market value for transactions in which the debt securities, the equity or the foreign currency remains unsettled 

after the due date of delivery. 

The financial stability of the Bank is directly influenced by the approach of risk management. Considering that 

lending activity plays a major role in the Bank's activity, an efficient credit risk management system has positive 

effects for both the Bank and its customers. For the Bank, the positive effects consist of lowering the level of 

losses from non-performing loans. For customers, the positive effects are the optimization of tariffs, the increase 

of quality, the diversification of services and the efficiency of their performance, the increase of the degree of 

protection of the clients' interests. 

Business Model Assessment of the Bank's Financial Instruments Portfolio 

Cash and cash equivalents 

The Bank holds cash in cash desks, cash in transit, cash at the foreign exchange office, cash in other subdivisions, 

ATMs and commemorative and jubilee banknotes and coins. 

Nostro Accounts 

Under this title, the Bank holds in the "Nostro" account in the NBM", opened at the National Bank of Moldova, 

funds in national currency and other accounts "Nostro" account in banks", opened at licensed banks in the 

Republic of Moldova and abroad, money means in foreign currency. 

Interbanking deposits 

The Bank has two categories of interbanking deposits: short-term placements with maturity of 1 month and less 

than 1 month and short-term placements with maturity of more than 1 month and up to or including 1 year. 

Minimum reserve at NBM 

The Bank must have funds placed and maintained as required reserves of the Bank in a special account at the 

NBM, in accordance with the provisions of the normative acts. 

Treasury bills and bonds 

This category consists of short-term securities issued by the National Bank of Moldova and the Ministry of 

Finance of the Republic of Moldova and medium-term state securities. 

Loans and advances to customers 

The bank offers a wide range of products that can be presented as follows: 

1. Credit cards 

2. Overdrafts  

3. Mortgage loans 

4. Credits for personal needs 

5. Factoring 

6. Credits for current assets 

7. Investment credits 

 

Credits are granted in MDL, EUR and USD. 
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.1 Credit risk (continued) 

The Bank's primary objective regarding the relationship between its Loans, prepayment portfolio and customers 

is to hold contractual cash flows for cashing. This goal is clearly identified in the banking business model of 

management, monitoring and organization. In addition, the Bank's main lending activities derive credits to provide 

basic interest earnings that are collected in cash.  

 

 

Business Model The main factors for this classification: 

Cash and cash 

equivalents HTC 

1. The business model derives from the nature of financial assets (cash) – having a 

short-term feature. 

2. Performance is monitored based on amortized cost. 

3. There is no sales history - as expected for this type of financial asset. 

"Nostro" 

accounts HTC 

1. The business model derives from the nature of financial assets - with a short-term 

feature. 

2. Performance is monitored based on the amortized cost. 

3. There is no sales history - as is expected for this type of financial asset. 

 

Interbank 

deposits HTC 

1. The main risks of business models comply with a business model of assets held for 

collection, with a focus on credit risk and interest rate risk. The risk regarding the 

price and fair value is considered less important. 

2. There is no sales history 

3. Performance is monitored based on the amortized cost 

Treasury bills 

and bonds HTC  

1. The main risks of business models comply with a business model of assets held for 

collection, with a focus on credit risk and interest rate risk.  The risk regarding the 

price and fair value does not get importance. 

2. There is no sales history. 

3. Performance is monitored based on the amortized cost. 

Minimum 

reserve NBM 

HTC  

1. The business model derives from the nature of financial assets - with a short-term 

feature 

2. Performance is monitored based on the amortized cost 

3. There is no sales history - as expected for this type of financial asset 

Loans and 

advances to 

customers HTC  

1. The main risks of business models comply with a business model of assets held for 

collection, with a focus on credit risk and interest rate risk. Value risk is not attached 

to price or fair value. 

2. There is no sales history. 

3. Performance is monitored based on the amortized cost. 
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.1 Credit risk (continued) 

34.1.1 Financial assets quality analysis 
 December 31, 2020 December 31, 2019 

In thousands MDL Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Total Total 

Cash and balances with the 

National Bank of Moldova 
 4,833,465  - -  4,833,463  5,280,760 

Current accounts and 

placements with banks 
 1,638,488  - -  1,638,488  210,625 

Financial investments at 

amortized cost 
 4,898,589  - -  4,898,589  2,837,304 

Loans to customers  6,475,604  
- 

1,181,568  
 559,476   8,216,648  7,595,747 

Other financial assets  65,038  -  -     65,038  1,538,980 

Other assets  15, 640  -  26,670   180,310  160,186 

Allowance for impairment 

losses on financial assets 
 (198,642)  (33,754)  (333,299)  (565,695) (535,229) 

Carrying amount 17,866,180  1,147,814   252,847   19,266,841  17,088,373 

 

 December 31, 2020 December 31, 2019 

In thousands MDL Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Total Total 

Cash and balances with the 

National Bank of Moldova 

4,833,465 - - 4,833,465 5,280,760 

Current 4,833,465 - - 4,833,465 5,280,760 

Outstanding ≤ 30 days - - - - - 

Outstanding>30 ≤ 90 days - - - - - 

Outstanding > 90 days - - - - - 

Allowance for impairment losses (4,108) 
  

(4,108) (4,685) 

Carrying amount 4,829,357 - - 4,829,357 5,276,075 

      

Current accounts and 

placements with banks 
1,638,489 - - 1,638,489 210,625 

Current 1,638,489 - - 1,638,489 210,625 

Outstanding ≤ 30 days - - - - - 

Outstanding>30 ≤ 90 days - - - - - 

Outstanding > 90 days - - - - - 

Allowance for impairment losses (2,104)   (2,104) (5,141) 

Carrying amount 1,636,385   1,636,385 205,484 

      

Debt securities at amortized 

cost 
4,898,589 - - 4,898,589 2,837,304 

Current 4,898,589 - - 4,898,589 2,837,304 

Outstanding ≤ 30 days - - - - - 

Outstanding>30 ≤ 90 days - - - - - 

Outstanding > 90 days - - - - - 

Allowance for impairment losses (66,681) - - (66,681) (27,544) 

Carrying amount 4,831,908 - - 4,831,908 2,809,760 
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.1 Credit risk (continued) 

34.1.1 Financial assets quality analysis (continued) 

 

 December 31, 2020 December 31, 2019 

In thousands MDL Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Total Total 

Loans to customers 6,475,604 1,181,568 559,476 8,216,647 7,595,747 

Current 6,235,565 1,043,623 289,468 7,568,656 
 

6,914,804 

Outstanding ≤ 30 days 240,068 90,198 88,219 418,486 
 

447,199 

Outstanding>30 ≤ 90 days - 47,736 32,926 80,662 
 

88,550 

Outstanding > 90 days - - 148,844 148,844 
 

145,194 

Allowance for impairment losses 

on financial assets 
(124,777) (33,754) (306,633) (465,164) (408,347) 

Carrying amount 6,350,856 1,147,804 252,824 7,751,483 7,187,400 

 

 
     

Other financial assets 65,038 - - 65,038 1,538,980 

Current 65,038  -  1,478,058  

Outstanding ≤ 30 days - - - - -  

Outstanding>30 ≤ 90 days - - - - -  

Outstanding > 90 days - - - - 60,922  

Allowance for impairment losses 

on other financial assets 
(107) - - (107) (62,607) 

Carrying amount 64,931 - - 64,931 1,476,373 

 

 
     

Other assets 153,425 5,421 26,670 185,516 160,186 

Current 153,425 5,413 15,774 174,612 148,557 

Outstanding ≤ 30 days - 8 - 8 45 

Outstanding>30 ≤ 90 days - - 36 36 42 

Outstanding > 90 days - - 10,860 10,860 11,542 

Allowance for impairment losses 

on other assets 
(865) (987) (26,666) (28,519) (26,905) 

Carrying amount 152,560 4,434 4 157,997 133,281 

 

The following tables show the effect of change in provisions for identified losses for groups of financial assets 

and commitments. 

 

In thousands MDL 
 

 
 

2020 2019 

Cash and balances with the National Bank    
Balance at January 1 5,276,075 

 
4,923,965 

Net remeasurement of loss allowance (4,108) 
 

(4,685) 

New financial assets originated or purchased (442,610) 
 

356,795 

Other adjustments (including foreign exchange rate influence) - 
 

- 

Balance at December 31 4,829,357   5,276,075 
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.1 Credit risk (continued) 

34.1.1 Financial assets quality analysis (continued) 

 

In thousands MDL 

   

Current accounts and placements with banks 2020  2019 

Balance at January 1, 205,484  385,386 

Net remeasurement of loss allowance (2,104)  (5,141) 

New financial assets originated or purchased 1,433,005  (174,761) 

Other adjustments (including foreign exchange rate influence) 

 
  

Balance at December 31, 1,636,385   205,484 
    
 

Debt securities – at amortized cost 2020  2019 

Balance at January 1 2,809,760  2,930,007 

Net remeasurement of loss allowance (66,685)  (27,544) 

New financial assets originated or purchased 2,088,829  (92,703) 

Other adjustments (including foreign exchange rate influence)    

Balance at December 31 4,831,908   2,809,760 

    

Equity instruments at fair value through other 

comprehensive income 2020  2019 

Balance at January 1 22,013  13,803 

Net remeasurement of loss allowance -  - 

New financial assets originated or purchased 2,762  8,210 

Other adjustments (including foreign exchange rate influence) 

 
  

Balance at December 31 24,775   22,013 

 

34.1.2 Credit quality analysis 

The loans are depreciated based on the following stages: 

Features of Stage 1: (for all contracts that do not have assigned a default mark): 

 All contracts with DPD between 0 and 30 days (0 <= DAYS_PAST_DUE <= 31) and not assigned in stage 3 

or 2 set off stage 1. 

 As soon as a financial instrument is created / purchased or no default event occurs and there is no significant 

increase in the credit risk, credit losses are estimated on a 12-month base, are recognized in profit or loss and is 

constituted a provision for loss. They are allocated based on currently available risk parameters in homogeneous 

portfolios. 

 This serves as an approximation for the initial expectations of credit losses. 

 For financial assets, interest income is calculated based on the gross amount (i.e. no adjustment for estimated 

credit losses). 

Features of Stage 2: (for all contracts that do not have assigned a default mark): 

 All contracts with an amount equal to 0 trigger the allocation in step 2. This rule identifies the unauthorized 

overdraft, and this type of contract must be in step 2. Note that all contracts with the principal amount given 

equal to 0 were excluded from when calculating migration matrices. 

 Also, all DPD contracts between 31 and 89 days (31 <= DAYS_PAST_DUE <= 89) or contracts with a 

restructuring marker set off stage 2. 
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.1 Credit risk (continued) 

34.1.2 Financial assets quality analysis (continued) 

 D and E are classified in stage 2. 

 The debtor may have assets classified in stage 1 and stage 2, depending on the situation. 

 If the risk increases significantly and the resulting credit quality is not considered to be a credit risk in the low 

range, then credit losses estimated over the life of the credit are recognized. 

 Estimated credit losses throughout the period are recognized unless the financial instrument presents low credit 

risk at a reporting date. 

 The calculation of interest income on financial assets remains the same as for Stage 1. 

Features Stage 3:  

 The debtor registers at least one contract for more than 90 outstanding days; 

 The debtor has shown default signs in the last 12 months. 

 If the debtor has an asset in stage 3, all debtor assets will be in stage 3. All contracts that have a default marker 

set off stage 3. If the customer has a contract in stage 3, all his contracts will be contaminated. 

 If the credit risk of a financial asset increases to the point where it is considered default, interest income is 

calculated based on amortized cost. 

 Estimated credit losses over the lifetime of the credit are still recognized on those financial assets. 

 IFRS 9 contains guidance on impairment requirements. The proposed approach distinguishes between 

the expected 12-month credit losses and estimated credit losses over the lifetime of the loan. The 

Standard determines if a provision for loss should be based on estimated 12-month credit losses or credit 

losses over the lifetime and depends on whether there has been a material impairment of the credit of the 

financial instrument since the initial recognition (or the date of the commitment). 

 - credit losses estimated at 12 months are the portion of the estimated credit loss for the full duration of 

the estimated credit losses resulting from default financial instruments that are possible within 12 months 

after the reporting date (Stage 1). 

 - estimated credit losses over the entire period are estimated credit losses resulting from all possible 

default events over the estimated life cycle of a financial instrument (Stage 2 or 3). 

 

Credit losses estimated at 12 months Credit losses estimated over the entire period 

 ECL at 12 months are the losses resulting from 

the default of financial instrument events that 

are possible within a 12-month period after the 

reporting date.

 ECL over the entire period are the losses resulting 

from all possible default events during the estimated 

financial instrument's period. 

 Cash deficiencies over the entire period that will 

result if a default occurs within 12 months of the 

reporting date (or a shorter period if the 

estimated duration of the financial instrument is 

less than 12 months), weighted by the likelihood 

of default occurrence.

 Impairment losses are measured at ECL throughout 

the period if the credit risk of an instrument has 

increased significantly since initial recognition 

 If a significant increase in credit risk is no longer 

observed in a subsequent period, the measurement 

of impairment provisions will return to ECL for 12 

months (except for impaired purchased or issued 

instruments). 
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34. Risk management (continued) 

 

34.1 Credit risk (continued) 

 

 
 Stage_1   Stage_2  Stage_3  

 TOTAL 

2020  

 TOTAL  

2019 

In thousands MDL MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Banks      

A+ 64,772 - - 64,772 1,468,822 

E  - - - 
 

60,913 
 64,772 - - 64,772 1,529,735 

Allowance for impairment 

losses 

(55) - - (55) 
(62,374) 

Carrying amount 64,717 - - 64,717 1,467,361 

 

  
 Stage_1   Stage_2   Stage_3  

 TOTAL 

2020  

 TOTAL  

2019 

In thousands MDL MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Lease receivables      

A   2, 078     -       2     2,081    6,455 

B   9,160     9     35     9,204    6,887 

C   -       5,413     3     5,416    10,122 

D   -       -       1,239     1,239    517 

E   -       -      20,801 20,801 26,094 

  11,238 5,421 22,081 38,740 50,075 

Allowance for impairment 

losses 

(5,498) (987) (22,080) (28,565) 
(27,139) 

Carrying amount 5,740 4,434 1 10,175 22,936 

These presentations were measured at amortized cost.  

Allocation of exposures by stages to correspondent banks, loans and other assets 

 Stage_1   Stage_2  Stage_3  
 TOTAL 

2020  

 TOTAL  

2019 

In thousands MDL MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 

   Loans      

A 3,898,747 262,308 - 4,161,055 3,971,495 

B 2,576,876 783,031 - 3,359,907 2,718,193 

C 10 136,218 134,798 271,026 426,413 

D - - 336,296 336,296 342,153 

E - - 88,363 88,363 137,493 
 6,475,634 1,181,557 559,456 8,216,647 7,595,747 

Allowance for impairment 

losses 
(124,778) (33,753) (306,633) (465,165) (408,347) 

Carrying amount 6,350,856 1,147,804 252,823 7,751,483 7,187,400 
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34 Risk management (continued) 

34.1 Credit risk (continued) 

The following table presents bank’s loans and advances: 

  Stage 1   Stage 2   Stage 3   TOTAL 2020   TOTAL 2019 

In thousands MDL   MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Loans      

Current  6,235,565   1,043,623   289,468  7,568,656 6,914,804 

Overdue <30 days  240,068   90,198   88,219  418,486 447,199 

Overdue >30 days  -     47,736   181,769  229,505 233,744 

   6,475,634   1,181,557   559,456   8,216,647  7,595,747 

Allowance for impairment losses  (124,778) (33,753) (306,633) (465,165) (408,347) 

Carrying amount 6,350,856 1,147,804 252,823 7,751,483 7,187,400 

       

Debt securities      

 A 4,981,010 - - 4,981,010 2,870,562 

  - - - - - 

 4,981,010 - - 4,981,010 2,870,562 

Allowance for impairment losses (66,681) - - (66,681) (27,544) 

Carrying amount 4,914,329 - - 4,914,329 2,843,018 

       

Loan commitments      

A  222,981     -       -       222 981    230,638 

B  157,661     14,674     -       172 335    113,486 

C  20     75,210     10     75 241    2,989 

D  -       -      - - 103 

E  -       -       13     13    4 

   380,662     89,884     24     470,570    347,220 

Allowance for impairment losses     0 - 

Carrying amount 401,652 235,820 273 637,745 347,220 

       

       

Financial guarantee contracts      

A 153,492 5,522 - 159,015 164 253  

B 187,214 30,447 - 217,661 176 780 

C - 4,677 - 4,677 - 

D - - 430 430 430 

E 
   

- - 

  340,707 40,645 430 381,782 341,463 

Allowance for impairment losses  (7, 310) (919) (215) (8, 444) (3,264) 

Carrying amount 333,397 39,726 215 373,338 338,199 
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34 Risk management (continued) 

34.1 Credit risk (continued) 

Guarantees held 

The Bank holds collateral / pledge for certain assets exposed to credit risk. The following table presents the main 

types of collateral held for different types of financial assets exposed to credit risk and the percentage of exposure 

covered by them. 

The degree of collateral coverage of loans granted by Bank: 

 

Type of Client  Loans to customers   2020, %   2019, %   Type of pledge 

PI  Credit cards  1.1 1.2   

PI  Consumer credits 17.2 23.2 Immovable property 

PI  Mortgage  98.6 97.7 Residential real estate 

CORPORATE  Overdraft facilities 12.5 7.5   

CORPORATE  Factoring  0 -   

CORPORATE  Credit lines 67.3 67.5 Movable and immovable property 

 

Loans secured by a residential mortgage 

The following table shows the credit exposures for mortgage loans and advances to customers based on the Loan-

to-Value (LTV) term. The LTV is calculated as the ratio between the gross amount of the loan - or the amount 

committed for the loan commitments relative and the collateral amount. Valuation of the guarantee excludes any 

adjustments for obtaining and selling the guarantee. The amount of collateral for residential mortgage loans is 

based on the amount of the original guarantee, updated based on changes in the housing price indexes. For credit/ 

assets impaired or registering depreciation, the amount of the collateral is based on the most recent valuations. 
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34 Risk management (continued) 

34.1 Credit risk (continued) 

Degree of coverage of pledged mortgages 

LTV ratio 2020 2019 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Less than 50% 163,824 81,894 

51% - 70% 352,644 179,701 

71% - 90% 611,921 470,168 

91% - 100% 189,758 154,994 

More than 100% 386,350 499,902 

 1,704,496 1,386,659 
   

 2020 2019 

Impaired loans MDL’000 MDL’000 

Less than 50% 10,227 5,666 

51% - 70% 4,557 8,232 

71% - 90% 8,551 4,700 

91% - 100% 2,253 779 

More than 100% 1,623 8,641 

 27,211 28,018 
   

 2020 2019 

Commitments to mortgage loans MDL’000 MDL’000 

Less than 50% 8,839 5,115 

71% - 90% 721 771 

More than 100% 50 - 

 9,610 5,886 

 

 

Loans to corporate clients 

Debt repayment / compliance with the obligations of a corporate client tends to be the most relevant indicator of 

the credit quality of a loan granted to it. However, the additional guarantee (pledge) provides additional security, 

and Bank generally requires corporate borrowers to provide this feature. Also, the bank can take guarantees in the 

form of any real estate. 

 

Significant increases in credit risk 

When determining if the risk of non-payment of a financial instrument has increased significantly since initial 

recognition, the Bank considers reasonable and relevant information available without undue cost or effort. These 

include quantitative and qualitative information and analyses, based on the Bank's historical experience and credit 

assessments and prospective information. 

The objective of the valuation is to identify whether there has been a significant increase in credit risk for an 

exposure by comparing the probability of default (PD) on reporting date with the remaining duration of the long-

term lifetime estimated at the time of initial recognition of exposure (adjusted, if it is necessary, for anticipated 

changes). 
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34 Risk management (continued) 

34.1 Credit risk (continued) 

Credit risk levels 

The Bank evaluates the credit risk associated with each asset exposed to credit risk, considering certain factors, 

depending on which assets are divided into stages from 1 to 3. The basic criteria used for phased allocation are: 

 Outstanding days 

 Classification according to the prudential norms of the National Bank of Moldova 

 Internal rating for exposures of legal entities 

 Register the default during the last 12 months and so on. 

Credit risk stages are defined and calibrated in such a way that the default risk is measured and calculated 

exponentially so that the credit risk difference between Stage 1 and 2 is lower than the credit risk difference 

between Stage 2 and Stage 3.  

Each active exposure to credit risk is assigned to a credit risk on an initial recognition based on available 

information about the borrower. Exposures are subject to continuous monitoring, which may lead to an exposure 

that is transferred to another class of credit risk over time. Monitoring typically involves using the following data: 

For corporate exposures: 

 The information obtained from the analysis of the financial statements presented quarterly 

 Internal Ratings 

 Data provided by lending agencies, press articles, changes in external credit rating 

 Significant and expected changes in the borrower's political, regulatory and technological environment or in 

its commercial activities 

For retail exposures: 

 Collected data about customer behaviour 

 Information on debtors' official income 

For all exposures:  

• The history of internal credit and the banking financial system 

• Existing and forecasted changes in business, financial and economic conditions 

The table below provides an indicative description of the Bank's internal risk correlation degree with PD for the 

wholesale portfolio, external ratings and prudential classification of the NBM. 
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34 Risk management (continued) 

34.1 Credit risk (continued) 

Correlation of PD with international ratings and prudential classification of NBM  

 

Classification of banks 

PD 12 

months 

average 

Net present 

value 

PD 12 

months 

average 

External 

rating 

Net present 

value 

  MDL’000   MDL’000 

A+ 0.200161 52,096 0.200161 A2,A,A 44,116 

A+ 0.046667 12,676 0.046667 Aa3,AA-,AA- 11,896 

      

Classification CORPORATE      

A 5.07  654,608    1.98  1,017,935 

B 5.05  3,206,566    2.19  2,579,797 

C 58.33  221,616    27.37  389,198 

D 100.00  300,390    100.00  309,081 

E 100.00  54,870    100.00  104,393 

 

 
4,438,049   4,400,404 

   
   

 

Classification RETAIL      

A 1.4  3,506,447    1.4  2,953,560 

B 5.3  153,341    5.3  138,396 

C 35.1  49,411    35.1  37,214 

D 100.00  35,906    100.00  33,072 

E 100.00  33,492    100.00  33,101 

 
 3,778,598   3,195,343 

 

The Bank's portfolio is classified in identical or similar risk segments, called homogeneous groups. To reflect the 

different risk level, a division was made for the Corporate exposure, segments are based on the level of the amount 

granted (in EUR). Retail and Corporate exposures were classified according to product specificity reflected by 

segmentation of the Group of Accounts. 

Retail contracts were divided into the following segments: Retail Other, Retail Credit Cards, Retail Consumption 

TL, Retail Consumer TM, Retail Consumer TS, Retail Mortgage and Retail Overdraft. Thus, six homogeneous 

groups and a group of other retail contracts labelled "Retail Others" were formed. The latter group consists of 

products that could not form a distribution based on historical default rates for the following reasons: few 

contracts, products that are no longer available in the last records of the portfolio. 

Corporate customers were divided into two sub-segments: Corporate Clients => 140k and Corporate <140k. In 

order to achieve the division, the amount granted was converted into EUR and aggregated at the client level. 

The Bank has used statistical models to analyse the data collected and to generate estimates of exposure over the 

life of exposures and how they are expected to change as a result of time passed. 

The ECL (expected credit loss or expected credit loss) calculations are based on the following parameters: 

 Term structure of probability of default (PDt), 

 Term structure of loss given default (LGD), 

 Term structure of Exposure at default (EAD), 

 Discount value. 
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34 Risk management (continued) 

34.1 Credit risk (continued) 

Probability of default 

PDs are critical information for both ECL calculation and for assessing whether there has been a significant 

increase in credit risk. PD values were allocated based on segmentation and allocation of DPDs (days past due). 

The risk segmentation considered for all segments is based on Days Past Dues (DPD) as no other determinants of 

risk or statistical models (e.g., rating) are available.  

DPD groups were allocated based on the following approaches: client or contract. 

  The Bank considers that a significant increase in credit risk occurs before an asset exceeds 30 days. The due 

days are determined by counting the number of days from the shortest due period for which no full payment 

has been received. Due dates are determined without considering any grace period that may be available to 

the borrower, 

 If there is no evidence of significant increase in credit risk compared to initial recognition, then the calculation 

of the expected loss of an instrument resumes to measuring the 12-month ECL. Some qualitative indicators 

of credit risk growth may indicate an increase in the default risk that persists after the indicator has ceased to 

exist. In these cases, the Bank determines a probationary period in which the financial asset has to 

demonstrate good behaviour to prove that its credit risk has decreased sufficiently. When the contractual 

terms of a loan have been modified, evidence that the criteria for recognizing ECL life are no longer met 

includes an updated payment performance history of the modified contract terms. As a rule, this period is 12 

months. 

The Bank monitors the effectiveness of the criteria used to identify significant credit risk increases through 

periodic reviews to confirm that: 

 the criteria do not align when an asset becomes 30 days later; 

 the average time between identifying a significant increase in credit risk and non-payment seems reasonable; 

 exposures are generally not transferred directly from the 12-month ECL assessment to people with credit 

deficiencies; 

 there is no unjustified volatility in the loss premium transfer between 12-month PD (Stage 1) and life-term 

PD (Stage 2). 

Default meaning 

The bank considers that a financial asset is in default when: 

- the debtor is unlikely to fully pay its credit obligations to the Bank without resorting to actions such as 

enforcement of the pledge (if any); 

- the debtor has more than 90 outstanding days for any significant credit obligation to the Bank; 

- the debtor has been in a position of default in the last 12 months (as defined by Basel III default); 

- the borrower is likely to restructure the asset as a result of bankruptcy due to the debtor's inability to pay its 

credit obligations. 

 

In order to assess whether a debtor is in default, the Bank considers indicators including: 

- qualitative: e.g., violation of contractual terms; 

- quantitative: e.g., non-payment of another obligation of the same debtor to the Bank; and 

- based on internally generated data obtained from external sources. 
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34 Risk management (continued)  

34.1 Credit risk (continued) 

Including forward-looking information 

The Bank includes forward-looking information both in assessing the credit risk of instruments for which it has 

increased significantly since its initial recognition and in measuring ECL. 

The bank formulates three economic scenarios: a baseline scenario, which represents the median scenario with a 

probability of occurrence of 50%, and two less likely scenarios, one positive and one negative (pessimistic and 

optimistic scenarios), each assigning a probability of 25% to appear. 

The baseline scenario is aligned with the information used by the Bank for other purposes, such as strategic 

planning and budgeting. External information considered includes data and economic forecasts published by 

government bodies and monetary authorities of the Republic of Moldova and specialists in the financial sector. 

The Bank periodically conducts stress tests with extreme shocks to assess its financial stability. A comprehensive 

review is carried out at least once a year on the design of scenarios by a group of Bank experts. 

The Bank identified and documented the main determinants of credit risk and credit losses for each portfolio of 

financial instruments and, using an analysis of historical data, estimated the relationships between macroeconomic 

variables and credit risk and credit losses. 

The main drivers of credit risk for wholesale portfolios are: GDP growth, unemployment and interest rates. For 

exposures to certain industries and / or regions, key factors also include relevant prices for goods and / or real 

estate. The main drivers of credit risk for retail portfolios are: unemployment rate, house prices and interest rates.  

Loans /assets derecognition  

During 2020, (1) the balances of credits, interests, commissions, and state taxes calculated on the basis of credit 

agreements in the amount of MDL ‘000 45,564 and (2) other receivables and their related payments in the amount 

of MDL ‘000 5,154 were derecognized from the balance sheet which exceeded the term of 360 days for unsecured 

loans and 1080 days for insured loans of individuals and legal entities. 

The derecognition was caused by the expiration of the rights to the cash flows from the recovery of the pledges, 

as well as the fact that the arrears were greater than 360 days for unsecured loans and more than 1080 days for 

the insured credits of the individuals and legal entities and was done made according to the derogation provisions 

of IFRS 9 "Financial Instruments". The loans or assets for which provisions have been formed in accordance with 

IFRS 9 in a volume of 100% of their carrying amount, so that their net worth is nil, may be analysed for 

derecognition (loss-making). Such loans or assets will be written off if the Bank has no reasonable expectation of 

recovering the assets in reasonable terms. An additional criteria used to determine the Bank's reasonable 

expectation of recovering the assets in question is the recording of over 360 overdue days of the assets under 

review. 

Prolongation / renegotiation of credits 

The following criteria are set by the Bank for the prolongation / renegotiation of the loans: 

 The Bank renegotiates / prolongs loans to customers with financial difficulties to maximize collection 

opportunities and minimize the risk of default. Pursuant to the Regulation on the extension and renegotiation 

of loans granted by the Bank, if the objectivity of the causes leading to the impossibility of meeting the 

existing credit repayment schedule is established, the Bank initiates the examination of the possibility of 

extending or renegotiating the loan by requesting from the client the basic documents necessary for the 

analysis. At the discretion of the Bank, any relevant documents may be required for the Bank to have all the 

information necessary to make an objective and fair decision. 

 Revised contractual terms usually include extending maturity, changing the timetable of interest payments, 

and changing the terms of the credit agreement. Both loans to corporate and corporate borrowers are subject 

to prolongation and renegotiation policy. The decision-making bodies of the Bank periodically review the 

reports on the Bank's extension and renegotiation activities. 
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34 Risk management (continued)  

34.1 Credit risk (continued) 

 For modified financial assets as part of the Bank's prolongation and renegotiation policy, the PD estimate 

reflects whether improvement has improved or restored the Bank's ability to collect interest and principal and 

experience of the Bank with similar prolongation or renegotiation actions. As part of this process, the Bank 

assesses the performance of the borrower's payments over the modified contractual terms and considers 

various behavioural indicators. 

 As a basic criterion, the existence of a prolongation or renegotiation is a qualitative indicator of a significant 

increase in credit risk. A client has to demonstrate a high capacity to pay and honour contractual obligations 

over a long period of time before his exposure is no longer considered to be affected by high credit risk and 

can be reassessed an exposure to a credit risk corresponding to the stage / stage 1. 

 

The LGD is the loss given default amount, if it is probable, the Bank estimates the LGD parameters based on the 

historical recovery rates of the claims against the counterparties involved. LGD values shall consider the structure, 

the guarantee, the seniority of the claim, the counterparty industry and the costs of recovering any collateral that 

is an integral part of the financial asset. 

EAD is the expected exposure at default. the Bank derives EAD from the current exposure of the counterparty 

and potential changes in the current value allowed under the contract resulting from impairment. EAD of a 

financial asset is the gross book value at the time of the default. For credit commitments, EADs are any future 

amounts attributable to the contract, which are estimated based on historical observations and prospective 

forecasts. 

As described above, and under the conditions when maximum 12-month PD is used for Phase 1 financial assets, 

the Bank measures ECL taking into account the risk of default over the maximum duration of the contract 

(including the borrower's options) on which he is exposed to credit risk, even if, for the management of credit 

risk, the Bank considers a longer period. The maximum contractual period extends until the date on which the 

Bank. has the right to request repayment of an advance or to terminate a loan or loan guarantee. 

When modelling a parameter is done collectively, financial instruments are grouped based on common risk 

characteristics that include: 

- instrument type; 

- classification of credit risk; 

- type of guarantee; 

- the LTV for retail mortgages; 

- the date of initial recognition, 

- the remaining term to maturity; 

- industry. 
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.1 Credit risk (continued) 

Opening and closing balances, stages migration                                                                                                                                                                                                     MDL’000 

  2020 2019 

  Stage 1  Stage 2  Stage 3   Total   Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Total 

Opening Balance January 1, 58,743 10,866 338,738 408,347 138,066 90,641 687,948 916,655 

Transfer stage 1  2,184 (1,128) (1,057) - 54,869 (52,138) (2,731) - 

Transfer stage 2  (9,470) 10,093 (623) - (3,098) 5,835 (2,737) - 

Transfer stage 3  (1,114) (1,386) 2,500 - (203) (3,648) 3,851 - 

Increase of internal due 52,301 5,245 4,016 61,562 94,143 13,177 618 107,938 

Decrease due to derecognition (21,828) (4,959) (24,863) (51,650) (45,167) (18,889) (52,457) (116,513) 

Net fluctuations due to changes of the credit risk (net) 41,803 14,464 39,473 95,741 (69,088) (10,505) 40,590 (39,003) 

Decrease due to remove to off balance sheet (34) - (52,726) (52,760) - - (334,506) (334,506) 

Changes in methodology   - - - - (111,099) (13,878) - (124,977) 

Other adjustments 2,194 555 1,176 3,925 322 271 (1,840) (1,247) 

Closing balance December 31, 124,781 33,750 306,634 465,165 58,745 10,866 338,736 408,347 
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.1 Credit risk (continued) 

Opening and closing balances, stages migration                                                                                                                                                                             MDL’000 

  2020 2019 

CORPORATE Stage_1 Stage_2 Stage_3 Total Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Total 

Opening Balance January 1, 42,047 8,078 301,212 351,337 130,699 87,582 652,543 870,824 

Transfer stage 1  430 (430) - - 51,275 (51,106) (169) - 

Transfer stage 2  (7,771) 7,803 (31) - (2,842) 5,265 (2,423) - 

Transfer stage 3  (883) (367) 1,251 - (32) (2,263) 2,295 - 

Increase of internal due 40,705 4,826 3,926 49,457 89,107 12,653 256 102,016 

Decrease due to derecognition (19,338) (3,975) (18,552) (41,865) (43,783) (18,226) (46,236) (108,245) 

Net fluctuations due to changes of the credit risk (net) 34,313 8,414 14,149 56,876 (64,183) (11,319) 20,852 (54,650) 

Decrease due to remove to off balance sheet - - (38,977) (38,977) - - (324,033) (324,033) 

Changes in methodology   - - - - (118,518) (14,779) - (133,297) 

Other adjustments 2,191 555 1,174 3,920 323 271 (1,872) (1,278) 

Closing balance December 31, 91,694 24,902 264,151 380,748 42,046 8,078 301,213 351,337 

 

Opening and closing balances, stages migration               MDL’000 

RETAIL  Stage_1  Stage_2  Stage_3   Total   Stage 1  Stage 2 Stage 3  Total 

Opening Balance January 1, 16,697 2,788 37,525 57 010 7,366 3,058 35,405 45,829 

Transfer stage 1  1,754 (698) (1,057) 0 3,594 (1,032) (2,562) - 

Transfer stage 2  (1 699) (2,291) (592) 0 (256) 571 (315) - 

Transfer stage 3  (231) (1,019) 1,249 0 (172) (1,384) 1,556 - 

Increase of internal due 11,596 279 90 11 965 5,036 32 362 5,430 

Decrease due to derecognition (2,400) (844) (6,311) -9 555 (1,269) (171) (6,218) (7,658) 

Net fluctuations due to changes of the credit risk (net) 7,400 6,050 25,324 38 774 (5,020) 813 19,738 15,531 

Decrease due to remove to off balance sheet (34) - (13,749) -13 783 - - (10,472) (10,472) 

Changes in methodology   - - - - 7,419 901 - 8,320 

Other adjustments 3 - 2 5 (1) - 31 30 

Closing balance December 31, 33,087 8,848 42,482 84,417 16,697 2,788 37,525 57,010 
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.1 Credit risk (continued) 

Effect of COVID-19 pandemic  

When measuring expected credit losses, the Bank considers reasonable and supportable information on current 

and expected future economic conditions. As such, the Bank regularly updates macroeconomic scenarios and 

models used to measure key components, which are considered when determining expected credit losses. In order 

to plot the expected negative impact of COVID-19 and declining GDP, the Bank revised its macroeconomic 

projections in the models of macroeconomic adjustments while estimating the expected credit losses. Expected 

credit losses were estimated considering the availability of state reserves to support economic measures, 

differentiated effect of changes on various industries and specifics of the bank’s assets subject to provisioning in 

accordance with IFRS 9. The specified changes resulted in increased provisions. 

The measurement of expected credit loss allowance for financial assets measured at amortized cost and financial 

assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income (FVOCI) is an area that requires the use of 

complex models and significant assumptions about future economic conditions and credit behaviour (e.g., the 

likelihood of customers defaulting and the resulting losses). Several significant judgements are also required in 

applying the accounting requirements for measuring ECL, such as: 

 Determining criteria for significant increase in credit risk; 

 Choosing appropriate models and assumptions for the measurement of ECL; 

 Establishing the number and relative weightings of forward-looking scenarios for each type of 

subportfolio and the associated ECL; 

 Updating monthly migration matrices for PDs models 

 Forborne conditions 

The Bank makes estimates and judgments, which are constantly analysed based on statistical data, actual and 

forecast information, as well as management experience, including expectations regarding future events that are 

reasonable in current circumstances. 

The Bank refined the approach to calculating macro-adjustments to the probability of default (PD) of borrowers. 

Macro adjustment models were applied which reflect more accurately changed economic conditions.  

Impact of the changed macroeconomic conditions assessed, updated monthly migration matrices for PDs models, 

forborne conditions using the approaches described above were the main factors for the significant increase in cost 

of risk in the 2020. As a result, during year ended December 31, 2020 there was an increase/additional expenditure 

due to CODID-19, of the expected credit loss allowance in the amount of MDL ‘000 83,400. 
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.2 Country risk and counterparty risk 

Country and transfer risk management is carried out by applying a mechanism for assessing and revising the risk 

category established for that country based on a set of bank exposure limiting factors to each country. The 

established limits are periodically reviewed and adjusted. Compliance with country limits is monitored daily, 

calculated based on a rating. As a basis for its own assessment, the Bank uses the evaluations and ratings of 

Standard & Poor's, Moody's and Fitch. 

In terms of country and transfer risk, the Bank is pursuing a low risk profile. 

 

34.3 Operational risk 

The Bank aims to establish an operational risk management framework that covers operational risk appetite and 

tolerance by creating policies and processes for identifying, evaluating, monitoring, reporting, controlling and 

mitigating operational risk. 

Operational risk is identified and evaluated for each existing activity, product or service, as well as for new ones, 

at the level of each Bank unit. 

The operational risk management strategy sets out the general requirements for developing the Bank's internal 

policies and procedures in terms of addressing this risk, considering the risk profile and the acceptable profit / risk 

ratio under conditions of ensuring continuity of activity on a sound and cautious basis. 

The operational risk management strategy aims at reducing operational risk generating events resulting from 

internal processes, inappropriate or erroneous systems, including both internal and external frauds, as well as 

defective customer data processing, customer and counterparty treatment, or malfunctions of computer systems. 

The Bank has an extensive and well-organized administrative team. This includes a clear organizational structure 

with well-defined responsibilities, efficient, transparent and consistent risk detection, management, monitoring 

and reporting of processes and the appropriate internal control mechanism, including appropriate management and 

accounting procedures. 

All the information regarding the operational risk management can be obtained from the regulations and other 

documents, as well as from the recommendations issued by the NBM. 

 

34.4 Currency risk 

Currency risk is the risk of loss resulting from changes in exchange rates. The Bank maintains a long-equilibrated 

position between the assets and liabilities in currency in order to ensure against this risk. The Bank monitors and 

limits currency deposits for individuals. 

The foreign currency breakdown of the Bank’s assets and liabilities is presented below and the sensitivity analysis 

of Bank’s exposure to currency risk is presented below:  

 

Sensitivity analysis to currency risk 

The Bank performed a sensitivity analysis to currency risk at which it is reasonably exposed at December 31, 

2020, showing how income statement could have been affected as a result of possible changes in currency rates. 
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.4 Exchange rate risk (continued) 

The table below shows the currencies for which the Bank has significant foreign exchange risk exposures at 

December 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019, for the balance sheet items, which are sensitive to changes in foreign 

exchange rates. The analysis demonstrates the effect of possible and reasonable changes in foreign exchange rates, 

taking into account the net foreign exchange positions for those currencies, the daily volatility of the exchange 

rates of the currencies mentioned below (for one year), the correlation coefficient between the respective exchange 

rates. year). The simulation is performed at a horizon of 10 days necessary to correct the foreign exchange position, 

recommended by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision. 

 2020 2019 

Currency Effect of Gains /(loss) Effect of Gains /(loss) 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 

   

EUR (1,737) (2,178) 

USD (307) (1,015) 

RUB (3) (4) 

   

Structure of financial position by currency 

 December 31, 2020 

 Total MDL USD EUR Others 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Assets      

Cash and accounts at the National 

Bank 
4,829,357 4,247,404 119,965 399,481 62,508 

Current accounts and placements with 

banks 
1,636,385 - 387,883 1,243,456 5,046 

Debt securities – at amortized cost 4,831,908 4,831,908 - - - 
Loans and advances to customers, net 7,816,414 6,017,855 435,557 1,363,002 - 
Mandatory reserves 1,410,599 - 333,024 1,077,575 - 
Equity instruments at fair value 

through other comprehensive income 
24,775 20,480 2,969 1,326 - 

Property and equipment, net 306,603 306,603 - - - 
Intangible assets, net 44,973 44,973 - - - 
Other assets, net 156,997 111,778 19,283 24,890 1,046 

Non-current assets held for sale 219,895 219,895 - - - 

Total assets 21,277,906 15,800,896 1,298,682 4,109,730 68,600 

      

Liabilities      

Deposits from banks 3,963 3,611 - 352 - 
Other borrowings 365,157 248,620 25,565 90,972 - 
Deposits from customers 16,460,361 11,335,265 1,331,868 3,773,822 19,406 

Income tax  4,125 4,125 - - - 
Other liabilities 744,874 469,473 16,210 257,773 1,419 

Total liabilities 17,578,480 12,061,093 1,373,643 4,122,918 20,825 

Gap 3,699,427 3,739,802 (74,961) (13,188) 47,775 
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.4 Exchange rate risk (continued) 

 

Structure of financial position by currency (continued) 

 December 31, 2019 

 Total MDL USD EUR Others 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Assets      

      

Cash hand and balances at the National 

Bank 
5,276,075 4,816,773 122,011 299,750 37,541 

Current accounts and placements with 

banks 

 

205,484 

 

- 

 

89,131 

 

108,045 8,308 

Debt securities – at amortized cost 2,809,760 2,809,760 - - - 

Loans and advances to customers, net 8,663,772 5,364,104 855,009 2,444,659 - 

Mandatory reserves 722,119 - 199,665 522,454 - 

Equity instruments at fair value 

through other comprehensive income 
22,013 18,317 2,554 1,142 

 

- 

Property and equipment, net 289,486 289,486 - - - 

Intangible assets, net 44,617 44,617 - - - 

Other assets, net 133,281 88,972 18,270 25,992 47 

Non-current held for sale 
270,326 270,326 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

Total assets 18,436,933 13,702,355 1,286,640 3,402,042 45,896 

      

Liabilities      

Deposits from banks 3,325 3,325 - - - 

Other borrowings 389,085 234,214 38,508 116,363 - 

Deposits from customers 14,093,955 9,610,925 3,259,370 1,202,390 21,270 

Income tax  39,206 39,206 - - - 

Other liabilities 647,061 624,573 12,410 9,922 156 

Total liabilities 15,172,632 10,512,242 3,310,288 1,328,676 21,426 

Gap 3,264,301 3,190,113 (2,023,648) 2,073,366 24,470 
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.5 Interest rate risk 

Interest rate risk is the risk associated with changes in interest rates. Interest rate risk arises due to changes in the 

interest rate on the interbank market and the risk of a mismatch between the maturities of interest-bearing assets 

and liabilities. 

Interest rate fluctuations may affect the Bank's profit, market value of assets, liabilities and off-balance sheet items. 

Thus, the effective interest rate period established for a financial instrument indicates the Bank's exposure to 

interest rate risk. For financial instruments linked to the variable market interest rate, their fair value does not differ 

much from the balance sheet value. 

The bank grants loans and accepts deposits at both fixed and variable interest rates. Variable rate loans to 

customers, as well as customer deposits, are instruments for which the Bank has the right to unilaterally change 

the interest rate in line with possible changes in market rates. The bank notifies 15 days before the change takes 

place. Through these instruments, the Bank has additionally ensured the exposure to interest rate risk and can 

manage the market impact on the Bank's income. 

According to the internal and external evolution of the financial market, the Bank forecasts the evolution of interest 

rates for its assets and liabilities and the impact of these possible changes on net interest income. The Bank 

estimates a fluctuation of +/- 100 and +/- 50 basis percentage points for December 31, 2020 and 2019. 

In the context of the Covid -19 pandemic, changes in monetary policy by the National Bank of Moldova, the 

Federal Reserve (EDF) and the European Central Bank (ECB) negatively affected the bank's margin, which 

decreased to 3.61% on December 31, 2020, from to 4.17% as of December 31, 2019. The decrease in required 

reserves denominated in CDM, contributed to the increase of available liquidity, which in the context of low 

economic activity and uncertainties in the first half of the year, were placed in less risky assets, such as securities 

and certificates of the National Bank of Moldova, which have a lower return compared to loans. EDF and ECB 

measures have diminished the profitability of overnight investments, as price policy adjustment has been gradual 

and investment alternatives to EUR and USD-denominated resources in the local market are limited. 

Sensitivity of net interest income: 

 100bp 100bp 50bp 50bp 

  parallel parallel Increase Decrease 

  Increase Decrease After 1 year After 1 year 

At December 31, 2020 

Minimum (5344) 5344 (2672) 2672 

Effective (7 751) 7 751 (3 875) 3 875 

Maximum (7 751) 7 751 (3 875) 3 875 

At December 31, 2019 

Minimum (5 279)    5 279 (2 640)  2 640 

Effective (8 255)    8 255    (4 127)  4 127 

Maximum (9 537)    9 537    (4 768)  4 768 

 

An illustration of the bank's assets and liabilities exposed under the influence of interest rate risk on December 31, 

2020 and December 31, 2019 is shown below. The bank's assets and liabilities are included in the table at the 

balance sheet value, structured after the contract price change dates in chronological order and after the maturity 

date.
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.5 Interest rate risk (continued) 

 

December 31, 2020 Note Carrying amount 
Up to 3 

months 

3-6 

months 
6-12 months 1 - 5 years 

Over 5 

years 

Non-

interest-

bearing 

items 

  MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Cash and balances at the National Bank 4 
                 

4,829,356  

 

2,944,946  
-  -  -  -  

                       

1,884,410  

Mandatory reserves 4.1                 1,410,599  
                  

1,177,967  
-  -  -  -  

                          

232,632  

Current accounts and placements at banks 5 
 

1,636,385  

                   

1,522,557  
-  -  -  -  

                          

113,828  

Equity instruments at fair value through other 

comprehensive income 
8                      24,775  

                         

8,326  

                  

7,575  

                         

3,036  
-  -  

                              

5,838  

Debt securities – at amortized cost 6 
                 

4,831,908  

                   

1,890,069  

            

1,442,134  

                  

1,499,705  
-  -  

                                    

-    

Loans and advances to customers 7                 7,816,414   7,493,863    78,369  14,036        69,371        53,779     106,996  

         20,549,437  15,037,728  1,528,078  1,516,777  69,371  53,779  2,343,704  

         

Deposits from banks 13  (3,963)  (352)  -     -       (3,611) 

Other borrowings 14  (365,157)  (103,556)  (91,660)  (9,536)  (97,738)  (62,024)  (644) 

Deposits from customers 15 
  

(16,460,361) 

  

(9,355, 280) 

  

(475,616) 

  

(1,083,271) 

  

(1,522) 

 

 -    

 

(5,544,671) 

   (16, 829,481)  (9,459,188)  (567,276)  (1,092,807)  (99,260)  (62,024) (5,548,926) 

         

Gap  3,719,956  5,578,540   960,802   423,970   (29,889)  (8,245) (3,205,222) 
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.5 Interest rate risk (continued) 

December 31, 2019 

Note 

Carrying amount Up to 3 

months 

3-6 

months 

6-12 

months 

1 - 5 

years 

Over 5 

years 

Non-

interest-

bearing 

items 

  MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 

Cash and balances at the National Bank 4 5,276,075 3,448,561 - - - - 1,827,514 

Mandatory reserves 4.1 722,119 509,732 - - - - 212,387 

Current accounts and placements at banks 5 205,484 72,272 - - - - 133,212 

Equity instruments at fair value through other 

comprehensive income 8 
22,013 7,481 6,445 2,848 - - 5,239 

Debt securities – at amortized cost 6 2,809,760 1,550,286 777,729 481,745 - - - 

Loans and advances to customers 7 8,663,772 8,191,744 143,646 60,133 90,655 73,164 104,430 

  17,699,223 13,780,076 927,820 544,726 90,655 73,164 2,282,782 

         

Deposits from banks 13 (3,325) (385) - - - - (2,940) 

Other borrowings 14 (389,085) (152,205) (153,477) (3,521) (25,779) (51,698) (2,405) 

Deposits from customers 15 (14,093,955) (8,365,692) (481,612) (1,131,239) (4) - (4,115,408) 

  14,486,365 (8,518,282) (635,089) (1,134,760) (25,783) (51,698) (4,120,753) 

         

Gap  3,212,858 5,261,794 292,731 (590,034) 64,872 21,466 (1,837,971) 
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.6 Liquidity risk 

Liquidity risk is the current or future risk of negative impairment of profits and capital, determined by the Bank's 

inability to meet its obligations at maturity, generated by the inability to meet its debts due at maturity. In 

accordance with the regulations of the National Bank of Moldova, the Bank monitors liquidity indices calculated 

in accordance with three principles established by the National Bank of Moldova. The first principle analyzes the 

correlation between long-term assets and liabilities. The second principle calculates the current liquidity of the 

Bank, relating the liquid assets to the total assets of the Bank. The maturity band liquidity indicator (Principle III) 

is calculated as the ratio between the actual liquidity and the required liquidity for each maturity band: the actual 

liquidity is determined by summing, on each maturity band of the assets, and the required liquidity is determined 

by summing, on each debt maturity band. 

The Bank's liquidity as of December 31, 2020, calculated in accordance with the first and second principles 

amounted to 064 and 60.48%, as of December 31, 2019 - 0.70 and 53.95%. Prudential requirements require a 

minimum level of 20% for current liquidity calculated in accordance with principle two, and a maximum level of 

1 for liquidity calculated in accordance with principle one on 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019, 

respectively. 

In 2020, the National Bank of Moldova introduced a new liquidity indicator, effective from October, namely the 

Liquidity Coverage Indicator, known internationally as the LCR (Liquidity coverage ratio). It measures the 

coverage of the potential shock absorber liquidity in an exceptional situation for a period of 30 days. On December 

31, 2020, the value of LCR was 988.26%. Such a high level is due to the amount of high-quality assets (National 

Bank’s certificates, state securities, and cash), considered in accordance with the regulations of the National Bank 

of Moldova. 

During 2020, in the context of the Covid-19 pandemic, the Bank did not encounter difficulties in fulfilling its 

obligations to customers. The liquidity buffer, denominated both in the national currency and in foreign currencies, 

allowed the Bank to pass the most volatile period without any disturbances. Subsequently, the NBM's measures, 

namely the decrease of the reservation rate, contributed to an additional inflow of liquidity, which the Bank 

directed, including the calibration of the shock absorber. 

The rate of liquid assets relative to the Bank's total assets at the reporting date and during the reporting period was 

as follows: 

 2020 2019 

As of December 31   

Average of the period 58.05% 57.55% 

Maximum of the period 60.48% 60.32% 

Minimum of the period 56.06% 53.27% 

 

 

The bank shall provide a level of liquidity indicator, calculated in accordance with principle three, greater than 1 

for each maturity band. 

The table below reflects the profile of the Bank's financial debt maturities as of December 31, 2020, based on the 

contractual repayment obligations without discount. Payments to be made based on customer notifications are 

treated as payment. However, the Bank assumes that not many customers will demand a refund on time and the 

table does not reflect the estimated cash flow based on the history of holding deposits.
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.6 Liquidity risk (continued) 

  
Carrying 

account  

Gross value 

(input/output)  

Less than 1 

month 

From 1 

month to 3 

months 

  From 3 

months to 

1 year 

From 1 to 

5 years 

  More 

than 5 

years 

Undefined 

maturity 

  MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 

December 31, 2020 

Types of financial liabilities 
        

Balance sheet liabilities         

Deposits from banks 3,963 3,963 3,963 - - - - - 

Other borrowings 365,157 379,613 11,481 5,919 76,217 215,604 70,392 - 

Deposits from customers 16,460,361 16,586,563 10,217,060 893,152 4,022,634 1,425, 887 27,830 - 

Other liabilities 748,999 740,311 490,288 6,832 17,635 4,971 - 220,585 

  17,578,480 17,710,450 10,722,792 905,903 4,116,486 1,646,462 98,222 220,585 

Off-balance liabilities 
        

Liabilities on loans granted and guarantees issued  208,523 208,523 34,536 35,662 136,088 2,138 100 - 

         

Types of financial assets  
        

Balance sheet assets 
        

Cash and balances at the National Bank 4,829,357 4,833,465 4,833,465 - - - - - 

Current accounts and placements at banks 1,636,385 1,638,490 1,638,490 - - - - - 

Debt securities – at amortized cost 4,831,908 5,004,216 1,143,038 669,145 3,076,704 115,329 - - 

Loans to and advances customers 7,816,414 10,649,144 338,013 540,841 2,327,401 4,871,639 2,431,155 140,095 

Mandatory reserves 1,410,599 1,412,223 1,412,223 - - - - - 

Equity instruments at fair value through other 

comprehensive income 
24,775 21,959 1,433 3,191 9,104 6,241 1,990 - 

Other assets         156,997 170,828 92,699 24 55,851 4,951 4,835 12,468 

  20,706,435 23,730,325 9,459,361 1,213,201 5,469,060 4,998,160 2,437,980 152,563 

 

Note: 

As a result of the fact that most guarantees are not performed and the Bank makes provisions for expected losses on conditional liabilities, which are included in other 

financial liabilities, the value of the guarantees issued is not qualified as a cash flow. 

 

The obligations to grant loans were included in the report depending on the type of loan (ordinary, revolving, lines of credit, etc.) and the repayment schedule.  
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.6 Liquidity risk (continued) 

 

 
Carrying 

account  

Gross value 

(input/output)  

Less than 1 

month 

From 1 

month to 3 

months 

  From 3 

months to 

1 year 

From 1 to 

5 years 

  More 

than 5 

years 

Undefined 

maturity 

 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 MDL’000 

December 31, 2019 

Types of financial liabilities 
        

Balance sheet liabilities         

Deposits from banks 3,325 3,700 3,212 488 - - - - 

Other borrowings 389,085 414,617 8,579 6,745 98,395 238,716 62,182 - 

Deposits from customers 14,093,955 14,212,284 7,861,848 940,069 4,237,218 1,146,968 26,181 - 

Other liabilities 686,267 686,266 396,188 41,523 41,114 3,485 - 203,956 

  15,172,632 15,316,867 8,269,827 988,825 4,376,727 1,389,169 88,363 203,956 

Off-balance liabilities 

        

Liabilities on loans granted and guarantees 

issued  

202,157 202,157 76,700 66,387 59,070 - - - 

Types of financial assets  
        

Balance sheet assets 
        

Cash and balances at the National Bank 
5,276,075 5,280,759 5,280,759 - - - - - 

Current accounts and placements at banks 205,484 210,625 210,625 - - - - - 

Debt securities – at amortized cost 2,809,760 2,915,441 884,774 368,620 1,463,661 198,386 - - 

Loans to advances to customers 8,663,772 11,244,578 1,118,791 998,037 2,047,271 4,768,970 2,122,452 189,057 

Mandatory reserves 722,119 722,950 722,950 - - - - - 

Equity instruments at fair value through other 

comprehensive income 

22,013 19,669 923 3,677 8,178 4,940 - 1951 

Other assets         122,912 149,488 110,692 22 10,842 103 14,615 13,214 

  17,822,135 20,543,510 8,329,514 1,370,356 3,529,952 4,972,399 2,137,067 204,222 
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.6 Liquidity risk (continued) 

Liquidity risk is the risk that the Bank will not be able to meet its obligations under normal and unforeseen 

circumstances, which could result in the sale of certain assets at unfavourable prices. The Bank manages its 

liquidity risk by regularly estimating the Bank's liquidity position. The analysis of the gap between the Bank's 

assets and liabilities, based on the remaining maturity for 2020 and 2019 is presented below: 

The following table shows the carrying amounts of non-derivative financial assets and financial liabilities that are 

expected to be recovered or settled within 12 months of the reporting date. 

  
2020 

MDL’000 

2019 

MDL’000 

Financial assets     

Cash and balances at the National Bank 4,829,357 5,276,075 

Current accounts and placements with banks 1 636 385 205,484 

Debt securities – at amortized cost 4 725 481 2,628,182 

Loans and advances to customers, net 2 575 016 3,613,351 

Mandatory reserves 1 410 599 722,119 

Equity instruments at fair value through other comprehensive income 13 186 12,224 

Other assets, net         141 678 117,694 

 

Financial liabilities 
  

Deposits from banks 3,963 3,325 

Other borrowings 89,994 106,765 

Deposits from customers 15,055,295 12,963,093 

Current income tax liabilities  4,124 36,350 

Other liabilities 518,857 442,443 
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34. Risk management (continued) 

34.6 Liquidity risk (continued) 

The following table presents the carrying amounts of non-derivative financial assets and financial liabilities that 

are expected to be recovered or settled less than 12 months after the reporting date. 

 2020 

MDL’000 

2019 

MDL’000 

Financial assets   

Debt securities – at amortized cost 106,427 181,578 

Loans and advances to customers, net 5,241,399 5,050,421 

Equity instruments at fair value through other comprehensive income 11,589 9,789 

Property and equipment, net 306,603 289,486 

Intangible assets, net 44,973 44,617 

Other assets, net          15,318 15,587 

Non-current assets held for sale 219,896 270,327 

 

Financial liabilities 
  

Other borrowings 275,163 282,319 

Deposits from customers 1,405,066 1,130,862 

Current income tax liabilities - - 

Deferred income tax liabilities - 
2,855 

Other liabilities 226,017 204,586 

  

35. Reputational risk 

The main strategic objectives of the Bank are: 

- strengthening the position of the Bank as universal, competitive commercial bank, with marketing and 

communication, by increasing the volume and complexity of transactions and promoting new products; 

- continuing the process of improving the Bank's image, optimizing the branch network and agencies, 

implementing new products on cards and electronic services; 

- promoting existing products and developing new attractive products in order to strengthen the position of the 

Bank on the savings sector of individuals and legal entities; 

- continuing the behavioural change of the staff both within the Bank and towards the clients and ensuring the 

highest level of professional training of the personnel; 

- strengthening the Bank's image on the financial and banking market. 

In order to reduce the reputational risk, the Bank considers permanent updating of the internal regulations 

regarding the standards and actions to be followed in the activity of customer knowledge and money laundering 

and terrorist financing prevention, solving complaints and petitions formulated by Bank's clients, educating 

customers to use the new products and services offered, knowing the costs associated with them, as well as 

identifying potential problems and ways to solve them. 

The Bank aims at framing a low level of reputational risk that does not result in loss or not reaching of profits 

estimated by the Bank. 
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36. Political environment 

The political and economic situation in the Republic of Moldova in 2020 was under pressure from the 

unprecedented pandemic of Covid-19 and the presidential elections in November. Towards the end of the year, 

the political situation became critical as a result of the economic crisis caused by the Covid-19 pandemic. The 

economy of the Republic of Moldova has shown a decrease in GDP estimated at -6.5% as a consequence of the 

global pandemic crisis. As a result, the state budget law for 2021 provides for a record budget deficit. The 

November presidential election was won by a pro-European candidate. Inflation was 0.4%, which influenced a 

low level of interest rates on the financial market. The national currency depreciated during 2020. High liquidity 

and financial stability were maintained in the banking system, banks overcame the consequences of the pandemic 

and recorded satisfactory financial results. 

37. Going concern 

Business continuity principle - is the principle according to which it is assumed that the Bank will normally 

continue its operation in the foreseeable future, without entering into a state of liquidation or significant reduction 

of the business. 

The financial statements are prepared on the assumption that the Bank will normally continue to operate in the 

foreseeable future. Financial or operational factors that may affect the Bank's ability to continue operations in the 

future have not been identified. According to the provisions of the adopted strategy, by 2021 the Bank plans to 

continue its activity, aiming at maintaining the financial stability of the bank and serving its customers at a high 

level. 

The current financial situation and the modelling of financial indicators prepared by the Bank, including those 

that represent the prudential framework regulated by the National Bank of Moldova, demonstrate the Bank's 

ability to obtain in 2020 the positive benefit, profitability not lower than the market average, maintaining liquidity 

and sufficient solvency. 

38. Subsequent events of the reporting period 

a) Resignation of the Vice-chairman 

On February 10, 2021, the resignation of Ms. Penka Kratunova, Vice-chairman of the Management Committee, 

was accepted. 

b) Compliance with the normative framework 

The Bank is currently in the process of revising the internal regulatory framework in order to comply with the 

provisions of BASEL III and the CRD IV package in the field of liquidity management with the implementation 

starting with January 1, 2021 of the liquidity coverage requirements (LCR) and in the field of disclosure of 

information in accordance with the normative framework, approved by the NBM, as well as the implementation 

during 2021 of ILAAP (Internal Liquidity Adequacy Assessment Process). 

c) COVID-19 impact 

In January 2021, the Extraordinary National Commission on Public Health approved the National Immunization 

Plan against COVID-19, which includes a joint vaccination plan for the population. In addition, the Parliament, 

through the Decision no. 49 as of March 31,2021, has declared a state of emergency on the entire territory of the 

Republic of Moldova for the period April 1 – May 30, 2021. This decision will not significantly affect the Bank's 

ongoing activity. 

It should be noted that since the beginning of the year the number of Covid-19 virus diseases in Moldova has 

increased compared to the last months of 2020. The Bank's management actively monitors the evolution of events 

and is ready to take all necessary measures to maintain the Bank's activity, protect employees and respect the 

interests of customers and shareholders. 


